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Jan 30 - Feb 11, 2010

www.bodhisattva.com
Tel: (800) 588-5350   (310) 838-5350

 Master-quality Tibetan Singing Bowls  ●   Bells  ●   Gongs  ●   Buddhist Art  ●   Malas

Antique 
Bowls per 
KG PricesSHO W  S PECIA

L
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Mineralientage
München Oct. 29-31,2010
47th int. Show for Minerals, Fossils, Gems,
Jewelry and Accessories

Special exhibit 2010
South American Beauties

GEOFA Dealers Day Fr, Oct. 29, Pre-registration requested, BÖRSE Public Fair Sa/Su, Oct. 30/31

Exhibitor registration deadline: April 30th, 2010www.mineralientage.com
Exhibitor-Service: info@mineralientage.com

MM_Metaphysical guide_2010_B:Layout 1  10.11.2009  13:26 Uhr  Seite 1
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TWO PREMIERE LOCATIONS AT THE TUCSON GEM SHOW
Riverpark Inn ROOM 166 and Days Inn ROOM 154  Jan 30 - Feb 14, 2010  

Show Contact: 801.502.6320 • 800.358.9492 • Int. 801.486.6833 • Fax 801.463.2617
www.crystaltones.com 

Morganite™

Nurture Higher Awareness
Lepidolite™

Emotional Healing & Calm
Rhodochrosite™

Intensify Joy
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THE  SUGILITE CO.

RIVERPARK INN, 
COURTYARD  

TENT 
+ ROOM 116

sugi l i te watermelon faceted sugi l i te

watermelon tourmaline sugi l i te watermelon & moldavi te

labradori te lar imar 

Over 10,000 pieces of watermelon tourmaline to choose from
get here early for the best selections

www.moldavi teandsugi l i te .com       -        mrtosh2@me.com
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More Gems, More Jewelry, More Energy
Heaven & Earth has the largest array of Metaphysical Jewelry and Stones Anywhere!

Heaven & Earth LLC
PO Box 249, East Montpelier, VT 05651  Ph 802-476-4775  Fax 802-479-5923  email: heavenandearth@earthlink.net

Tucson Location:  La Quinta Show  Room 217  I-10 access road. at 22nd St. (750 Starr Pass Blvd)
Visit us in Tucson, or contact us for our FREE color catalog of over 2000 items!

Moldavite: Starborn Stone of TransformationTM

We offer a wider array of Moldavite than anyone else, including fine raw pieces, jewelry, faceted gems, beads, 
pyramids, Merkaba stars, nugget necklaces, carvings, tumbled pieces, even Moldavite incense, oils and books!

Oregon Opal

Iolite

Chakra 
Jewelry

Aquamarine Nuummite Gaia 
Stone

Inperial Gold 
QuartzTM

Tanzan Aura
QuartzTM

Golden 
Labradorite

Adularian 
Moonstone

Herkimer
Jewelry

Pink LazurineTM

Siberian Blue 
Quartz

Amethyst

AzeztuliteTMSatya Mani QuartzTM

Visit our website: www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
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More Color, More Beauty, More Fun!
Heaven & Earth Offers New Stones in Vivid Hues, plus Unique Designs & Gem Combinations!

Alexandrite*
Yellow

Sapphire*
*Russian Lab 
Grown Gems

Padparadscha
Sapphire*

Ruby*Blue
Sapphire* 

Labradorite Cinnabar 
Quartz

Blue 
Aragonite

Healers’ 
Gold

Rhodocrosite

Healing 
Hands

Pentacles

Sacred Symbols: These & Many More!

Merkaba 
Stars

Goddesses, Angels, Ankhs
Rainbow 
Serpent

Rainbow 
Moonstone

Moonstone Turquoise Lilac 
Lepidolite

Lapis 
Lazuli

Radiance 
Jasper

Herkimer 
“Diamonds” Synergy & Ascension  

Jewelry

Seraphinite

Heaven & Earth LLC  POB 249, E. Montpelier, VT 05651, Ph: 802-476-4775; Fax: 802-479-5923

We sell loose gems, tumbled stones, spheres and raw stones too!

website: www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

In Tucson: La Quinta - Room 217, I-10 & 22nd St, 2nd floor
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PUEBLO GEM SHOW
JAN. 30 - FEB. 11, 2010
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What was great,

 just got Bigger & Better! 

Same Place Same Quality,

Increased Display Area!!!

Visit us in California

Vista, CA

(760) 598 7006

aurorawrocks@peak.org

Visit us in Oregon

 Seal Rock, OR

(541) 563 3580

aurorawest@casco.net

www.aurorawest.com 

We Love GREEN!!!

Aurora West has worked on 

the preservation of Pacific 

North West Forests for more 

than 20 years.

"...With three times more 

display area and more 

variety than ever, Aurora 

West will be offering a 

phenomenal selection 

where our clients will be 

able to easily find what 

they really want..." 

Michael Siegel, 

Aurora West CEO.

Go to aurorawest.com to get 

your "GO GREEN CARD", and 

take 10% OFF your 2010 

shopping at Aurora West Tucson
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Visit the Magical 
Mineral Kingdom
Agate, Amethyst, Cabochons, Carvings, Fossils, 

Geodes, Jewelry, Labradorite, Meteorites, 

Mineral Specimens, Polished Points, Quartz 

Crystals, Rutilated Quartz, Sacred Geometry 

Pieces, Spheres, Tourmaline & Much More! 

TUCSON 2010 - NOW ONE GREAT LOCATION!
GRANADA AVENUE MINERAL SHOW

Tucson 2010

Jan. 30 to Feb. 13, 2010
Next To Inn Suites Hotel
350 North Granada Ave.
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Raiders offers an extensive collection of high quality
tumbled gemstones. Customers buy them for pocket
stones, home decor, gift giving and jewelry making.
Display them, or other merchandise, in one of our three
attractive bins. Our most popular lucite display bin has
24 compartments and is only 16 inches tall with a 16
inch footprint. Priced at $79 or FREE with your initial
$300 minimum tumbled stone order.

Raiders of the Lost Art is a direct
importer of high quality crystals
from around the world. We offer
polished shapes i.e. spheres,
wands and pyramids as well as
completely natural items such as
points, clusters, geodes and
unusual specimens. 

Tumbled Gemstones on Display

Tuscon—January 31 - February 14    
Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room, I-10 and 22nd Street

Crystals

Check out our online catalog. 
If we don’t carry what you’re
looking for, just ask—give us a
call or send us an email.

Direct importers of the finest quality
crystals and mineral specimens

since 1985

Visit: www.raidersofthelostart.com
Call: 1-800-527-4367

March  1 - 31 Gainesville, FL Showroom June  27 - 29 INATS, Denver, CO
April  1 - 30 Gainesville, FL Showroom July  1 - 31 Gainesville, FL Showroom
May  1 - 3 Orlando, FL August  7 - 9 Springfield, MA
May  22 - 24 Chicago, IL September  16 - 20   Denver, CO

 
of the

Visit: www.raiderocks.com
Call: 1-800-527-4367

Tucson: January 30th - February 13th, 2010
Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room & Garden, I-10 and 22nd Street

March 1 - 31        Gainesville, FL Showroom
April 1 - 30        Gainesville, FL Showroom
April 30 - May 2     Orlando, FL 
June 26 - 28        INATS, Denver, CO

July 1 - 31        Gainesville, FL Showroom
August 13 - 15        Springfield, MA
Sept 15 - 19        Denver, CO
October 29 - 31      Orlando, FL

Check out our online catalog.
If you don’t see what you’re 
looking for, just ask – give us 
a call or send us an email.
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Zeppo
Merchandisers

Inc.

Toll Free
800-326-4367

Two Tucson 
Locations:

G&LW Gem Mall Show
Pavilion #1215

Howard Johnsons
1010 South Freeway

Room 140
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Please visit our wholsale website: 

www.sajenjewelry.com
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P.O. Box 910 • 13 Kimball Hill • Putney, VT 05346
Tel: 802-387-2529 • Toll Free: 800-772-5369 • Fax: 802-387-2530 

Email: customerservice@sajenjewelry.com • Web: www.sajenjewelry.com
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www.pelhamgrayson.com
VISIT OUR TUCSON REVIEW: FEB 25TH, 2010

Your Online Wholesale Source for Every-
thing in the World of Metaphysical Stones, 
Jewelry, Books, Specialty Items & Supplies
These are just a few of the thousands of items 
on our huge, user-friendly WHOLESALE web-
site. We are constantly adding new items and 

offering special discounts. You can order online 
or visit our Guardian of the Stones wholesale 
warehouse, the largest in the Northeast USA. 

(See our website for hours and other details.)

Rose Quartz Stones and Products

Quartz Crystals and Clusters

Aqua Aura Crystals, Tumbled, etc.

Chakra Jewelry in Sterling Silver

Selenite Lamps, Spheres, Towers, Eggs and More!

Gemstone Pendulums Spirit Quartz

Wide Array of Amethyst Items

Moldavite 

Discount Gemstone Beads

Angel Carvings and Jewelry

Fluorite Polished ShapesMerkaba Stars Crystal Lamps

Selenite Polished Points

Spheres in Angelite & MoreGemstone Candle Holders

Pelham Grayson Inc.  ●   300 Taugwonk Road, Stonington CT, 06378
Phone: 1-800-321-8725  ●   Fax: 860-535-1278

STONES 
OF THE NEW

CONSCIOUSNESS
Healing, Awakening & Co-creating  

with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS
Co-author of �e Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

Stones of The New 
Consciousness

Original White Azeztulite™ , Himalaya Gold Azeztulite™ , Sanda 
Rosa Azeztulite™ , Pink Azeztulite™ , Satyaloka Azeztulite™  

Rosophia™ & 
Mystic Merlinite™

 Azeztulite™ 
 This Card Guarantees that you have purchased

 real Azeztulite™.  The stone or jewelry item 
accompanying this card has been selected, attuned 

and activated. Accept no substitutes! 

  
Azeztulite™ 

is a trademark of 
Heaven and Earth LLC.

Azeztulite™ Stone of the Nameless Light™
Original Azeztulite is an energetically 
unusual and rare type of  Quartz, found 
only in Vermont and North Carolina 
in the USA. Its spiritual properties  
facilitate attunement to the vibrations of 
the Great Central Sun, spiritual core of the 
Universe––dissolving patterns of negativity, moving one into 
higher states of awareness, spiritual healing and enlightenment.
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Inn Suites Hotel - Rooms 409, 411 & Tent
1820 Oracle Show - Location #5
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See our catalog and website for tumbled stones and tumbled-stone products, 
new-age items, rough stones, crystals, jewelry, gifts and souvenir items.

TWO SH W O

LOCATIO SN !

TUMBLED GEMSTONES

505 ELM STREET P.O. BOX 847 RAMONA CALIFORNIA 92065 USA TEL: (760) 789-1620 
FAX: (760) 789-3432  E-mail: craftstones@craftstones.com  Website: www.craftstones.com 

505 ELM STREET P.O. BOX 847 RAMONA CALIFORNIA 92065 USA TEL: (760) 789-1620 
FAX: (760) 789-3432  E-mail: craftstones@craftstones.com  Website: www.craftstones.com 

Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show, 
Riverpark Inn, South Freeway, Tucson

J.O.G.S., Tucson Expo Centre, 
3750 E. Irvington Road, Exit 264 (off I-10)
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EL PASO ROCK SHOP, INC.

14572 Bradley Rd. El Paso, TX 79938

office: (915) 857-6815 • (915) 857-2477 • orders:(915) 857-2636  

cell: 915-526-7413 • fax: (915) 857-7335

www.theelpasorockshop.com • email: elpasorockshop@netzero.net

Cherry Opal for faceting

Fire Opal Cabochons
(natural and synthetic) 

Chrysocolla with Azurite
(natural and stabilized)  

Arrowheads Super 
Agate Mixed Color 

Leopard Skin Jasper 

Pyrite 

Ocean Jasper 

Stabilized Stones (Turquoise, 
Azurite, Sugilite, Malachite) 

Blue Fire Opal
(Mexico) 

Chalcopyrite 

Cherry Opal Cut Stones

Coyamo Laguna Roseta Lace Cabs

Imperial Jasper

Amethyst Geodes

Creedite

Orange Calcite

Danburite with Amethyst

Lapis

Rosa Selenite

Turquoise - natural and stabilized 
(Mexico)

Quartz

Salt Lamps

Trancas Geodes 

Turquoise Beads (natural)   

Star Jasper
(From a new mine) 

Cats Eye - polished 

Amethyst 

Amazonite 
(rough and polished) 

Gaspeite - synthetic and natural 
(Mexico and Australia)

Tuscon, AZ. (Howard Johnson, Junction of 22nd Street & Highway 10) Jan 26 - Feb 15, 2010
�is will be our 41st year mining, selling, buying and trading! 

NEW Apple Calcite 

Azurite-Malachite-Chrysocolla
(natural and stabilized) 

Chevron Amethyst 
(Mexico) 

Chinese Writing (Escritura-China)

Galena (New Mine) 

Gem Silica Chrysocollo (#1 & #2)

Bird Eye Jasper 

Hycorite with Eyes and Lines (Mexico)

NEW Hyperstene 

Larimar (Dominican Republic)

Porcelanite Jasper (Mexico) 

NEW Baby Geodes 
for Jewelry (New Mine)

Red White Magnesite Wild Horse 
(Mexico)

NEW Sunset Cuprite Chrysocolla Cabochons 

Zacatecas Geodes (Mexico)

NEW Parrot Wing Chrysocolla 
(Mexico) 

Gold Stone

NEW Sunset Cuprite Chrysocolla 
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Tucson 2010 Show Locations
a G&LW Show at the Grant Inn 

(Room 161)
Jan. 30 - Feb. 12, 2010

a G&LW Show at the Holidome
(P463 & P573)

Feb. 4 -12, 2010

a The Whole Bead Show at Windmill Inn
Feb. 3 - 8, 2010

                      1761 Walnut St., El Cerrito, CA 94530
www.TibetanBeads.com  ●   email: pemaarts@earthlink.net  ●   ph: 510-965-9956  ●   fax: 510-965-9937
Pema’s cell: 510-812-4241 ●  Pema’s email: pemagurung@gmail.com  ●   Thupten’s cell: 510-220-0419

Norbu’s cell: 510-220-9358  ●    Pasang’s cell: 510-815-4152 ●    Ngawang’s cell: 510-220-7617
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MINE SOURCE FOR UNIQUE ARIZONA GEMSTONES

Absolute Black Jade
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Jasper

Specular Hematite

Natural Face

Graphic Jasper
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Psilomelane

Lingham Beads Arizona Zebra Jasper

Grant Inn,  Grant rd. & I-10 Jan. 30th- Feb 12th

SWEETWATER  

Cosmic
Spot

Jasper

Natural Face Black jade
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web

Jasper
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Larimar
�e GEMSTONE of the CARIBBEAN ®

  Beads   Carvings   Jewelry   Cabochons

Come to the Source - Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
Mountain Mark Trading LTD

www.larimarsource.com   ●  larimar@bellsouth.net
954-439-5050  ●  1350 S.W. 36 Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312

●   26 Years as THE Minesource
●   �e G.I.A.’s Poster Presenter on Blue Pectolite
●   Award Winner of the Annual Munich Mineral Fair’s Prestigious “Special Science Display” 
    on Larimar (8 times!)
●   Member of Tokyo International Mineral Association
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Come to the Source -    
Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room

Shamanite® 
North American Black Calcite 

Discover this Paleozoic Rarity ... from the only global source.
Scienti�cally established as Early Cambrian - 540+ million year old telltale 

primitive shell inclusions and the lack of vegetal pollen spores reveal the 
astounding primordial age of this material

      It includes Carbon, Chalcocite, Pyrite, Baryte, Zircon 
                         in Detrital Quartz, rare Orthoclase. 
                 Small shelly fossils-Spirobus Carbonarius.

Rough  

Carvings

Jewelry

Beads

Special 
Cuts

Hand 
Pieces

“If one wishes to be a ‘Warrior of Light,’ 
Master Shamanite™ can be a powerfull ally.”    

––Robert Simmons, in Stones of the New Consciousness

“A stone of the Ancients”    
––Melody, in Love is in �e Earth, 

�e Crystal and Mineral Encyclopedia

Mountain Mark Trading LTD

www.shamanite.com   ●  www.blackcalcite.com   ●   larimar@bellsouth.net
954-439-5050  ●  1350 S.W. 36 Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312
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ZEE 520-404-1342
GERARDO 520-591-9445
ZEES@MINDSPRING.COM
ZEESMINERALS.COM
FAX 520-318-1318

ZEE’S 
SHOWING AT TUCSON ELECTRIC PARK (TEP)!

– Behind Big Tent –

Zee’s is more into Mineral Art, Stone Interiors, Gem & Fossil    
Architectural Pieces, Gemstone & Fossil Surfaces, Massive 
Crystals and Minerals and Rare Fossils.

OFFICE: Zee’s – 2990 E. Michigan, Tucson, AZ 85714 USA
Phone: 520-294-9316 FAX: 520-318-1318

Intergrading Crystal Mineral Fossil &
Gems into your world

Zee & Ronnie’s Party!
WWW.GEMSHOWEXTRAVAGANZA.COM

GIVE BACK! 

crested oviraptor on EGG’s

1055629-TSGS-090100.pdf Processed by DG December 1, 2008 
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TUCSON SHOW GUIDE 2010 TUCSON SHOW GUIDE 2010    

2990 E. Michigan St. Tucson, AZ 85714 USA 
E-mail: zees@minspring.com | zeesminerals.com 
Cell: (520) 404-1342 | Phone: (520) 294-9316

 Fax: (520) 318-1318

 Our Lives Rock!  
        Be Thankful.  
          Give back.

Compassion International  

(800) 336-7676

2120904-TSGS-100100.pdf Processed by DG December 11, 2009 
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   Several years I received a telephone call 
from a man who had an amazing story to tell, 
and some powerful stones to back it up. Mark 
Agnew began his journey of healing and spiri-
tual awakening with an awful occurrence. In 
1987, he was mugged and blinded in one eye 
by his attackers. This difficult event initiated 
a spiritual journey that included a period of 
disillusionment with the materialistic life he 
had lived until then, accompanied by the wish 
for healing, not only of the physical wound, 
but of the spiritual malaise it had revealed. In 
that sense, I would say that Mark’s condition 
was emblematic of many people, blind in one 
eye, only partially able to see the fullness of 
the world around us, especially its important 
dimensions of soul and spirit. 
   Through the circuitous routes Spirit often 
takes in revealing our true path, Mark eventu-
ally heard of the renown Brazilian spiritual 
healer known as “John of God.” He wrote: “In 
January 2003 I found myself in central Brazil, 
dressed in white, standing in line waiting to 
meet a man whose body (I was told) was un-
der the control of another soul. The woman 
behind me, a total stranger, had just told me 
she loved me. She was there with her husband 
who needed heart surgery. There were people 
in wheelchairs, with disfigurements, children 
with severe palsy, and lot of normal looking 
people with fear in their eyes. I was looking 
pretty good with only one yellow eye to be 
fixed.”
   Mark’s reason for going was ostensibly 
his desire for a miraculous physical healing, 
and the reports that the “Entities” working 
through John of God had healed many people 
of supposedly incurable  ailments and inju-
ries were numerous. Sometimes, however, the 
healing was of the soul or spirit rather than 
the body, and this certainly was true for Mark. 
He has returned to the “Casa,” (John of God’s 
free healing clinic where the medium offers 
his services to whoever wishes to come) many 
times, and the spiritual benefits of his trips 
are obvious to him, as well as those who know 
him.
   John of God’s healing clinic, the Casa, sits 
atop what is known as the world’s largest 
quartz deposit. There is considerable specula-
tion that the particular healing atmosphere of 
the Casa is facilitated by the presence of all of 
this quartz, resonating in harmonious accord 
with the healing entities who work through 
“Medium Joao.” (Joao does sometimes travel 
to other locales to do his work, and the results 
tend to be just as wonderful and amazing as 
in the Casa. However, some severely ill peo-
ple have only been able to “hold” their heal-
ings while remaining at the Brazil sanctuary. 
Whether the quartz has something to do with 
this is not yet known.)
   What is known, however, is that quartz from 
the Casa area can be spiritually programmed 
to carry and hold the energies of the healing 
beings working through Medium Joao. During 
the course of his many visits, Mark learned 
of this, and asked permission of the Entities 
to bring some of this powerfully programmed 

quartz into the wider world, as a means of 
spreading the beneficial effects of the work 
done at the Casa. When he received the per-
mission he sought, Mark began purchasing 
and marketing the what he called Casa Crys-
tals. That’s how I met him. In 2004, Mark 
approached me to see whether my company, 
Heaven and Earth, would help him to spread 
the information and market the Casa Crys-
tals.
    My wife and I accepted Mark’s invita-
tion and put the 
Casa stones in our 
catalog, including 
polished crystals, 
faceted gems and 
jewelry. Since 
then we have add-
ed round beads as 
well. I can feel 
the currents ema-
nating from these 
stones, and they 
are very “clean,” 
pure and powerful. 
The stones have a 
very wholesome 
look and feel, as if 
there are abundant 
positive and lov-
ing qualities com-
ing through them. 
    Some people 
have asked me 
whether I believe in the stories about John of 
God. For years, I held my opinion in neutral. 
Then, in 2008, I had my own chance to en-
counter Joao and the Entities. I went to Ome-
ga Institute in New York that September, to 
attend one day of a healing retreat with John 
of God. There were about 1500 people there, 
and I was directed, along with a group of sev-
eral hundred others, to a special healing room 
where we were to sit in meditation and allow 
ourselves to receive spiritual “operations.” 
These entailed no physical touch from Joao, 
but did purportedly involve being worked on 
by the spirit entities who anchored into our 
world through the medium.
   We had been given slips of paper to write 
down whatever health concerns we wished to 
be helped with. I had no serious issues, but 
I mentioned a back injury from earlier that 
summer, which was still quite painful. I had 
injured and re-injured that area many times. 
Throughout the healing session, I felt an in-
tense burning sensation in the painful spot on 
my back, as well as surges of pleasurable en-
ergy in my head.
   During the following week, the burning 
in my back continued, then gradually faded 
away. I also dreamed one night about being 
visited by the medium. Since then, I have 
never been troubled by that old injury, and my 
back as a whole is much stronger. 
   Even more impressive to me was a healing 
I hadn’t requested. The week before going to 
the retreat, my dentist had examined a pain-
ful tooth. He used an electrical device to see 

if I had feeling in the nerve, but I did not. 
He told me the tooth was most likely dead, 
and we would have to do a root canal after 
I came home from my trip. However, when I 
returned to the dentist, my tooth was suddenly 
very much alive, and sensitive to the electric-
ity. It is healthy to this day, and needed no 
dental work.
   These relatively small healings proved more 
to me than any of the video testimonies I had 
seen. When it happens to oneself, that changes 
everything. Realizing that healing can come 
in this way opened many doors in my view 
of the world. I already knew from experience 
that crystals and stones can help us heal, and 
can aid in spiritual growth. When I got my 
proof that Medium Joao was also for real, my 
enthusiasm for the Casa Crystals was multi-
plied. Now, when I hold one of these stones, 
I sense the same pleasurable current that ran 
through my head in Joao’s healing room, and 
I feel grateful that Mark Agnew followed the 
thread of his journey, bringing the stones from 
the Casa into the wider world. 

      A Recommended Meditation
   For those who want to work with Casa Crys-
tals for spiritual growth and healing, I recom-
mend beginning with this simple meditation:

1. Hold the Casa stone in your cupped hands. 
Offer yourself into relation with the stone and 
the healing Entities of the Casa by exhaling 
over the stone, inwardly making an offering 
gesture that says, “I willingly enter into rela-
tionship with you, the healing Entities of the 
Casa.”

2. Inhale over the stone in your cupped hands, 
while silently inviting the healing currents of 
the Casa Entities into your body. Give careful 
attention to any sensations in your hands or 
elsewhere in the body. When you sense the 
flow of the healing currents, invite them to 
fill you more deeply.

3. After a few such breaths, sit quietly with 
the stone held over your heart. You may move 
the stone up to the third eye area of the fore-
head or to any other place to which you are 
drawn. Feel and invite the currents. 

4. You may wish to place the stone near or 
upon the area of the body where healing is 
most needed, again inviting the currents. You 
may use more than one stone, or you can wear 
a pendant over your heart while working with 
another stone elsewhere.

5. Visualize being healed by beings of Light. 
Sit with them, feeling the currents in your 
body for as long as they flow, or until you 
sense the completion of the session.

6. Express your gratitude for the gifts coming 
to you through the stones.

   Such meditative beginnings can lead to 
deeper and more profound connections. I en-
courage those who feel drawn to such inner 
work to keep a journal of what you experi-
ence. Your story may lead you to further in-
sights, or it may help someone else to find a 
path to healing. 

Casa Crystals Available at La Quinta Show 
Room 217 f

  The Quartz That Heals 

    Casa Crystals, Programmed Through John of God                                                         
                                                                by Robert Simmons
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Good Vibrations: A Selected Array of 
Stones and Their Metaphysical Properties
                        
By Robert Simmons      With Excerpts from The Book of Stones 

Cryolite
     Cryolite is a sodium aluminum fluoride mineral 
with a hardness of 2.5 to 3. Its crystal system is 
monoclinic. Most natural Cryolite has been found 
at the Ivigtut site on Greenland’s west coast. This 
find was almost completely depleted as Cryolite 
was utilized as a flux in aluminum smelting. It has 
been found associated with other minerals such as 
Siderite, Quartz, Topaz, Fluorite, Chalcopyrite, 
Galena, Cassiterite, Molybdenite, Columbite and 
Wolframite. In addition to the major discovery in 
Greenland, it has been found in Colorado, USA, 
Quebec, Canada, and at Miask, Russia. Cryolite 
has a very low refractive index, similar to water, 
so that clear Cryolite crystals will seem to “disap-
pear” when immersed in water. Even white Cryo-
lite specimens such as those we acquired will ap-

pear transparent at the edges when in water.  
     Robert Simmons writes: ‘The energies of Cryo-
lite focus directly on the most needed component 
of human evolution at this time––the awakening 
of our awareness to the intelligence of he heart, 
and the partnering of the most evolved areas of 
the brain with that intelligence. Cryolite power-
fully stimulates the third eye, as well as the entire 
pre-frontal cortex of the brain. It also stimulates 
the heart and crown chakras, linking them with the 
third  eye and facilitating inner vision. Further, it 
opens the channels through which the holographic 
knowing of the heart and its language of silent un-
derstanding can be received and comprehended by 
the conscious mind. This opening brings one from 
confusion to certainty, from egoic self-seeking to 
love, generosity and benevolence, from fear to 
trust, from control to surrender. It is the quintes-
sential vibration of the new consciousness which is 
sweeping quietly through humanity, and which is 
destined to transform the world.
   “One’s initial experience of Cryolite’s energies, 
especially when the stone is held to the third eye, 
can be one of intensely pulsating energies moving  
first into the forehead and then to up to the crown 
and down to the heart. One may notice that this 
pulsation corresponds to one’s heartbeat. This is fit-
ting, for Cryolite amplifies and focuses the heart en-
ergies. It also switches on dormant capacities in the 

‘silent areas’ of the brain. The emotional tone gen-
erated by Cryolite is one of peace and quiet joy. 
   “The heart produces a torus-shaped electro-
magnetic field which is linked, through quantum 
waves, with all other such fields in the Universe––
from atoms to galaxies and beyond. Thus, through 
the heart we are potentially able to directly know 
whatever we wish to know. And since the know-
ing of the heart reaches beyond space and time, we 
can potentially apprehend events from the future 
through the mind/heart connection. Cryolite works 
like a set of electrical cables to ‘jump start’ this 
dormant but very real connection. When this has 
happened fully, one’s frontal lobes are no longer 
‘silent,’ but are activated to fulfill their potential–
–bringing one from unconscious enslavement to 
conscious dominion over the realm of one’s life. 
An interesting aspect of this is that dominion can 
only occur through ongoing moment-to-moment 
surrender to the intelligence of the heart, which 
equals surrender to the ever-flowing intention of 
Divine purpose. Yet this surrender is actually a 
release into liberation, as one realizes that oneself 
and the Divine purpose are one and the same.
  “The discoveries of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite and 
Rosophia have revealed two new stones which 
work in powerful synergy with Cryolite. Together 
they comprise the most powerful combination yet 
discovered for bringing the high brain and heart 
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into their destined co-creative unity. Conscious co-
creation in unity with the Soul of the World is the 
essence of human destiny, and these stones help to 
enliven the energetic connections that allow us to 
take on that awesome, joyful task from an awak-
ened intelligence seated in the heart’s wisdom. 
    “The love energy emanated by Cryolite is the 
transcendent vibration of Divine Love. It is some-
what above and beyond the individual human love 
most of us know. However, if one wishes to work 
with stones which can aid in the fusion of Divine 
love and personal love, Tugtupite is recommended.

Nuummite
    Nuummite is a unique combination of An-
thophyllite, a magnesium iron silicate, and Gedrite, 
a lithium-bearing amphibole. The hardness of 
Nuummite is about 6. It is found only in Greenland 
and is very ancient—about three billion years old. 
It is characterized by closely intergrown crystals 
which display flashes of iridescent color. The base 
color of Nuummite is charcoal gray to black, and 

its labradorescent colors include red, orange, gold, 
yellow, green, blue and violet. The most common 
reflected color is gold. Nuummite is mined in a re-
mote area of Greenland and can be extracted only 
during the warm months. Although it is difficult to 
find and must be cut with care to display the color, 
Nuummite has become quite popular as a meta-
physical talisman and as a gemstone.
      Robert Simmons writes: “These are stones 
of the deepest aspect of the Earth element. They 
draw upon the fiery energies of the Earth’s core, 
and they offer us the gift of inner power. In regard 
to power, it is said that the difference between a 
tyrant and a magician is that a tyrant wants power 
over others, while the magician wishes for power 
only over herself (or himself). In the great work of 
mystic realization, the magician makes much more 
progress than the tyrant. Nuummite, as a stone of 
inner power, can be used on the magician’s quest 
for self-mastery.
   “Nuummite has the power to take one on a jour-
ney into the depths of the psyche. It can help one to 
release energies trapped in the subconscious—parts 
of the self that may have been lost to fear, trauma, 
guilt or shame. It can help one recall and release 
fixated energies from childhood, birth, or even past 
lives. It is a solid ally that reinforces one’s cour-
age and determination to do whatever inner work 
is necessary to be healed and whole.
     “In addition, Nuummite may be used as a gaz-
ing stone, helping one move into altered states of 
consciousness. It can enhance clairvoyance and 
intuition; it can help one learn the language of the 
body and channel healing energies for oneself and 
others. It can assist one in attuning to the elemen-
tal forces of the Earth, so one may call upon them 
in times of need. It is a stone of personal magic 
that can increase the frequency of synchronicities 
and ‘good luck’ in one’s life. Nuummite facilitates 
one’s efforts to transform ungrounded fantasy into 

magical reality.
   “Nuummite can be a powerful meditation stone, 
opening the inner doors of self-discovery. It can 
be worn in jewelry, to bring the dynamics of in-
ner power, self-mastery, magic and manifestation 
into one’s life. As a gifting stone, it signifies deep 
love, for it symbolizes the gift of sovereignty. This 
stone harmonizes well with Moldavite (for acceler-
ated transformation), with Azeztulite (for bringing 
more Light into the sometimes dark inner journey), 
Libyan Gold Tektite (for manifestation), Tsavor-
ite Garnet (for prosperity), Seraphinite (for heal-
ing) and with Amethyst (when additional spiritual 
protection is needed). Other stones that work syn-
ergistically with Nuummite include Labradorite, 
Amazonite, Sunstone, Moonstone, Scolecite and 
Natrolite. Nuummite is particularly powerful for 
healing the emotional body when combined with the 
heart stones Cryolite, Tugtupite and Ussingite.”

Phenacite
     Phenacite is a beryllium silicate with a hardness 
of 7.5 to 8. It is a rare mineral, especially in well-
formed crystals with transparency. Its crystal sys-
tem is hexagonal (trigonal) and it often crystallizes 
in short prisms. However, Phenacite varies greatly 
in form from one location to another. In fact, its 

Continued on page 56
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name is derived from the Greek word meaning ‘de-
ceiver.’ This is because Phenacite varies so greatly 
in form that it is easily mistaken for other types 
of crystal, such as Quartz, Topaz or even Tourma-
line. Phenacite has been found in Brazil, Sri Lanka, 
Madagascar, Mexico, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Norway, 
Russia, Tanzania, Switzerland and the USA. 
     Robert Simmons writes: “Phenacites emanate 
powerful and high vibrations, strong enough to ac-
tivate the third eye, crown chakra and inner-vision-
ing capacity of just about anybody, or even groups 
of people at a time. They are very beneficial for 
Light body activation and for bringing one’s Light 
body into harmony and conscious connection 
with the physical. With the aid of stones such as 
these, experienced crystal workers should be able 
to travel in the Light body throughout the higher 
realms, bringing back information for the benefit 
of those on the physical plane. These stones can 
give instant cleansing to the auric field, for each is 
a powerful generator of pure White Light energy. 
They can be used as conduits for communication 
with spirit guides, angelic beings and other entities 
of the higher domains. In working with Phenacites, 
one may undergo a series of initiatory experiences 
over a period of time, each one serving as a plat-
form from which to launch one’s consciousness to 
a higher level.
    “Phenacite is truly the supreme stone of the 
third-eye chakra. Its pulsing energies are so strong 
that they can be felt at the third eye, even by many 
people not normally sensitive to crystal energies. It 
opens the interdimensional portals for inner jour-
neying, allowing one’s consciousness to plunge 
through unending corridors of sacred geometric 

forms. The stimulation of the third eye offered by 
Phenacite is stronger than one receives from virtu-
ally any other stone. It can also be used to awaken 
the latent special capacities housed in the pre fron-
tal lobes, the newest and most advanced parts of 
the brain. This can sometimes bring spontaneous 
experiences of telepathy, psychokinesis, prophetic 
vision or remote viewing. Sitting in meditation 
with one Phenacite on the forehead and another on 
the crown can link these two chakras, providing 
the user with a profoundly pleasurable sensation of 
their joined energies.
   “There are some subtle differences among 
Phenacites from the various locations. Phenacite 
from Brazil is the most consistently pure and high 
in its energy pattern. Its effect on the third eye is to 
effect a clear opening, and the sensation it engen-
ders is quite pleasurable. It also activates the throat 
chakra for clear communication of the information 
one receives through visionary experience. The 
new Brazilian Phenacites of this recent find are as 
fine as any I have ever seen.
     “Phenacite’s linkage with the higher realms 
makes it a powerful tool for manifestation of inner 
images or patterns of intention in the outer world. 
For enhancing one’s ability to manifest through the 
will, Phenacite should be combined with Heliodor, 
Libyan Gold Tektite and/or Golden Labradorite. 
However, I feel that the new Gold Azeztulite crys-
tals may prove to be the ultimate ally for Phenacite 
in such work. Rhodazez will also work well with 
these Phenacites.”

Chrysoverde™

     A recent discovery 
made by Dale Huett of 
west Coast Mining is 
a gemstone combin-
ing white Quartz with 
veins of richly col-
ored copper silicates 
such as Chrysocolla, 
Malachite, Cuprite 
and Azurite. Dale has 
named the new mate-
rial Chrysoverde, and 
is offering the stones for the first time at the 2010 
Tucson show.
     Robert Simmons writes of the energetic prop-
erties of Chrysoverde: “These stones combine the 
high-frequency currents of spiritually awakened 
Quartz with the grounding, healing and centering 
qualities for which the copper silicates are well 
known. Both Cuprite and Chrysocolla are consid-
ered to be stones of the Divine Feminine, just as 
white Quartz, when fully activated, embodies the 
Divine Masculine. Thus the Chrysoverde offers a 
perfectly balanced spectrum of energies which can 
aid one in all types of inner work. 
     “When one meditates with Chrysoverde, there is 
an immediate elevation of one’s vibrational state, 
but because of its inner balance, the meditator is 
not disoriented by the high-energy state, and one 
can more readily ‘hold’ it. This is of tremendous 
value for those working on the Ascension process. 
    “In spiritual healing work, Chrysoverde offers 
a resonance of balance to the subtle body, aid-

Continued on page 58
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Chrysoverde ™

Chrysoverde™ is from Nevada’s Gold Country. Occasionally we �nd gold �ecks in our slabs. 
It’s a combination of Chrysocolla, Malachite, Cuprite and Azurite in Quartz. 

�e brown and yellow veining is an iron oxide and limonite. 
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ing in harmonizing areas of poor functioning and 
bringing them back into harmony with the Divine 
blueprint of one’s optimal health. It can bring male 
and female energies into resonant balance and it 
promotes equanimity of one’s mood. It aids in pro-
ducing the overall feeling of good health.
     “In psycho-spiritual work, Chrysoverde pro-
motes emotional healing and inner harmony. It al-
lows one to bring old traumatic memories to the 
surface in order to be healed and released. It helps 
one center consciousness in the heart and encour-
ages generosity of spirit. In men, it promotes com-
passion and love for women and the feminine side 
of the self. In women, it facilitates developing these 
traits in regard to men and the male within. Cou-
ples using this stone together may find themselves 
brought into deeper intimacy with one another.
     “Chrysoverde harmonizes very will with Molda-
vite, Azeztulite, Herderite, Natrolite, Phenacite and 
other stones of vibrational Ascension. For deeper 
Heart Awareness, I suggest combining it with Ros-
ophia. For a more grounded effect, bring in Copper 
metal or copper minerals such as Azurite.”

Herderite
     Herderite is 
a calcium beryl-
lium phosphate 
with a hardness 
of 5 to 5.5. Its 
crystal system 
is monoclinic. It 
occurs as tabu-
lar or prismatic 

crystals and is found in granitic pegmatites. It can 
be colorless, pale yellow, green, brownish, gray 
and sometimes lavender. Herderites are rare crys-
tals, but they have been found most abundantly in 
Brazil. Brazilian Herderites are frequently brown-
ish, yellow or gray, occasionally pale green. Afri-
can Herderite is translucent gray, with some laven-
der areas. Some rare bright-green Herderites were 
found in Afghanistan in the 1980s.
     Robert Simmons writes: “Herderite is one of 
the pre-eminent stones for awakening and charging 
the upper chakras of the body and fully connecting 
one’s conscious awareness to the higher dimensions 
linked to the chakras above the head in the etheric 
body. All varieties of Herderite share this trait, and 
they are incredibly powerful tools for interdimen-
sional travel, communication with spirit guides and 
Light beings, and embracing enlightened aware-
ness as a full-time state of being. Herderite initi-
ates growth in consciousness. It opens the third-eye 
and crown chakras, as well as the first two etheric 
chakras, expanding one’s sense of self. In fact, with 
Herderite, one can experience oneself as an energy 
field that exists far beyond the confines of the physi-
cal body. 
     “Though their core energies are similar, different 
types of Herderite exhibit somewhat different traits. 
African Gray Herderites are very high-vibration 
stones, yet their energies are quite smooth and softly 
elevating. They have the property of parting the veil 
that lies over our everyday awareness and opening 
the mind to visions of the true spiritual nature of ex-
istence. In working with these Herderites, especially 
in meditation, one can see the archetypal patterns and 
energy flows underlying the material world and what 

appears here. These are excellent stones for clairvoy-
ants and for those who wish to enhance their psychic 
abilities and capacities for spiritual vision. Astrolo-
gers and tarot readers use their symbol systems to 
understand the patterns, but what the Herderites can 
kindle is direct vision. The effect will vary with the 
sensitivity and preparedness of the individual, but 
the inner opening will be felt by all, to at least some 
degree.
   The African Gray Herderites will work even more 
powerfully if paired with Golden Herderite, and they 
are also enhanced by Azeztulite, Phenacite, Petalite, 
Natrolite and Satyaloka Quartz. Faceted gems of this 
material offer the highest intensity, and because of 
their rarity, they should be treated with reverence and 
great care.
     “Golden and Golden Brown Herderites from Brazil 
assist one in accessing different aspects of expanded 
awareness. As the energies on Earth continue acceler-
ating, Golden Herderites bring the already-advanced 
energies of Herderite to a higher octave. These are 
Herderites of the Golden Ray vibration, and they are 
here to assist those ready to ascend in meditation to 
the domain known as the Golden Void. In this area 
of consciousness, the atmosphere is like ‘warm gold 
dust.’ There is a deep sense of Divine presence in this 
realm, and it is the domain in which our vibrational 
frequencies are stepped up to the next octave of our 
evolution. 
   In the years ahead, there will be a quantum leap of 
evolution, and humans will become less dense. They 
may evolve to a trans-physical state in which they 
identify themselves as a field of consciousness, rather 
than a personality inside a skin. This is the experience 
to which Golden Herderite can introduce one.

Continued on page 60
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     “Those drawn to work with Herderite are advised 
to experience all the available varieties, since each 
quickens one’s evolution in somewhat different ar-
eas. A bonus of Herderite’s effects is that they are 
contagious, even without the presence of the stone. 
When one has assimilated the Herderite energies, one 
becomes, as it were, a living embodiment of those en-
ergies, so that others with whom one connects receive 
the vibrational pattern from exposure to one’s person, 
whether the stone is around or not. This is true, to a 
degree, about all stone energies, but with the latent 
areas activated by Herderite, the effects are more pro-
nounced.
     “Herderite is one of the Synergy Twelve stones, 
along with Moldavite, Phenacite, Tanzanite, Dan-
burite, Azeztulite, Tibetan Tektite, Brookite, Sa-
tyaloka Quartz, Natrolite, Scolecite and Petalite. 
This combination is the most powerful, harmoni-
ous grouping of stones yet discovered for inner 
awakening and well-being. Herderite also reso-
nates powerfully with Merkabite Calcite, Elestial 
Calcite and Cinnabar Quartz.”

Natrolite
    Natrolite is a sodium 
aluminum silicate min-
eral with a hardness 
of 5 to 5.5. Its crystal 
system is orthorhom-
bic. It typically forms 
as slender, vertically 
striated prismatic crys-
tals, although it may 
also occur in massive, 
granular, fibrous, radi-

ating or compact habits. The stones can be color-
less, white, yellowish or gray. They often occur in 
cavities in basalts, in association with other zeo-
lites. They can also be found in igneous rocks such 
as nepheline-syenites. Beautiful Natrolite crystals 
have been collected in northern Bohemia, Czech 
Republic, and in New Jersey, USA. Other localities 
exist in India and Russia.
    Robert Simmons writes: “Natrolite is one of the 
two or three most powerful stones for stimulation 
of the third-eye and crown chakras. When one 
works in meditation holding a Natrolite to one or 
both of these points, a strong pulsing energy moves 
into the chakra, pulling the chakric vibrations into 
resonance with the Natrolite’s emanations. This 
begins a process by which the third-eye and crown 
chakra, link and expand, creating the experience in 
which one feels as if they have merged into a single 
huge chakra, pulsating with Light and intense vi-
bration. If one continues this meditation, one may 
find one’s eyes involuntarily crossing and look-
ing upward toward the third eye. This is a classic  
yogic experience of the opening of the Wisdom 
Eye. Natrolite is one of the strongest stones for ini-
tiating such experiences.
     “Natrolite’s energy moves beyond the confines of 
the physical body, activating one’s conscious link 
with the eighth through fourteenth chakras above 
the head. These chakras are aligned with one’s 
higher bodies, the astral and causal, as well as the 
Higher Self, of which one is usually unconscious. 
A part of the leap of evolution which human beings 
are on the threshold of making concerns becoming 
conscious of these higher bodies and using the lov-
ing intention, the will of the heart, to become active 
in these realms while still remaining in the physical 

world. These are the levels of reality in which the 
‘random’ yet meaningful events of synchronicity 
are set in motion, and learning to navigate within 
them is a huge leap into higher consciousness. Yet 
it is what we are called to do. Natrolite helps open 
the inner gateways to these realms, for one’s explo-
ration and enlightenment.”
  

Agni Gold Danburite™

     In 2006, a new Danburite mine was discov-
ered in southern Africa. This material differs from 
the clear or white Danburite found in Mexico, the 
dove-gray crystals from Peru, or the champaign-
colored Russian Danburites, both in its irregular 
massive form, and in its color, which is brilliant 
golden yellow.  Danburite is a calcium borosilicate 
crystal with a hardness of 7 to 7.5. Its crystal sys-
tem is orthorhombic. The name Agni Gold Dan-
burite is derived from its color and the intensity of 
the fiery (agni) currents it is said to emanate.
         Robert Simmons writes: “Agni is the Sanscrit 
word for fire, and this stones carries the stream of 
the inner holy fire of the Great Central Sun. Work-
ing with this stone can aid one in discovering 
one’s link to Source and can facilitate the process 

Continued on page 62
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The all-in-one handbook for 
healers and all those who want 
to be healed with natural reme-
dies, particularly with healing 
stones, fragrances and herbs. 
The large encyclopedia is not 
a guide to the whole world 
of crystals but to all kinds of 
healing crystals that you need 
and can get everywhere, whe-
never you need them. In this 
reference book, you will nd 
all 240 available and well-re-
searched healing stones from 
A-Z. Additionally, you will 
nd an extensive summary of 
115 essential oils and 84 herbs 
for good health, quick healing, 
and recovery.

All healing stones are pictured 
in color and precisely descri-
bed.  The healing stones are 
described by the Blessed Hilde-
gard of Bingen and the births-
tones and luck stones according 
to the astrological and Indian 
traditions.  You will discover 
all the important information 
about the origins of the healing 
stones, geology, chemistry, his-
torical records, possible phy-
sical and psychological appli-
cations, astrology, purchasing 
tips, and care. 

The book had been the most-
purchased and most-used de-
nitive book in Europe for many 
years.

A substantial glossary facilita-
tes the search for the desired 
healing effects.  The reference 
work has even been called a 
dictionary because of its sum-
maries from A-Z in all catego-
ries, and in its practical descrip-
tions, it has the character of a 
textbook.  Authors and thera-
pists describe the best healing 
powers of stones, scents, and 
herbs on the body, the chakras, 
the aura, and the soul in a very 
detailed and easily understood 
manner. Chakras, auras, light 
and color, minerals and contai-
ned trace elements make this 
lexicon an indispensable helper 
for every day use and for the 
entire family.

You can benet from the com-
plete healing effects of the 
stones, fragrances, and herbs 
just as much as your customers 
and patients.

At a glance, you can nd the 
best healing stones for the ap-
propriate illnesses.

Millions of satised readers 
work with this book daily; 
healing practitioners, natural 
medicine practitioners, and 
healing stone therapists.

ISBN: 
978-3-9806192-9-5

Buy 10 copies 
($129) Get

*In the continental USA 
via US mail or UPS 

Ground

Topgem Minerals Inc. 
1820 Oracle, 1893 N. 
Ave. Tucson, AZ 85703, 
POB 50251

Ofce: 520 622 6633 & 520 884 3430
Fax: 520 792 2928
Email: val@topgem.com topgem@topgem.com

www.healing-stones-encyclopedia.com
info@healing-stones-encyclopedia.com

ISBN: 
978-3-9806192-9-5 

Only $20.95
*In the continental USA 
via US mail or UPS 

Ground

 
While Stocks last all over the 
whole Gem Show
 Or use the ISBN Number and ask your 
Rockshop, Bookstore, Chiropractor, traditio-
nal healer or alternative practitioner.

www.healing-stones-encyclopedia.com
info@healing-stones-encyclopedia.com

► ►

►

►

►

►

►
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of clarifying and purifying consciousness so that 
one speaks and acts from the place of truth. Yellow 
is the color of mental clarity, and meditation with 
Agni Gold Danburite can bring an inner relaxation 
of incessant thinking, bringing one into deeper lev-
els of insight. The mind can be visualized as a lake, 
and one can view thinking as a wind that roils the 
waves. As thought calms, the surface of the mind 
becomes more still, and it is easier for one’s vision 
to penetrate the depths. Working with Agni Gold 
Danburite can attune one to the inner silence from 
which clear vision (clairvoyance) is as natural as 
looking through a window. 
   “The currents of Angi Gold Danburite resonate 
with the third chakra, seat of the will, and the third 
eye, window of inner vision. In meditation with 
this stone, one can feel the currents working up-
ward from the solar plexus, rising to the base of the 
skull, then moving in warm waves into the third 
eye area.  With time and relaxation, the currents 
will reach and move through the crown chakra, up 
and out to the chakras above the head. The feeling 
tone is one of inner peace and quiet joy.
    There is indeed a stream of joy carried by these 
stones. Simply gazing at the stones, or holding 
them can initiate a sense of enthusiastic well-be-
ing. Such states are excellent when one is begin-
ning new projects, working to create one’s inner vi-
sions in the outer world, or simply beginning one’s 
day. In fact, a morning meditation with Agni Gold 
Danburite can set the tone for clarity, strength and 
fulfillment of one’s highest intentions throughout 
the day. 
    “In regard to the connection to the Great Cen-
tral Sun, it feels to me that these stones are reso-
nant with the angelic beings who attend the Great 

Central Sun in an unending procession of joyful 
celebration. What is being celebrated there is the 
presence of the Divine within the Universe. In us, 
this may mean that the stones stimulate our senses 
of joy and gratitude in relation to life itself. From 
that place, it is easy to understand that one would 
also feel, clear, calm, revitalized, enthusiastic and 
strong, and these are indeed the currents of feeling 
that they generate within us. It may be that through 
these stones we are in touch with those angels, and 
they with us. That, at least, is what I feel.
    “Agni Gold Danburite can ignite the inner fire 
of purpose, and the joyful participation in the ful-
fillment of one’s destiny. Wearing or carrying this 
stone can aid one in developing an ongoing attun-
ement with that destiny stream. Other stones that 
align with one’s blueprint of soul purpose, such 
as Moldavite and Nirvana Quartz, can magnify 
these effects. The angelic connection of Agni Gold 
Danburite can be  enhanced by combining it with 
Petalite, Azeztulite or White Danburite. Its stimu-
lation of the mind centers is deepened when it is 
used along with Herderite. For healing, especially 
of the third eye chakras and heart, Seraphinite is 
it’s best ally.”

Circle Stones™(Crop Circle Flint™)

     Circle Stones are pieces of native Flint that 
have  been found within Crop Circle formations in 
England. They seem to differ markedly from other 
Flint, on the energetic level––even Flint from the 
same fields but outside the Crop Circle. Ths phe-
nomenon was first notices in 2007.
    Flint is a sedimentary rock composed entirely of 
silica. It occurs as concretions, in band or nodule 

form, in limestones, especially chalk. Its color is 
usually black, brown or tan. It is marine in origin. 
Flint is a hard, tough stone which fractures con-
choidally. Flakes of Flint were used by primitive 
peoples for making arrowheads, scrapers and other 
tools. Flint frequently contains invertebrate fossils. 
What appears as crypto-crystalline silica in Flint 
may be organic Opal that has formed in the con-
tained sponge spicules.
     Robert Simmons writes: “Like Azeztulite, it is 
not so much what the stones intrinsically are that 
matters, but rather what is being expressed through 
them. We have found Flint which is not from crop 
circles to be a solid and helpful ally, and even the 
Circle Stones, as we call them, hold the qualities of 
Flint. Yet they also carry the currents of the crop 
circles themselves, and as such they are keys to un-
locking mysteries which may lead human beings 
into conscious communion with spiritual worlds 
and beings which are beyond our current imagin-
ings. As a beginning, I sat with one of the Circle 
Stones and worked meditatively to find the “voice” 
of the stone itself, and the intelligence behind it. 
Here are the words that came:
   “The stones of the Circles are awakened by the 
Self that is the heart of the Earth. They have waited 

Continued on page 64

Continued from page 60
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SIGN UP BY FEBRUARY 28th AND RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS:

1-800-827-0639
301-963-0200
Fax: 301-963-5204
Cell: 301-455-3816
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RHODOCHROSITE BY CARLOS ODDI

Rhodochrosite, Sugilite, Azurite/Malachite, Orange, White, Inca, Gold, Yellow, Light Blue and Blue (New) Calcite

AT THE PUEBLO GEM & MINERAL SHOW 
Ballroom #701 and Court Yard Tent #406

for the ripeness 
of time, and are 
brought to their 
present joy by the 
gesture of her love. 
Her wisdom flows 
through them like 
living water, and 
the chords of her 

rhythms resonate through their inner lattices as 
music goes through harp strings. She speaks to us 
through them, as through the patterns of the circles 
themselves, and her speech is more than words––it 
is that which reaches into us and brings forth the 
awe of recognition. The Earth is alive, awake and 
aware of us, with an intelligence we can glimpse, 
but have not yet awakened fully enough to compre-
hend. We may never comprehend Her, yet we can 
feel the astounding joy of beholding her, and the 
intense love engendered by our first glimpse of her.  
She offers us the grace of spiritual nourishment 
beyond measure and invites us to a higher calling 
than we have ever known, a kind of spiritual mar-
riage of our hearts with hers.
    “The vibrations of the Circle Stones deeply stim-
ulate the heart chakra, sometimes bringing tears of 
appreciation and gratitude, even though we may 
not fully know the source of those feelings. They 
stimulate the third eye and crown chakras, facili-
tating visionary states that can take one into inner 
domains of profound silence and reverence. The 
currents of the circle stones can penetrate deeply 
into the brain, stimulating dormant areas and stir-
ring inner capacities. Truly, I feel these stones ema-
nate something of great value, which is still quite 
mysterious. They stir the dark areas of mind/brain 

and heart where our forgotten or never-known po-
tentials are sleeping. Carrying, wearing or meditat-
ing with these stones can help us become aware 
of more of what we can be. Sleeping or meditat-
ing with the Circle Stones can help bring one into 
conscious relationship with the spiritualtelligence 
which gives rise to the crop circles themselves. 
Longer meditations with the stones can take one 
very deep, much deeper than any other stone I have 
worked with. 
    “The Circle Stones resonate very strongly with 
Moldavite and Azeztulite, with mutual amplifica-
tion of their currents and qualities. Phenacite will 
bring an enhancement of the third-eye stimulation 
Circle Stones provide, and Herderite will strength-
en its effects for waking dormant brain areas.”
    “After the initial intuitive reading, I did a tarot 
spread about the Circle Stones. The first card actu-
ally showed  an image of a farmer waiting for his 
CROPS to ripen! The spread also indicated that the 
crop circles come out of what for us is the complete 
unknown, and that through the stones they offer us 
the cup of divine grace, as well as the inspiration to 
reach higher levels of being. Working with them, 
according to the cards, will bring us into a state of 
love and wholeness. 
   “Later the same night I slept with one of the Cir-
cle Stones, I dreamed a great deal, and woke after 
midnight with my whole body tingling inside and 
out with a pleasurable current that seemed to be the 
life force itself. The emotional tone was high joy.
    “Speaking now from outside the meditative per-
spective, I believe that crop circles may be efforts to 
communicate with human beings, made by a high-
ly aware and intelligent self which can be viewed 
as the mind/heart of the Earth or the perhaps the 

spirit of the 
b i o s p h e r e –
–the life-intel-
ligence of the 
world. What-
ever is making 
these forma-
tions is clearly 
aware of hu-
man ideas and 
symbols. This much is indicated by many of the 
patterns which appear. As we have begun to give 
more attention to crop circles, their complexity, 
number and geographic range have all increased.
   Except for Naisha, who introduced me to my 
first Circle Stone, I have not heard of people hav-
ing noticed the powerful vibrations and beneficial 
qualities of these newly activated minerals. The 
only other stone I am aware of which has been so 
awakened is Azeztulite. Both of these stones are 
almost pure silica, and both have been repatterned 
to their current vibrational levels by intelligences 
which are beyond human, but which appear to be 
highly interested in humans. In fact, both Azez-
tulite and the Circle Stones seem to bring us into 
much higher vibrational states. When we move 
into such states, consciousness can expand into 
unknown areas. We are called into these domains 
to discover ourselves and our relationship with the 
spiritual worlds, and to see that the familiar world 
we know is itself an expression of the spiritual do-
mains. The humble Flint of the Circle Stones has 
been elevated to a fuller, truer, more powerful way 
of being. Through working with them, the same 
possibility is offered to us.”

Continued on page 74

Continued from page 62
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Red Metal Minerals
Come see us at the:

1820 Oracle Wholesale Show
(Located at the junction of Oracle and Plata Streets)
Units 7 & 8  ●  January 29th thru February 14th

●  Copper, Silver 
Specimens, Nuggets, 

Spheres, Ores, 
Specularite, Slabs 
& Bookends (from 

Michigan)

●  U.S.A. & Worldwide
Wholesale Minerals 

by the Flat

●  Wholesale Minimum

202 Ontonagon St. Ontonagon, MI. 49953
Phone: 906-884-6618 ●  redmetal@charter.net

Direct Wholesale Source – Mine Owner

Kenya
Baobab Mine

from

Elestial Amethyst
and Skeletal Growths
Enhydrous Crystals
Scepters
Amethyst & Smokey Quartz
combinations
DT’s & PhantomsDT’s & Phantoms

www.crystalspringsmining.com
501-623-2323
see page number ### for more detailssee page 113 for more details
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See us in Quartzsite at the Desert Gardens Show,
Jan. 5-28, 2009 in Spaces K1-2 & L1-2

Friday, January 29th - Sunday, February 14th, 2010
Jan. 29, 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM:    

Opening Day Festivities
Mariachis  *  Buffet Lunch

Jan. 30 - Feb. 14, 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

1835-1893 N. 11th Ave.

LOTS OF DEALERS!  WHOLESALE ONLY
   Space #
   1. Collectors Edge - CO
   2. Collectors Edge - CO
   3. Arcane Artifacts - Australia
   4. Veronica Matthews - CT
   5. Vasconcellos - Brazil
   6. Lehigh Minerals - UT
   7. Red Metal Minerals - MI
   8. Red Metal Minerals - MI

Space #
  9. Ausrox - Australia
10. Crystal Universe - Australia
11. Clive Qeuit - So. Africa
12. Ramos Minerals - Peru
13. West Desert Collectors - UT
   
A. Howard Schlansker Minerals
B. Top Gem Minerals

Presents

1820 Oracle
Wholesale Show

1835-1893 North 11th Ave.

For show or space rental information contact 
520.622.6633 

email: topgem@topgem.com  
website: www.topgem.com
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GLOBE-X/DAYS INN EXHIBITOR LOCATIONS
 
 L = LOBBY  GC = GEM CENTER  T = TENT  RM = ROOM 
 P=OPEN SPACE  SP= OPEN SPACE   C= OPEN SPACE  R=OPEN SPACE 

COMPANY NAME:    LOCATION:       COMPANY NAME:                          LOCATION:  
         3 FISH                                                                           GC 13,
ABSOLUTE OPALS                                   GC  3,4
AGUIRRES MINE AND WORKSHOP        R 8
AMBER JEWELRY                             R 1, R 2
AMBER-EVELYN                                                    L 4
AMERIASIAN BUSINESS CORP                        SP 35
AMETHYST FROM URUGUAY                                L 7
AMIDHARA BEADS & FINDINGS                      RM 134  
AMIGO MINERAL                                           C 3,4,5
ANSHUCHI GEM & JEWELRY                            L 11
ARAGON ENTERPRISES                                        T 35
ART AFRICA & MINERALS                                RM 120
ARTESANIAS DE JULISCO BANI                             GC 17,45
ARTIST BLOWN GLASS                                                     GC 46
ARUNI GEMS INTERNATIONAL                       RM 110
ASIAN ARTS                                                   RM 144
ATHULA JAYATUNGE                                                GC  15
AURORA WEST                                                            T 3,4,29
AZ COLOR STONE                                           RM 151
BADIN PEDRAS                                              SP 48,49
BASHIR TRIBAL RUGS                                               T 16
BCS IMPORTS                                                  RM 106
BEAD SUPPLY.COM                                                   GC 26
BLUE GEMS SUPPLIER                                      RM 132,133
BOUGAFER MINERALS AND FOSSILS            RM 150, SP 53
BRAVO INTERNATIONAL SAC                       RM 148,149
BRAZILIAN STONES                                                       T 5,8, SP 51
CAMBODIA BLUE ZIRCONS CO               GC 5
CHATTA                                                              RM 162
COSMIC CUTLERY                                           RM 142
CREATION TEAM ENT                                       RM 147, T 31
CRYSTALS FROM HEAVEN                                 RM 158
CRYSTAL TONES                                             RM 154
CRYSTAL VISIONS                                                        T 6
D B OPALS                                                     RM 153
DICHRO X                                                         SP 43
DOOST GEMS INC                                           RM 137 
DOWN TO EARTH OPALS                                           GC 43,44
ELSHIN ALEXEY                                              P 1
EVERGREEN GEMS                                                        GC 11,12,37-40
FAIRY STONES                                                    L12
FREYA’S ALBERTA AMMOLITE                              GC 20
GEIGER MINERALS                                           RM 129,130
GEM WORLD    P 2 - 5
GEMBRITE LAPIDARY                                               GC 18,19
GEMIFO JEWELRY CO                                               GC 42
GIFT AND JEWELRY WORLD                                    T 9,10,11
GLOBAL GEMS                                                RM 138, 157, T1, 34
HONG SHAO                                                     C 6
HUICHOL ART AND OBSIDIAN                       RM 152
IRINA NIGMATULINA                                 RM 159, C 7
INDIA GEMS                                                                  GC 35,36
ITA CRYSTALS BRASIL COM EXPO                        T 7, SP 58

IZRAN AZULI                                                  SP 54
JADE OF CHINA                                               C 10,11
KINGMIKE INC                                                   L 13
KUNSANG NA ZON KHANG   L 1
LAHOUD OPALS                                                                       GC  8-10
LANE’S FINE JEWELRY                                            GC  29,30
LARIMARE                                                       C 8
LE RAPHIA VERT MADAGASCAR                         T 17-22
MAGASIN MELOUYA                              R 10
MAGICAL DELIGHTS                                                T  27
MARVELOUSS MTY. LTD                                  RM 127-8, T 24, SP 52
MEXICAN FIRE AGATE                                    C 17
MIBLADEN MINERAUX                                            T 12-15
MINERAL INDIA                                               RM 122, RM 145, T 28
MINERAL METEORITES SPHERES                    RM 131
MOLDAVITE / T W DESIGNS                           RM 116
MULTI STONE                                                                 GC 41
NANJING SENLEU MINERAL AND GEM CORP              GC 6,7
NIKHIL GEMS                                                    RM 160, 161, C 1-2
NWA METEORITE                                           RM 108
OPAL GRAPHICS P/L                                        RM 143
OREGON SUNSTONE                                     RM 155
ORTEGA MINERALS CHRYSTAL                        RM 135
OSIC /ORIENTAL JADE SCULPTURE INTL CO        L 2
PAVWL KOUDELKA                                                 GC 25
PEDRAS VENTURINI             RM 4,5,6,7
PERU FROM JEAN CLAUDE                             RM 112, R 114
PLAINS ROCK & SILVER CO                                     GC  14
REVELATIONS IN STONE                           P 8, SP 41
ROCCI OPALS                                                          SP 42
RUGS N ARTS                                                  SP 50,55,56
S AND J FINE JEWELRY                                           GC 27,28
SAHARA TREASURES                                                   GC  31,32
SHAMAN’S DREAM    C 14
SIERRA GEMS                                                  C 18
SILVER RAIN BIRDS ,INC                                   GC 1-2, 21-24, 33-34
SOUTHERN SKY                                                  SP 36
SOUTHWEST RETAILING                             SP 39
SPIRITSTONE GEMS                                         RM 136, T 1, T 33
SPIRITUAL LIGHT                                                              T 23, L 14, SP 40 & 45-47
SPLENDOR INTERNATIONAL                                 L 3
SUNWEST SILVER                                              L 15, P 6, R 3
TEERTHA’S EXPORTS                                                  GC  16
TRUE BLUE OPAL                                                                   L 8,9
U.S. FEITAN HANDICRAFTS INC                       RM 102, 104, T 30, C 16
UNITED STATES PEARL COMPANY                 RM 139,140,141
VISTA GEMS                                                  RM 156
VICJON ENTERPRISES INC                                 RM 124,  T 32
WASHINGTON BAND OF BROTHERS CORP  C 12 - 13
WORMTOWN TRADING CO.                     P 7
ZAVELETA PESANTES FROM PERU         SP 44
ZEOLITES INDIA                                                        L 10

GLOBE-X/DAYS INN (DAYS INN CONVENTION CENTER)
222 S. FREEWAY AVE. (BETWEEN CONGRESS STR. AND STARR PASS BLVD.)

DATES: JAN 29th, 2010 TO FEB 13th, 2010
JUMP START ON JAN 28th, 2010

HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M.  ●  OPEN TO PUBLIC  ●  MAIN SHUTTLE ROUTE
CONTACT PHONE: 520-251-1800  ●  CONTACT PERSON:  PIYUSH PATEL
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GLOBE-X/DAYS INN EXHIBITOR LOCATIONS
 
 L = LOBBY  GC = GEM CENTER  T = TENT  RM = ROOM 
 P=OPEN SPACE  SP= OPEN SPACE   C= OPEN SPACE  R=OPEN SPACE 

COMPANY NAME:    LOCATION:       COMPANY NAME:                          LOCATION:  
         3 FISH                                                                           GC 13,
ABSOLUTE OPALS                                   GC  3,4
AGUIRRES MINE AND WORKSHOP        R 8
AMBER JEWELRY                             R 1, R 2
AMBER-EVELYN                                                    L 4
AMERIASIAN BUSINESS CORP                        SP 35
AMETHYST FROM URUGUAY                                L 7
AMIDHARA BEADS & FINDINGS                      RM 134  
AMIGO MINERAL                                           C 3,4,5
ANSHUCHI GEM & JEWELRY                            L 11
ARAGON ENTERPRISES                                        T 35
ART AFRICA & MINERALS                                RM 120
ARTESANIAS DE JULISCO BANI                             GC 17,45
ARTIST BLOWN GLASS                                                     GC 46
ARUNI GEMS INTERNATIONAL                       RM 110
ASIAN ARTS                                                   RM 144
ATHULA JAYATUNGE                                                GC  15
AURORA WEST                                                            T 3,4,29
AZ COLOR STONE                                           RM 151
BADIN PEDRAS                                              SP 48,49
BASHIR TRIBAL RUGS                                               T 16
BCS IMPORTS                                                  RM 106
BEAD SUPPLY.COM                                                   GC 26
BLUE GEMS SUPPLIER                                      RM 132,133
BOUGAFER MINERALS AND FOSSILS            RM 150, SP 53
BRAVO INTERNATIONAL SAC                       RM 148,149
BRAZILIAN STONES                                                       T 5,8, SP 51
CAMBODIA BLUE ZIRCONS CO               GC 5
CHATTA                                                              RM 162
COSMIC CUTLERY                                           RM 142
CREATION TEAM ENT                                       RM 147, T 31
CRYSTALS FROM HEAVEN                                 RM 158
CRYSTAL TONES                                             RM 154
CRYSTAL VISIONS                                                        T 6
D B OPALS                                                     RM 153
DICHRO X                                                         SP 43
DOOST GEMS INC                                           RM 137 
DOWN TO EARTH OPALS                                           GC 43,44
ELSHIN ALEXEY                                              P 1
EVERGREEN GEMS                                                        GC 11,12,37-40
FAIRY STONES                                                    L12
FREYA’S ALBERTA AMMOLITE                              GC 20
GEIGER MINERALS                                           RM 129,130
GEM WORLD    P 2 - 5
GEMBRITE LAPIDARY                                               GC 18,19
GEMIFO JEWELRY CO                                               GC 42
GIFT AND JEWELRY WORLD                                    T 9,10,11
GLOBAL GEMS                                                RM 138, 157, T1, 34
HONG SHAO                                                     C 6
HUICHOL ART AND OBSIDIAN                       RM 152
IRINA NIGMATULINA                                 RM 159, C 7
INDIA GEMS                                                                  GC 35,36
ITA CRYSTALS BRASIL COM EXPO                        T 7, SP 58

IZRAN AZULI                                                  SP 54
JADE OF CHINA                                               C 10,11
KINGMIKE INC                                                   L 13
KUNSANG NA ZON KHANG   L 1
LAHOUD OPALS                                                                       GC  8-10
LANE’S FINE JEWELRY                                            GC  29,30
LARIMARE                                                       C 8
LE RAPHIA VERT MADAGASCAR                         T 17-22
MAGASIN MELOUYA                              R 10
MAGICAL DELIGHTS                                                T  27
MARVELOUSS MTY. LTD                                  RM 127-8, T 24, SP 52
MEXICAN FIRE AGATE                                    C 17
MIBLADEN MINERAUX                                            T 12-15
MINERAL INDIA                                               RM 122, RM 145, T 28
MINERAL METEORITES SPHERES                    RM 131
MOLDAVITE / T W DESIGNS                           RM 116
MULTI STONE                                                                 GC 41
NANJING SENLEU MINERAL AND GEM CORP              GC 6,7
NIKHIL GEMS                                                    RM 160, 161, C 1-2
NWA METEORITE                                           RM 108
OPAL GRAPHICS P/L                                        RM 143
OREGON SUNSTONE                                     RM 155
ORTEGA MINERALS CHRYSTAL                        RM 135
OSIC /ORIENTAL JADE SCULPTURE INTL CO        L 2
PAVWL KOUDELKA                                                 GC 25
PEDRAS VENTURINI             RM 4,5,6,7
PERU FROM JEAN CLAUDE                             RM 112, R 114
PLAINS ROCK & SILVER CO                                     GC  14
REVELATIONS IN STONE                           P 8, SP 41
ROCCI OPALS                                                          SP 42
RUGS N ARTS                                                  SP 50,55,56
S AND J FINE JEWELRY                                           GC 27,28
SAHARA TREASURES                                                   GC  31,32
SHAMAN’S DREAM    C 14
SIERRA GEMS                                                  C 18
SILVER RAIN BIRDS ,INC                                   GC 1-2, 21-24, 33-34
SOUTHERN SKY                                                  SP 36
SOUTHWEST RETAILING                             SP 39
SPIRITSTONE GEMS                                         RM 136, T 1, T 33
SPIRITUAL LIGHT                                                              T 23, L 14, SP 40 & 45-47
SPLENDOR INTERNATIONAL                                 L 3
SUNWEST SILVER                                              L 15, P 6, R 3
TEERTHA’S EXPORTS                                                  GC  16
TRUE BLUE OPAL                                                                   L 8,9
U.S. FEITAN HANDICRAFTS INC                       RM 102, 104, T 30, C 16
UNITED STATES PEARL COMPANY                 RM 139,140,141
VISTA GEMS                                                  RM 156
VICJON ENTERPRISES INC                                 RM 124,  T 32
WASHINGTON BAND OF BROTHERS CORP  C 12 - 13
WORMTOWN TRADING CO.                     P 7
ZAVELETA PESANTES FROM PERU         SP 44
ZEOLITES INDIA                                                        L 10

GLOBE-X/DAYS INN (DAYS INN CONVENTION CENTER)
222 S. FREEWAY AVE. (BETWEEN CONGRESS STR. AND STARR PASS BLVD.)

DATES: JAN 29th, 2010 TO FEB 13th, 2010
JUMP START ON JAN 28th, 2010

HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M.  ●  OPEN TO PUBLIC  ●  MAIN SHUTTLE ROUTE
CONTACT PHONE: 520-251-1800  ●  CONTACT PERSON:  PIYUSH PATEL
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Crimson Cuprite™

     Cuprite is a copper oxide mineral with a hardness 
of 3.5 to 4. When in crystal form the growing habits 
are octahedral, cubic or dodecahedral. The color is 

red, rang-
ing from 
b r o w n i s h 
or black-
ish to pure 
c r i m s o n , 
d e p e n d -
ing on the 
formation 
and the 
p r e s e n c e 
of impu-

rities. Cuprite forms in oxidized parts of cop-
per deposits and often occurs in association 
with Chrysocolla, Malachite and Azurite. Fine 
Cuprite specimens have been collected in  
Africa in the Congo and Namibia, and in the USA, 
in Bisbee, Arizona. More common forms of Cu-
prite are widespread and are found in many cop-
per-producing areas.
     A recent discovery in Mexico has yielded what 
may be the brightest red Cuprite stones ever seen. 
Cuprite occurs in copper mines alongside Chryso-
colla and other copper-based minerals like Mala-
chite. It can be red, brownish or almost black. The 
rarest and most prized stones are the bright red 
ones called Crimson Cuprite.
     Robert Simmons writes: “These beautiful new 
Cuprite stones are the best I have ever seen. And 
their brilliant color is matched by powerful benefi-
cial energies. In addition to the properties of regular 

Cuprite which bring life-force currents in through 
the root chakra, Crimson Cuprite focuses addition-
al currents in the heart, enhancing one’s courage, 
commitment to Spirit and passion for life.
     “Cuprite is just what is needed for those who are 
working on tough problems in the physical domain. 
Healing issues, irrational anxieties, fears around 
one’s mortality, unconscious terror connected to 
past traumas—for all of these problems, one can 
benefit from a stone that works on the root chakra, 
at the bottom of the spine. Cuprite is pure first-
chakra energy, and its abundant flow of prana is a 
boon to anyone whose first chakra may be closed 
or weak. All healers who work with stones should 
have Cuprite available for dealing with these is-
sues. Anyone wishing to activate, strengthen or 
heal the first chakra is recommended to wear or 
carry Cuprite throughout the day. 
     “Crimson Cuprite in particular is a stone of the 
heart as well as the lower chakras. It can stimulate 
passion in love, and can remind one of what one 
cares about most deeply. It encourages full com-
mitment to love, and to speaking and acting always 
from the truth of the heart. 
     “Meditation with Cuprite will activate the first 
chakra and may be instrumental in awakening the 
kundalini energies. This can be especially help-
ful to people who feel that they are ‘low energy’ 
types. Cuprite offers a wellspring of vitality that 
those who attune themselves to its vibrations can 
use to replenish themselves. Cuprite, being a stone 
of prana, offers vibrational support to those con-
cerned with healing lung dysfunctions, circula-
tion difficulties, prostate or lower-bowel issues, or 
problems with the sexual organs.
     “Cuprite is a stone of feminine power, and it acti-

vates the feminine archetype of the Earth goddess. 
Women who wish to find their own connection to 
her are advised to wear Cuprite, sleep or meditate 
with it, and to imagine their own base chakra with 
a red root extending deep into the Earth. Cuprite 
is also a stone of fertility on all levels. Those who 
want to ‘birth’ their creative projects into the world 
will find Cuprite to be a helpful ally. 
     “Cuprite can also be a stone of alchemy, and it 
resonates with the archetypes of the Magician and 
the High Priestess. Just as copper conducts elec-
tricity, Cuprite carries Divine energies from the in-
ner world to their manifestation in the outer world. 
Creating a ritual utilizing Cuprite is highly recom-
mended for those looking for help in this area. It 
can be as simple as wearing or carrying Cuprite 
while holding one’s inner intention throughout the 
day. Crimson Cuprite is an especially powerful ally 
when the intentions concern love and the heart.”

Staurolite Crystals
     Staurolite is a complex mineral containing iron, 
magnesium, zinc, 
aluminum and sil-
icon. Its hardness 
is 7 to 7.5 and its 
crystal system 
is monoclinic. It 
forms in prismatic 
crystals, often in 
cruciform (cross-
shaped) twins. 
The color is red-
dish brown, dark 
brown or brown-

Continued on page 105

Continued from page 64
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Both the Howard Johnson’s and La Quinta Shows will have greatly expanded parking areas for the 2010 show!

La Quinta Gem & Mineral Show
750 West Starr Pass Blvd.  ●  Jan 30th - Feb 13th, 2010  ●  9am - 7pm

Howard Johnson’s Gem & Mineral Show
1010 S. Freeway Avenue  ●  Jan 29th - Feb 13th, 2010  ●  9am - 7pm

BALL  ROOM:
ARTS KING GEM ARTS LTD
PANNA HANDICRAFTS

CACTUS GARDEN TENT:
TOWER GALLERY
J C GEMS
LONG JOHNSILVER
ROSLEYS ROCKS AND GEMS
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ART

LOBBY:
TIKAM EXPORTS / MG TRADING
QUASAR GEMS AND JEWELRY
NANCY JOHNSON

RESTAURANT:
BEADS GALORE INTERNATIONAL INC

CACTUS ROOM:
MOUNTAIN MARK TRADING
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ART
KRISTAL OCEN

CRYSTAL LANE TENT:
MANAR MARBLE & FOSSILE CO
CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN LTD
COLORQUARTZ

MAIN TENT:
RODO CO
VISTA GEMS
INDIA GEMS
LAPIS GEMS LAPIDARY LTD
EL MAR
TIAN CHENG INC
RAMA ENTERPRISE LTD
ELMAR
TIAN CHENG INC
NOOR
MINERALS FROM URUGUAY
INDIAN VILLAGE
BART GEMS/JONE GEMS
ARGENT POL

POOL AREA TENT:
BOUOBIDI AHMED
TIM MILLER/ TRADEMARK MFR
MADAGASKER SPECIMENS
QUASAR GEMS AND JEWELRY
UNIVERSAL GEMS AND BEADS
MINERACAO SANTOSH
GOLDENSTATE MINING
A F SILVER DESIGN LLC
TIBETAN ARTS AND HANDICRAFTS
MULTIGEMS
MINERAL AND FOSSILE YASSIN
TAJ CO
FRATTIA ENTERPRISES INC
ABARAKA
M A K  BEADS
NEVADA TURQUIOSE COMPANY

VILLAGE GARDEN TENT:
ROSMAN GEMS
CANDICE JEWLERY
RODO CO
ESSEOUNI AHMED
ART PEDRA [MOSAICO]
HO HO GEMS
UNIQUE ARTS INTL
PRIMME MINERALS
GARY WERNER
T C BROTHER /T K BEADS

TREASURE  LANE:
BEADS  101
SIERRA MADRE MINING CO/VILLAGE 
SILVER SMITH
EXPORT PIEDRAS
RUPESH ZAVERI
HMANI INC/ MORROCCAN IMPORTS
EL PASO ROCK SHOP
LONESTAR TRADING

ROOMS:
MBTC (100)
ANIL DHOLAKIA (102, 104)
MULTIGEMS (106)

N J GEMS (108)
WORLD  OF  GEMS (110)
CORTADORES DEL DESIERTO (112)
SANTOSH KUMAR AND SONS (114, 116)
TAJ CO (118)
CRYSTAL KEEPER (120)
GEMWORLD LTD (122)
DORJEE (124)
TIKA (126)
GUILIN JINGLING MINERAL SHOP (128)
WINDHORSE (130)
INGEPANI LLC (132)
NEVADA TURQUIOSE COMPANY (134)
STONE AGE LTD (136)
ART PEDRA [MOSAICO] (138)
ZEPPO MERCHANDISERS INC (140)
PEARLBELLA TRADING (142)
SAMCO (144)
AMBERAMA (146)
WORM TOWN TRADING CO (148)
GARY WERNER (150)
JOAO FERREIRA (101, 103)
TOM’S CLEAR HERKS (105)
VENTURINI STONES (107)
WILSON PEDRAS (109)
COLORQUARTZ (111)
ROYAL ARTS (113, 123)
ROAD RUNNER BEAD + MINERAL (115)
BOLVA GROUP INC (117)
ELKE DESIGN (119)
STIKX & STONES (121)
OPALOS Y ARTESANIAS MEXICANAS (125)
SOKOLOWSKI POLAND (127)
ELITE EXPORTS (129)
CONGO MINERAL (131)
RON COLEMAN (133)
A.S.M. ANOOZER (135)
DOLPHIN GEMS (137)
LAN FANG ROCK SHOP (139)
OPALOS ROMERO (141)
GIROLDI EXPLORER (143)
SHAMBARY INTERNATIONAL SRC (145)

TENTS:
LA MINERA PIEDRAS
ACE OF DIAMONDS MINES
ANSHUCHI GEMS & MGTRADING INTL
WORMTOWN
T J ROCK’S & GEMCRAFTS
R M GEMS
BEZIM GEMS
J VILLANI CRYSTALS
BICOLOR GEMAS
MARTIN SOKLICH
UNDERGROUND BRAZIL
AFS GEMS
J S GEMS
BIG BEAR BEADS

LOBBY:
MINEC EXPRESSO MINERAL LTD 

ROOMS:
J VILLANI CRYSTAL (102)
GEMAS FIGUEIREDO (103)
BICOLOR GEMAS (104)
M K GEMS AND MINERAL (105)
KAYS INTERNATIONAL (106)
ROCKS AND MINERALS CO (107)
GEMOLOGICAL CENTER (108)
BALTIC AMBER (109)
BYART GEMS (110)
ITAGEMAS LTD (111)
NATURAL BRAZIL (112) 
GEMAS DE BRAZIL (114)
TERMINAL T & M PEDRA (116)
DANIEL FOSCARINI (117)
GREEN EXPORT GEMS & JEWELARY (118)
DUKE OF GEMS (119)
LEITE & FAHD LTDA (120)

SHAZI ENTERPRISES (121)
AMBER AMERICA (122)
MAYA CANYON JEWELRY (123)
SMS COMERCIO INDUSTRIES LTD (125)
BRAS GEMAS LTDA (127)
HERBAL JUNCTION (152)
INTEGRATED ESSENCES (208)
THE BIOMAT CO (212)
INNER TRADITIONS BEAR & CO (214, 216)
HEAVEN AND EARTH (215, 217, 219)
FLUORESCENT RANCH (218)
ARRAY/MIRA ACTIVATION (225)

CONFERENCE ROOM:
AHHH MUSE 

FITNESS ROOM:
KEVIN LANE SMITH
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Top quality smudge sticks and sage 
products, including white sage, 

blue sage, cedar, pinon, sweetgrass 
and many other burnable herbs!

The New Age Products Corridor
2nd Floor, La Quinta Show

 I-10 Access Rd at 22nd St; 750 Starr Pass Blvd.  Ph: 520-624-4455 
Visit Us on the Second Floor of the La Quinta Show and See the Most Unique Lines in Tucson!

Get Information on the May 2010 Stones of the New Consciousness Intensive Workshop

Conference Room
Lots of talkative Rocks!

Book: Stones Alive!
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The BioMat Company
Experience the Power of Light with the BioMat

Dyan Stein -  Medical Sensitive, Reiki Master
Light Code Pendants & Meditation Disks

Integrated Essences
Essential Oils, flower, Crystal & Stone essences, 

aromatherapy products

Heaven & EarthLLC                                                                                                       Metaphysical Stones, Gems, Jewelry, Books & More!  
Robert Simmons new book Stones of the New Consciousness  ●  The Book of Stones Bestselling Pictorial Encyclopedia!

STONES 
OF THE NEW

CONSCIOUSNESS
Healing, Awakening & Co-creating  

with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS

Co-author of �e Book of Stones

Introduction by Robert Sardello
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ddFor the past twenty-three years, I have worked with 
crystals, gemstones and minerals, investigating their 
usefulness in areas such as self-healing, meditation, 
spiritual evolution and consciousness expansion. Re-
cently, I have become interested in learning whether 
water can be “charged” or “programmed” to carry the 
beneficial properties of stones. If so, this will offer 
great opportunities in so many areas that we can only 
guess where they will lead us in the coming years. 
     Then there is the question of water itself. Human 
beings are about 70% water, and water is something 
we must constantly take into our bodies in order to 

live. Though one can live a month or more without 
food, one will die in as little as a few days without 
water. Water moves through us, builds our tissues, 
cleanses our organs and makes up much of our blood, 
which carries nourishment to all the cells. Without 
the proper amounts of water, our digestion, nerve im-
pulses, thinking, sensing and even breathing cannot 
function. Water is everywhere in us, and in fact IS 
us more than any other substance. A humorist once 
suggested that water invented humans as a means of 
getting from one place to another.
     More recently, the Japanese researcher Dr. Emoto, 

in his book, The Message of Water, displayed pho-
tographs of water crystals, formed from water that 
had been “programmed” by writing words on paper 
which were taped to bottles containing the water. 
His results seemed to show that water which was 
programmed with positive or loving words formed 
much more symmetrical and beautiful crystals than 
water programmed with angry or negative words. It 
even appears that water distressed by the application 
of chemicals or other detrimental events could be 
“healed” by programming it positively.
     Since we are water, such results play into the en-
tire realm of self healing that is based upon produc-
ing states of well-being through meditation, positive 
affirmations, laughter and loving attention. Even the 
“placebo effect” comes into play. Could it be that 
the successes of all of these practices and even the 
placebo effect come out of the “programming” of 
the water in our bodies? All of these seem to offer a 
positive “imprint” for the body to somehow take in. 
Perhaps it is the malleable, sensitive, impressionable 
water within us that receives and carries forward the 
positive (or negative) influences we encounter.
     Recent studies in biology suggest that the bodies 
of all organisms are liquid crystal. Biophysicist Mae 
Wan Ho has written: “Organisms are so dynamically 
coherent at the molecular level that they appear to 
be crystalline. There is a dynamic, liquid crystalline 
continuum of connective tissues and extracellular 
matrix linking directly into the equally liquid crystal-
line cytoplasm in the interior of every single cell in 
the body. Liquid crystallinity gives organisms their 
characteristic flexibility, exquisite sensitivity and re-
sponsiveness, thus optimizing the rapid, noiseless in-
tercommunication that enables the organism to func-
tion as a coherent, coordinated whole. The organism 
is coherent beyond our wildest dreams. Every part is 
in communication with every other part through a dy-
namic, tunable, responsive liquid crystalline medium 
that pervades the whole body, from organs and tissues 
to the interior of every cell.”
     One of the key words in Mae Wan Ho’s quote is the 
word “tunable.” The liquid crystal medium of an or-
ganism can be “tuned” to different patterns, frequen-
cies or states of being. Such attunement may explain 
why and how we “resonate” so sympathetically with 
our environment. If we are with depressed people it 
depresses us, just as happy people can cheer us up. 
This is very similar, and may be the very same effect 
evident in the experiments Dr. Emoto did with water.
     From this it is clear that we will most likely ben-
efit from taking in water that has been intentionally 
imbued with positive qualities. Even something as 
simple as Dr. Emoto’s practice of writing words on 
bottles of drinking water is promising––write the 
worlds, “good health,” “happiness” and/or “prosper-
ity” on your jug of drinking water and watch the re-
sults. But is there an even better way? My interest in 
crystals and their beneficial properties led me to try 
ways of using them in combination with water. The 
initial results are so interesting that I am planning a 
much wider series of experiments. In this article, I’ll 
sketch out my theory and first results.
     Crystals and precious stones have been valued 
throughout world cultures over many centuries 
for their healing virtues, as well as their capacities 
to imbue one with courage, strength, invulnerabil-
ity, clairvoyance, love and numerous other qualities. 
In current times, an even wider range of benefi-
cial properties is ascribed to stones. If crystals can 
help us attune to such patterns and bring them into 
our own being, how does that work? The theory of  
crystal resonance suggests that the characteristic ener-
gy patterns emanated by any stone can be transferred 

  Crystal Water and the Elixirs of Life
                                                                  by Robert Simmons
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Rachid & Aziz Adnane
Minerals ● Fossils ● Meteorites

from Morocco
www.mineralsfossilsmeteorites.com

In Tucson: TEP Gem Show on Ajo Way
◆ Selenite: All types of Selenite Products including Spheres, 
Massage Wands, Candle Holders, Lamps and much more

◆ Minerals: Aragonite, Azurite Malachite, Cobalote Calcite, 
Vanadinite and much more

◆ Fossils: Orthoseroce, Gonitite, Amonite, Table-tops, 
Facops, Metacantina, Andalousiana, Meteorites and more

◆ Madagascar: NEW Product from Madagascar, Amonite 
and much more

Tel/Fax: 212-535-582-449 ◆  Email: tantana2003@yahoo.fr
Cell: 212-661-223-980 & 212-661-182-791 

into the liquid crystal medium of our bodies through 
resonance. Our bodies, being composed of tunable 
liquid crystal, can mirror and mimic any consistent 
pattern with which we come into contact. Just as we 
fall into cheerful resonance with happy people, we 
can resonate with the healthful qualities of Amethyst, 
or the evolutionary quickening of Moldavite.
     If we want to expose our bodies to the benefits of 
the vibrational patterns of stones, the fuller and more 
penetrating the contact, the better. This is where the 
idea of drinking water enhanced by crystal energies 
comes from. If water takes the imprints of what is 
projected into it, as  Emoto suggests, it stands to rea-
son that water can carry stone energy patterns. If we 
drink that water, those patterns travel throughout our 
bodies, into the tissues and all the cells. By this theo-
ry, we can, for example, “teach” the cells of the body 
the pattern of good health transmitted by Amethyst by 
the bringing Amethyst-charged water we drink right 
into the cells. 
     I have worked on my own with stone-charged wa-
ters over the years, and the results have been promis-
ing. In recent years, I wondered if the nature of the 
water used made a difference. I wanted to avoid chlo-
rinated or fluoridated water, since chlorine and fluo-
ride both carry their own energy patterns which can 
deplete or harm the body. Spring water is good, and 
I thought it would be my choice until I found crystal 
water from Arkansas, 
     Ron Coleman owns one of the most prolific and 
high-quality Quartz crystal mines in Arkansas. Re-
cently he has begun to bring out some very delicious, 
pure water from a special well on his property. The 
Earth in this area is full of crystals, and the ground 
water is filtered right through the crystal layers. This 
water comes out of the ground already patterned with 
the beneficial properties of the Quartz which has per-
meated it for millions of years. My sense of this water 
is that it carries a strong pattern of Quartz, which is 
the most “programmable” of stones. Quartz is said to 
be capable of  amplifying and strengthening any in-
tention placed within it. The Quartz-enhanced water 
of Crystal Source is ideal for making drinking water 
and elixirs enhanced with other stones, in addition to 
its native Quartz. Since discovering Crystal Source, 
it has become my water of choice for making stone 
elixirs and stone-charged drinking water. My feel-
ing is that it holds the patterns more effectively and 
longer, and it magnifies the desired effects. My own 
experiences have convinced me to research this area 
more thoroughly, and I will be writing about my re-
sults in my next book, Stones of the New Conscious-
ness.
     For now, I encourage those interested in these pos-
sibilities to try them out for yourself and keep track 
of your results. Here are two simple recipes––one for 
Healing water and one for a Meditation elixir. There 
is no limit to the possibilities here, so I hope readers 
will pursue this and write me with your results. (email 
heavenandearth@earthlink.net) If you are able to get 
your hands on some Crystal Source water, that is the 
best. Otherwise try it with spring water and see what 
happens! 
     Recipe for Healing Water: Take two liters of spring 
water in a glass container. Write the words, “Pattern 
of Perfect Health for My Body” on a piece of paper 
and tape it to the bottle. (You can add other words like 
Love, Well Being, Strength, etc.) Take a clear, clean 
Amethyst point, and a clear Quartz point and hold 
them while you meditate, imagining the intention for 
your optimal health going into the crystals and filling 
them. (You can add Rutilated Quartz to speed up the 
process, or other healing stones of your choice.) Then 
place the crystals in the water. Put the glass container 

in the sun for a couple of hours to charge it. Then re-
frigerate the water and drink it as you normally would 
over a few days. Repeat as  you wish to.
     Recipe for Meditation Elixir: Take a one-pint or 
one-quart glass jar of spring water. Add 20% vodka 
or other alcohol. Write the words “Deepest and Most 
Beneficial Meditation” or the phrase of your choice, 
on paper and tape it to the container as described 
above. Other helpful words can be added. For this 
elixir, I recommend Moldavite, Phenacite, Danburite, 
Azeztulite and Petalite be placed in the container. 
Prepare the stones beforehand by holding them and 
placing your intention within them, as above. Tighten 
the lid on the jar and place it in sunlight for an entire 
day, or several days. Moonlight, especially of the full 
moon, is also recommended. After at least twenty-
four hours of this charging, dispense the liquid into 

clean dropper bottles. Before meditation, place a few 
drops under the tongue. Note your inner experiences.
     Both of these recipes are the simplest possible. 
Much more can be done to make the preparation 
process more powerful, and many more stones can 
be brought together to create the perfect blends for 
one’s desired purposes. Since this water is for con-
sumption, take special care that the stones you use 
are completely clean, and do not use stones which 
could be poisonous or leech any of their constituents 
into the water. Don’t use porous stones. Crystals are 
best. When in doubt, check for potential toxicity be-
fore trying a specific stone. Don’t use any stone or 
material soluble in water or alcohol. These are experi-
ments. No results are promised or implied, but I hope 
to hear about yours! f
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Finding
  Rosophia™                                             

    Article by Robert Simmons 
     
    I don’t know whether it is because of the intensity 
of the currents of evolutionary change moving through 
the world at this time, or if we are on a run of good for-
tune, but once again a wonderful new stone has fallen 
into our hands in a very synchronistic way.Read on, 
and you’ll see what I mean!     

Last August, my wife Kathy and I traveled to Sante   
Fe, New Mexico, where we were both invited to of-
fer presentations at the Sophia Conference, hosted by 
the School of Spiritual Psychology. I had worked  for 
months on my talk, entitled Stones and the New Con-
sciousness (which is also the title of my upcoming new 
book!) Over the past several years, my understanding 
of the mystical interrelationships between people and 
stones has evolved in new ways. I now see the stones 
as the physical expression of spiritual beings, much 
as our bodies are the expressions of our spirits. The 
benefits of such relationships can be mutual, rather 
than only for ourselves, and the intuition of this joy-
ful relationship is, I think, what we all feel as our love 
for the stones, and theirs for us. When we work with 
stones from a heart-centered perspective, their various 
qualities are released into the world, as a universally 
beneficial liberation, and their healing currents help the 
world as well as ourselves. In this way, the stone work 
becomes a sacred path of serving the world as well as 
making ourselves whole. To experience the joy of such 
a love-based path is itself the goal, whatever other re-
sults come from it.
    The center of all my new ideas is the intimate, co-
creating relationship between ourselves and the Soul 
of the World, the divine Feminine Wisdom, the invis-
ible presence of harmony and beauty running through 
all the world. She is called by many names, but I was 
introduced to Her (by my friend Robert Sardello in his 
book Love and the Soul) as Sophia. She is not a god-
dess, but the Mother of all Gods and Goddesses. She 
is as vast as the Universe and as intimate as the flash 
of inspiration that lights you up with sudden joy. Her 
home within us is the heart, and Her teaching is the 
heart’s truth. I now see our work with stones within the 
context of our relationship with Her, and the stones of-
fer one of the clearest paths into conscious co-creation 
with Her.
    With thoughts and feelings like these in our heads 
and hearts, Kathy and I arrived in Sante Fe, eager to 
make our presentations, and to hear those of author 
Joseph Chilton Pearce, poet Robert Bly and Jungian 
psychologist Ruth Bly, as well as  the conference or-
ganizers Robert and Cheryl Sardello and an amazing 
gathering of other speakers and artists.
    When we were shown into our sleeping accommo-
dations, one of the first things I noticed was a colorful 
five-inch chunk of stone on a shelf right in front of the 
door. After putting down our suitcases, I picked up the 
salmon-pink, white-spotted rock, and I held it up to my 
chest.
    Within moments I could feel strong, swirling cur-

rents pleasantly circulating in and around my heart. 
The currents felt both strong and gentle, nourishing 
and inspiring, healing and even playful. I was aston-
ished at experiencing such an immediate and powerful 
heart connection with this stone. I had never seen such 
a rock before, and I thought I knew about almost all 
the world’s gemstones and crystals! I passed the stone 
to Kathy, and she, too, felt the immediate swirling cur-
rents of pleasant energy.
    I had felt the promise of new horizons opening in 
coming to the Sophia Conference, but I had never 
dreamed that discovering a new stone would be among 
them. I later brought the mysterious rock to Robert 
Sardello, asking him what his impressions of it were. 
He sensed the caressing currents in the heart, and was 
as excited about the stone as I was.
    I  guessed that the stone which had appeared syn-
chronistically on the shelf of my room must have been 
left there by someone who had found it near the Con-
ference center where we were staying.The center was 
situated on a hill with an adjoining canyon, and later 
that day I set out looking among the nooks and cran-
nies of the arroyo for more of the new stones. 
    It felt like those Hollywood adventure movies, where 
Indiana Jones only has to look for a couple of min-
utes before he finds the treasure! I quickly found a few 
small pieces of the reddish-pink rocks with the white 
spots. Some of them also contained black material. 
Within a couple of days during the conference, Kathy 
and I were able to find enough of the stones so that ev-
eryone in my workshop could have one to work with in 
meditation. When they did, again, most of the people, 
many of whom were completely unfamiliar with stone 
energies, were quickly able to feel the heart currents. 
There was wide agreement about the sense of a caress-
ing  sweetness  circulating in and around the heart.

    

After more searching in the canyon, I was able to find a 
couple of dozen stones to bring home by the end of the 
conference. When I arrived back in Vermont, I was ea-
ger to show the new “stones of Sophia” as I had begun 
to think of them, to my friends and co-workers. Once 
again, the currents of the heart were quickly and eas-
ily felt by virtually everyone––even people who had 
never felt a stone before, no matter how many times 
they had tried. 
     I could not forget about these new stones, and I 
knew I wanted to offer them to all the crystal-lovers 
who read our catalogs. But there was no way to buy 
these stones. If we wanted them, we would have to go 
back to New Mexico and find them!
     Guided by the strong feeling that this new gem-
stone was an essential piece in the unfolding of both 
the crystal work and the evolution of heart intelligence 
guided by Sophia, I set off early for my fall buying trip 
to Denver, planning to go first to New Mexico to look 
for more of these “stones of destiny.” Justin from our 
mail order staff came with me, his own sense of adven-
ture piqued by the stories we had told. We drove for 
thirty-nine hours straight, in order to have some days 
available for our search.
    In the original canyon site, we found a small amount 
of the stones I was now calling Rosophia (for the Rose 
of Sophia). I loved the new name, which was inspired 

by the swirling heart currents they emanated––as if a 
many-petaled rose is opening in one’s heart. We also 
searched elsewhere in the area and in other parts of 
northern New Mexico, and here and there we found 
enough of them to offer them in all the forms in which 
I had wished to present them to our readers––raw, tum-
bled, spheres, hearts, beads and in jewelry. As soon as 
we got home from our Rocky Mountain journey, we set 
to work with Rosophia, in both outer and inner ways.

Spiritual  Properties of Rosophia™   

     We commissioned a mineral analysis of the Roso-
phia, and we learned that it was composed of a mix-
ture of pinkish-red Moonstone (Feldspar) and Quartz, 
with particles of Biotite. The Moonstone or Feldspar 
component of the stone made sense to us, in regard 
to its decidedly feminine feel, and the Quartz may in 
part explain the unusual strength of the currents, since 
Quartz is known as an amplifier of the energies of other 
stones. There is also some mysterious synergy of the 
components of Rosophia that make it somehow much 
more than the sum of its parts. And its emergence at 
this time seems as if  it was planned or destined to hap-
pen. This seems especially true, since we found it at 
the time and place where a conference for and about 
Sophia was taking place. 
     Rosophia is first and foremost a stone of the heart. 
Its currents quickly and deeply move into and through-
out the chest, in and around one’s heart, bringing sen-
sations of soothing, calming, loving caresses. Through 
this stone, it feels as though one is being touched with 
the loving invisible hands of the Divine Feminine, the 
Intimate One who is vast enough to fill the world and 
even the cosmos, and is at the same time fully aware 
and caring of each human being. There is a feeling 
quality engendered by these stones which I can only 
describe as a delicate yet powerful sweetness. They 
bring an inner feeling of beauty, a serene sense of 
centeredness within the heart, a gentle appreciation of 
each perception and of all the beings who make up the 
world. Holding Rosophia, one softens inwardly with no 
loss ( in fact, an increase) of strength. One sees more 
truly, because the veils of stress and anxiety are lifted. 
One’s compassion is enhanced, because one’s fears 
have been quieted. The heart-centering engendered by 
Rosophia encourages one’s capacity to meet each mo-
ment fresh and free, ready to respond with clarity and 
creativity.
     For self-healing, I recommend Rosophia for almost 
everything, since this is in essence a stone that draws 
one into wholeness.It helps one to calm the emotional 
body, release stress, and to dissolve repetitive negative 
patterns on all levels. It is of special benefit to the heart, 
and my feeling is that its currents are restorative to the 
natural, healthy functioning of the heart, both as an or-
gan of the body and as a center of consciousness. For 
diseases which are rooted in negative self-image or a 
fearful attitude toward the world, Rosophia can be a 
powerful spiritual medicine. The self-affirming quali-
ties of this stone make it an excellent ally in dealing 
with maladies in which the body turns against itself, as 
in autoimmune conditions. It feels to me like a stone 
which can work spiritually to aid in circulation of the 
blood and perhaps the lymphatic system. 
     Psycho-spiritually, Rosophia can facilitate the re-
mediation of problems having to do with feelings of 
lack of self-worth, fear of the future, mistrust of other 
people and all kinds of stress-related difficulties. It aids 
one in freeing oneself from negative patterns created 
by old wounds, in this life or past lives, and it helps 
one recall repressed material, if necessary, in order to 
release it. It can facilitate insight into the unconscious 
patterns that lead one into similar problems again and 
again. It encourages a stronger sense of self, based in 
the heart’s truth rather than in egoic pride.
     In a more mystical aspect, Rosophia can, I believe, 
help one awaken to the consciousness present within 

Continued on page 84
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one’s heart. This is its greatest potential gift, because 
when we meet the self, the “I” residing in our heart, we 
enter the realm of our wholeness and we have at last 
found our true home.  Many of the old mystic traditions 
speak of the Guest or the Friend, the consciousness 
within the heart that sometimes makes itself known to 
us. The poets and teachers who have spoken and writ-
ten of this experience have said that it offers one the 
deepest possible satisfaction, the fullest nourishment, 
and that this is the true goal of all our misplaced desires. 
One realizes that one’s truest self is this heart-dweller, 
rather than the one we thought we were, and that this 
one knows us in every detail  and loves us without any 
judgement whatsoever. I feel a resonance between the 
Rosophia stone and this deeper “I,” and I feel the stone’s 
heart currents support the growth of a web of ever-stron-
ger and more conscious relationship with this one.
     Behind the true Self I have described is Sophia, and I 
feel that through deepening into this Self we simultane-
ously reach further into conscious, loving, co-creative 
partnership with Her. This is, from all I have been learn-
ing, our truest destiny, and each step on that path is an 
entry into joy. Rosophia fills my heart with a quiet joy 
that is resonant with the feeling I associate with the in-
timacy of Sophia. I’m sure all who are reading this can 
understand now why I have been so eager and deter-
mined to bring forward this lovely and blessed stone. 

Rosophia™ and Azeztulite™   
  Azeztulite is the other stone in the Heaven and Earth 
repertoire which had come to us in the most synchro-
nistic way. My co-author Naisha experienced a tele-
pathic link with the spiritual beings, the Azez, who 
announced and activated certain deposits of Quartz to 
carry the emanations of the Nameless Light, the Di-
vine Light which they serve.  The Azez told her the 
destiny of Azeztulite was to awaken humanity to an 
evolutionary transformation. They said its energies 

could dissolve the patterns of contraction and deterio-
ration within the cells of the body, as well as the nega-
tive patterns of the emotional body. Azeztulite offered 
an infusion of Divine Light from beyond the Earth.
     With the coming of Rosophia, we have the entry of 
an equally Divine Light from within the Earth rather 
than beyond it..(Of course both stones are from within 
the Earth, but the energies of Azeztulite  are said to 
originate in the Great Central Sun, and Rosophia is 
more like the invisible radiance of the Heart of the 
Earth.) I feel that Rosophia and Azeztulite can work 
together as partners. Azeztulite is highly active in the 
head, powerfully stimulating the third eye and crown 
chakras. Rosophia is deeply centered in the heart.
     When one uses Rosophia and Azeztulite together, 
their simultaneous resonance in the head and the heart 
encourages their full conscious partnership, leading 
potentially to a full integration in which they function 
together as a unified whole. 
    Both Rosophia and Azeztulite are resonant with the 
Philosopher’s Stone of Alchemy. The Philosopher’s 
Stone has been described as red, like Rosophia, and 
white, like Azeztulite. The Philosopher’s Stone was 
always said to be “hidden in plain sight,” available but 
overlooked. This description fits both stones. Here is 
a quote about the Red Stone from an alchemical ar-
ticle:.
    “The Great Work consists of finding the Red Stone, 
also known as the Philosophers Stone or the Elixir. 
This (not only a physical substance  but also a spiri-
tual one) will transmute everything, Lead into Gold,  
Man into Superman. It is the alchemical Ascension, 
when  everything will evolve into the highest possible 
state and the  universe becomes truly complete. The 
alchemists want to hasten  this evolution, by finding 
the Red Stone.”
    I want to suggest that the qualities of Rosophia 

and Azeztulite represent different aspects of the Phi-
losopher’s Stone, and that they can be used together–
–Azeztulite offering the heavenly Light infusion from 
above (in the head) and Rosophia providing the dark, 
rich, Earthly love infusion from below (in the heart). 
Wearing or working with them together holds great 
potential for “hastening evolution,” as the alchemy 
author indicates.

Rosophia™, Azeztulite™, and Moldavite™
Moldavite is another of the 
most powerful transforma-
tional stones, and its very 
substance is a union of 
the Heavenly and Earthly 
realms. It has long been 
associated with the fabled 
Stone of the holy Grail. 
Moldavite was formed 
from a meteoric collision in which the meteor and the 
earthly rock where it struck were vaporized by the ex-
plosive impact and thrown high into the sky, finally 
raining down as a new substance, Moldavite. Thus 
Moldavite blends the Above and the Below. 
    One can think of the stone trio of Rosophia, Azez-
tulite and Moldavite in this way: Azeztulite represents 
the masculine Light radiance, Rosophia the feminine 
Dark radiance, and Moldavite the divine Child or off-
spring of their combined qualities. To work with these 
meditatively, I suggest placing Rosophia over the 
physical heart, Azeztulite on the third eye and Mol-
davite a couple of inches above the heart, at the “Seat 
of the Soul.” This can  engender a very powerful and 
transformative resonance of spiritual currents within 
oneself. Wearing the three stones together in jewelry 
is also highly recommended. f
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              Azeztulite™: Stone of the New Consciousness
                                                                                              by Robert Simmons

“The Philosopher’s Stone—a common substance, found everywhere but unrecognized and unappreciated.”

     Legend tells us that alchemists were continually 
searching for the Philosopher’s Stone, usually 
depicted as a white rock which was outwardly 
unimpressive, but which had the power to 
convert lead into gold, and to convey longevity, 
enlightenment and even immortality. Mythologists 
and lore keepers have in more recent times viewed 
the Philosopher’s Stone as a metaphor rather 
than a real object––symbolic of the wholeness of 
self, achieved with the completion of the Great 
Work. Some of us who work with stones have 
looked at this and other legends, such as that of 
the Stone of the Holy Grail, as possibly resonant 
with actual stones which are able to mysteriously 
bridge the apparent chasm between the spiritual 
and physical realms. It may be true as well that 
the ‘chasm’ is only a micron wide, and the step 
across is a shift in perception. Whatever the truth 
of such speculations, the story of Azeztulite’s rise 
from the utter unknown to its prominence in the 
world of spiritual seekers is, to me, at least, highly 
provocative, and worthy of consideration by those 
open to some rather astonishing possibilities. 
     Azeztulite came to us at Heaven and Earth in 
an unusual way, of which we have written before. 
Naisha Ahsian, my co-author of The Book of 
Stones, back in 1991, before we knew each other 
well, came to me with a story. (She did a lot of 
channeling and inner intuitive research in those 
days, and was a very open clairvoyant.) She said 
she had been inwardly in contact with a group 
soul angelic entity, signified by the name Azez. 
These etheric beings told her that  they traveled 
the Universe looking for planets ready to make 
the shift to a higher spiritual vibrational level, and 
that, upon finding such a planet, they stationed 
themselves etherically at grid points and power 
places, funneling in beneficial spiritual currents. 
They called themselves servants of The Nameless 
Light, a vibration of love and awareness emanating 
from the Great Central Sun, the spiritual center 
of the Universe. As an aspect of their work, they 
told her they often would find and repattern the 
vibrational blueprint of a stone that inhabitants of 
the planet could use to tap into the currents of the 
Nameless Light, thereby aiding in making the shift. 
The Azez told Naisha they were about to activate 
an earthly stone for just this purpose, and that it 
was to be called Azeztulite. 
     The reason she came to me with the story was 
that the Azez also told her that Heaven and Earth 
would be the source for Azeztulite. They instructed 
Naisha to have a special pendant made for her 
friend, containing Moldavite, Phenacite, Tanzanite, 
Danburite and Azeztulite. [Some will notice here 
the core stones for our Synergy jewelry.] When 
Naisha got to this part of the story, I told her that I 
would gladly make the pendant, but that I certainly 
had no Azeztulite. Naisha replied the Azez had told 
her not to worry––that if I didn’t have the stone 
yet, I would soon. 
   There is much more to this part of the story, 

including some stunning synchronicities, the 
apparent de-materialization and re-materialization 
of a large Phenacite crystal, and the arrival of the 
first Azeztulite at Heaven and Earth,  in the mail 
from a complete stranger. (Those interested can 
find the details in The Book of Stones.) Suffice 
to say that when the first pieces arrived, Naisha 
instantly recognized them and urged us to buy 
them, which we did. Though the seller thought 
his stones were Phenacite, they turned out to be 
an oddly-formed type of Quartz which he had 
mined in North Carolina some twenty-five years 
earlier. But on the vibrational level, they were like 
nothing we’d ever felt before. They were far more 
high-frequency and intense than any Quartz we 
had ever touched, yet with an undertone of loving 
gentleness that made them very pleasant to handle. 
As suggested, we called the new stones Azeztulite, 
and we have been offering them for the past fifteen 
years. Over the course of that time, we gradually 
purchased all of the original miner’s supply, and 
we later discovered, as predicted by the Azez, other 
Azeztulite stones in Vermont.
     The first of these were brought to us, once again, 
by a stranger, a Vermont rockhound who had found 
some rather nondescript Quartz pieces, and who 
wondered whether we were interested in buying 
them. I nearly turned him down, because they were 
not crystal points and were not much to look at, 
but then I took a moment to feel the currents of 
the stones.
    The hair on the back of my neck stood up when 
I felt, once again, the intense, yet loving, blessing 
pulsations of Azeztulite. I took the stones and let 
Naisha check them out, and she confirmed 
that the prophesied Vermont Azeztulite had 
been found. We added the new stones to 
our line, and they allowed us to offer 
many more items of jewelry, tumbled 
stones, wire wraps and polished pieces. 
Azeztulite was beginning to move out 
more widely into the world.
   During the fifteen years we have 
offered Azeztulite, I have had many 
confirmations of the seemingly 
wild and improbable story of 
their origin, activation, purpose 
and potential. One repeating 
pattern has displayed itself at 
the gem shows we attend. Each 
year, usually at many of the 
shows, but always at the 
big gem show in Tucson, 
new people who have 
never heard of Azeztulite 
discover it in our booth 
or showroom. For a 
small percentage of 
them, the discovery 
is immediately life-
changing. Again and 
again, an individual has 

picked up an Azeztulite stone, held it for a moment, 
felt a surge of recognition and burst into tears. 
(More that once, it has been someone who was a 
stone-energy disbeliever!) One woman described 
the stone as the essence of ‘Home,’ meaning the 
place of her origin as a self. This resonates in my 
mind with Azeztulite’s link to the Great Central 
Sun. Another time, on the last day of our two weeks 
at the Tucson show, a woman called, begging us 
to hold up packing our wares, because her spirit 
guides had told her that the stone of her destiny 
was in our room. When she arrived, she, too, burst 
into tears when she held the Azeztulite, and she 
knew this was the stone of which her guides had 
spoken. 
   Another repeating phenomenon around 
Azeztulite is head-to-toe full-body goose bumps. 
I have learned to associate these with the invisible 
presence of the Azez. That’s because they inevitably 
come when I am behind the showroom counter, 
speaking to someone about the story of Azeztulite. 
Somewhere between the beginning and middle of 
the story, either I, or the customer or both of us 
(in some cases as many as four people at once) get 
a sudden rushing current of vibration in the body, 
which brings out the all-over goosebumps. It is as 
though the Azez are called when we speak of them, 
or they come because they want to facilitate the 
connection that is occurring. It has been happening 
now for fifteen years, almost every time I speak 
the story, even though I have told it hundreds of 
times. 
    These tales are stories of the threshold––of 
the first reaction people have to encountering 
Azeztulite. Such moments are magical, but where 
do they lead? Where are they meant to take us? 
When Naisha first communicated with the Azez, 
she was given these words:
    “After some manipulation and alteration, we 

[the Azez] engineered the stone Azeztulite. It 
has the capacity to handle the intense energies 
being carried by it. Until recently, we did not 
have the technology to engineer a vessel to 
contain this energy frequency. Azeztulite is 
that vessel. In our culture, ‘Azez’ is the term 
for that which is the ‘Nameless Light,’ the 

embodiment of which is the Great Central 
Sun. Please understand the implications 

of what we are explaining. This stone 
is the embodiment of the Azez and 

carries with it the manifest energy 
of the Great Central Sun. This 
is a powerful stone. This stone 
heralds in many changes! 
  “This stone will enable those 
of you who are telepathic 
‘windows’ and dimensional 
engineers to begin to reclaim 
the knowledge of these 
practices from your genetic 

memory banks. We will now    
begin to make ourselves known

Continued on page 100
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    It has been awhile since anything truly new has  
entered the ongoing conversation about stones and their 
spiritual qualities, but that hiatus is now over. In Stones 
of the New Consciousness, author Robert Simmons pres-
ents a fresh and exciting vision of our potential for rela-
tionship with the beings of the crystal realm. The portal 
of connection is as small as the molecule of DNA, and 
the possibilities for what may come of it are as large as 
life itself. This book invites everyone interested in crys-
tals and minerals as aids for healing and spiritual growth 
to look deeper into the phenomena we experience, and 
to enter into co-creative relationship with the stones 
themselves. 
    The first half of Simmons’ book takes the reader 
deep into the author’s crystal vision. We learn that con-
temporary spiritual teachers and the myths of many 
cultures view crystals and gemstones as beings who 
are spiritually alive and eager to engage with us. The  
author concurs with the great clairvoyant Rudolf  
Steiner, who maintained that crystals are the physical 
aspects of angelic beings. Like the angels, the stones are 
“messengers,” carrying the divine patterns into the phys-
ical realm for the benefit of humanity and the world. 
When we work with these crystal beings, we can help to 
manifest their qualities (the “messages” they carry) here 
on Earth. 
    Central to the relationship with the Stone Beings 
is the opportunity for an even deeper relationship, the 
loving, co-creative partnership with the Soul of the 
World, whom the author calls Sophia, after the ancient 
goddess of Wisdom. Simmons tells us that Sophia––the 
Divine Feminine in her aspects of beauty, harmony and 
wisdom––speaks to us through the stones, through all 
of Nature, and through the bemusing phenomena of 
synchronicities. If we recognize her, and if we choose to 

turn towards her, we are invited into a world-weaving 
activity that is both astonishing and delightful. The 
stones, our author tells us, offer many doorways into 
this transformational relationship.
    As one chapter flows into the next, we discover some 
amazing scientific truths, right alongside the author’s 
spiritual insights and experiences. He reveals, for in-
stance, that the bodies of all living organisms are liquid 
crystal, and that the resonance we can enter with the 
stones can enhance our inner coherence on the physical, 
emotional and spiritual levels. We are shown that our 
liquid crystal bodies have their own kind of awareness, 
separate from our mental activities, and that the stones 
communicate most easily with our body consciousness. 
Further, the spiritual core of intelligence within us is 
centered in our hearts, and the author teaches us new 
ways to join the crystals in heart awareness. 
    Simmons explains the crystal connection to the Great 
Central Sun, and to the awakening of the Light Body. 
He shows how esoteric traditions through the centu-
ries have linked Light Body awakening to the path of 
vibrational ascension, enlightenment and the goal of  
alchemy––immortality. The stones described in the 
book are those which specifically relate to the Light 
Body and the process of vibrational ascension. A new 
insight here is that human ascension is completely  
interwoven with the ascension of the Earth.
    Stones of the New Consciousness also offers chapters on 
Healing with the Stones, Crystal Tools and Jewelry, and 
a fascinating array of Crystal Meditations. The first half 
of the book comes to completion with the Tale of the 
Azez, the angelic spiritual entities behind the emergence 
of the high-vibration stone known as Azeztulite. These 
beings present themselves as stewards of the Nameless 
Light of the Great Central Sun, and as allies in manifest-

ing our highest destiny.
    The second half of the 
book takes us into com-
munication with the stones 
themselves, the sixty-two 
stones chosen by the author 
as those most attuned to the  
unfolding of the spiritual 
awakening of humanity–
–the entry into the New 
Consciousness. The stone 
chapters begin with sci-
entific information, correspondences to the chakras 
and elements, and key words describing the proper-
ties of the stone. Next comes a short background es-
say on the stone’s spiritual qualities, followed by a  
longer New Attunement. In this part of each stone 
chapter, the author goes deep into meditative connec-
tion with the stone, and he brings forth a vivid presenta-
tion of the stone as a spiritual being and the qualities 
it offers into co-creative partnership with us. Here the 
stones come alive and reveal their natures to us. Through 
reading these chapters, we discover which stones “call” 
to us, and we glimpse new possibilities for inner growth, 
healing, awakening and creating.
    Stones of the New Consciousness is not only an amaz-
ing book––it is also a beautiful one. It’s pages are filled 
with lovely color photographs of the stones themselves, 
as well as body layouts, crystal grids, energy tools, and 
several pieces of breathtaking visionary art by Kathy 
Helen Warner. 
    If you want to go deeper into the crystal realms, and to 
discover new treasures there, Stones of the New Conscious-
ness will take you on an enchanting journey, filled with 
surprising illuminations and unexpected joy. f
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An Adventure Beyond 
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     In Stones of the New Consciousness, author Robert  
Simmons invites the reader to journey inward to the 
realm of the Stone Beings. �ere we learn of the aston-
ishing potentials for spiritual healing, mystic awakening 
and the birth of a new planetary co-creating conscious-
ness through our relating with the stones and their 
spiritual qualities. �ere we meet the Soul of the World, 
the feminine spirit of World Wisdom sometimes called  
Sophia. We discover the all-pervading harmony that is 
the living Earth, and the emanations of Wisdom that are 
the Stones. We awaken to our destiny of freeing the spiri-
tual qualities of the stones, allowing them to incarnate in 
the world through partnership with us. 
     Stones of the New Consciousness contains in-depth  
information on the sixty-two most important stones for 
awakening the Light Body and entering the path of our 
unfolding destiny. It o�ers chapters on the Liquid Crystal 
Body Matrix, Healing with the Stones, Crystal Medita-
tions, the Waters of Life (Stone Elixirs), Crystal Tools and 
Jewelry, Grids and Meditation Environments, the Body 
of Light and the Great Central Sun, and the journey of  
Co-creation and Trans�guration. �ere are also in-depth-
chapters and pictures for each of the sixty-two Stones of 
the New Consciousness. 
     We explore the astonishing tale of the Azez, stewards 
of the Nameless Light, and their endeavor of enlisting our 
aid in transforming the Earth into a Planet of Light. We 
travel to the inner realm of the Great Central Sun, holo-
graphic core of Creation. We learn of the connections of 
Moldavite and Azeztulite to the Stone of the Holy Grail 
and the Philosopher’s Stone––the goal of alchemy. We 
are invited to initiation into the mysteries of spiritual  
ascension, and the mystical wedding of Heaven and  
Earth, which can occur in our own bodies, as we work 
with Rosophia and Azeztulite. 
     Many of the minerals discussed in Stones of the New 
Consciousness are newly found materials not mentioned 
in �e Book of Stones. All of them are met in new ways, 
through meditations narrated by the author, and through 
attunement to the stones’ own voices. 
     As you enter the realms described in this groundbreak-
ing book, here’s more of what you’ll discover:
       * �e secrets of the mysterious Crop Circle Stones
       * �e connection of Quartz to the Origin of Life
       * �e nature of your body as a Liquid Crystal being
       * How to attune your body to the Stone Currents
       * How to Enter the World of a Stone
       * How we work to free the Angels of the Stones
       * How we can �nd healing and enter wholeness
       * DNA as the portal to the World of Light
       * �e Divine pattern of  the Human Light Body
       * How our Ascension is linked with the Earth’s
     All this and more are encompassed in this surprising 
book. It is �lled with lavish color photographs––of the 
stones themselves, of meditation environments, power 
necklaces, crystal tools and visionary art! 
     If you love crystals, gemstones and minerals and you 
want to �nd a new and deeper understanding of the  
potentials locked within them, and within yourself, 
Stones and the New Consciousness can open the door.

Stones of the New Consciousness
 by Robert Simmons 

“Finally, a book that ventures deep into the true realm of human and mineral relation-

ship! Robert has eloquently revealed the larger picture of human evolution and the role of 

minerals in the shift of Gaia at this time, as well as honestly detailing the journey to deep 

intimacy with our mineral teachers.”

    —Naisha Ahsian, co-author of �e Book of Stones and creator of �e Crystal Ally Cards

“�e internal �re of Robert Simmons warms this writing—or, I should say, �res it up, so 
that you can see your life in a new light and feel a new kind of love ignited . . . . It contains 
perhaps the deepest mysteries of the Earth—and of the Cosmos. . . . �e purpose of this  
writing is to invite us into a process without end—a new way of living.”
    —from the Introduction by Robert Sardello, PhD, author of Love and the Soul

New Release!

 Heaven & Earth
         Visit us in Tucson at �e La Quinta Inn - Room 217

    Call 802-476-4775 for your FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Heaven & Earth LLC
Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry HE

Quality Inn (1st Floor Ballroom) 200 West 48th Ave.
FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

PO Box 249 ● East Montpelier, VT 05651 ● (802) 479-5923Special Offer: Buy 14 copies ($168) of Stones of the New Consciousness directly from Heaven and Earth Publishing
and receive FREE shipping via US mail in the continental USA. - Autographed copies available!
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mmAlthough many books have been written about 
crystals, minerals and gems––as well as their spiritual 
properties––none has appeared which combines in-
depth metaphysical information, high-quality color 
photographs, scientific data and a truly wide spectrum 
of stones. Not until now, that is. The Book of Stones by 
Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian, which came out in 
a NEW Revised Edition last October, offers all this and 
more. This book is a truly luxurious tour through the 
spiritual dimensions of the mineral realm, replete with 
excellent pictures of gorgeous specimens of the most 
metaphysically important stones, in addition to well-
written summaries of their energetic properties. 
     Authors Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian have 
set themselves the task of reaching deeper into the meta-
physical properties, spiritual energies and healing ap-
plications of stones than has any heretofore published 
work. For each of the over three hundred minerals and 
gemstones profiled, both authors have contributed their 
observations of the stone’s essential energetic pattern, its 
spiritual, emotional and healing applications, its elemen-
tal correspondence, its resonance to the chakras and its 
synergistic potential for combination with other stones. 
In addition, each stone is introduced with scientific in-
formation about its mineral type, molecular structure, 
hardness, localities and its geologic environment. In 
many cases, the derivation of the mineral name and any 
relevant mythology or folklore are also included. This is 
a book written with loving attention by two gifted prac-
titioners who have each spent over twenty years learning, 

through study and experience, what the crystals have to 
offer us and how we can work with them for healing and 
enlightenment.
     Unlike strictly mineralogical books which ignore 
the metaphysical, or spiritual works that are ignorant of 
the scientific side, The Book of Stones bridges the ratio-
nal and mystical points of view in a way that is likely 
to appeal to a wide range of readers. The authors even 
tackle the question of how and why stone energies affect 
human consciousness. Robert Simmons describes the 
new biological research revealing that the structures and 
processes of living organisms, which are only now being 
understood, mean that we ourselves are living examples 
of liquid crystallinity. He writes:
    “I began to understand that we are not so different, so 
separate from the inorganic world of minerals as I had 
thought. If we ourselves are crystals, composed of co-
herent structures approaching that of solid crystals, yet 
retaining the greater flexibility of liquid crystallinity, it is 
easier to imagine how an energy flow from a stone could 
be received and perceived by my own mind/body, analo-
gous to the means by which a crystal radio receives the 
signals from the broadcast tower. And reversing the flow, 
I could see how focusing one’s intention on a quartz or 
other crystal could potentially magnify the force of that 
intention. Further, the crystal might be capable of hold-
ing the pattern of that intention, being “programmed” 
just like a computer chip. If crystallinity was indeed a 
property of both stones and humans, our interaction 
was more plausible than I had realized.”

          Those who already are able to 
“feel” stone energies know such 
things through experience, but 
The Book of Stones provides the 
possibility of understanding and 
expressing them in ways that 
can convince others who insist 
on “objective” explanations. 

     The bulk of The Book of Stones 
consists of the photographs 
and author’s essays about the 
individual  stones, and in these 

areas it is unsurpassed. The pictures are some of the most 
beautiful mineral photographs I have ever seen, and, as 
the authors point out, one can learn to experience the 
energies of these stones simply by looking at their images. 
The writing in the book is vivid, thoughtful and revealing, 
and it will greatly assist those interested in learning which 
stones they can use to achieve their needs and desires. The 
authors explain the healing qualities of each stone, as well 
as detailing the ways in which it can beneficially affect 
emotional and spiritual development. Much attention is 
given to the potential for the use of stones to accelerate 
spiritual development and initiate mystical experiences. 
More than any other book in the field, The Book of 
Stones teaches how we can utilize crystals, minerals and 
gems to reach higher levels of consciousness. This may be 
its greatest gift. Its NEWEST gift is the extensive INDEX 
of healing properties and spiritual qualities, which makes 
the new edition an even more valuable tool.
     This is a big book, physically as well as spiritually. 
It is almost eleven inches tall by seven inches wide and 
covers well over four hundred pages. Everything about 
it is of the highest quality, and this is fitting for a book 
that so joyfully embraces our potential for healing and 
growth through conscious partnership with our crystal-
line friends. f

Book Review of the NEW Edition of

The Book of Stones: 
                 Who They Are & What They Teach
by Robert Simmons & Naisha Ahsian      Review  by Faye Morgan

Unearth the Power & Pro�t of the Mineral Realm
Crystal Healing • Gems & Minerals • Geomancy • Divination • Jewelry Making • Beading

• Best Se�lers & Hard-to-find titles
• In-stock books ready to ship
• Low minimum orders
• Free freight options
• Frien�ly, personal service

345 Cloverleaf Drive, Suite C
Baldwin Park, CA 91706

Tel: 626-855-1611 • Fax 626-855-1610
E-mail: gembooks@aol.com
www.gemguidesbooks.com

Wholesale only
For orders or catalog

ca�l 800-824-5118

Specializing in Books of the Mineral World for Over 40 Years
Serving the Needs of the Independent Retailer

Purifying 
Crystals
$9.95

Gem Water
$11.95

Stones of the New 
Consciousness 

$19.95

The Essential 
Crystal Han�book

$12.95

Crystal & Gemstone 
Divination
$17.95

Healing Crystals
$8.95

Quartz Crystals
$17.95

The Crystal Bi�le 1 & 2
$19.99

The Complete 
Guide to Crystal 
Chakra Healing

$19.95 Love is in the Earth series 
by Melody

COVR
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The NEW Edition of the
 Popular Bestseller!

WINNER of the COVR Book 
Award in the category of 

Spirituality and New Science!
Finalist in for the IPPY and 

ForeWord Book of the Year Awards!

“We sold 600 copies in the first four months 
The Book of Stones was on our website!”
 ––Steve Rush of Pelham Grayson

”We went through dozens of copies in the 
first week! People are buying extra ones to 
give to friends.”  ––Laurens & Lorraine 
Tartasky of Crystal Galleries, Ltd.

Praise for The Book of Stones:
“The Book of Stones is filled with information 
and with beauty.”  ––Melody, author of the 

Love is in the Earth book series.

“The classification of each stone is impeccable, 
along with wonderful photos––a welcome addi-
tion to the world of stones.”  ––JaneAnn Dow,

author of Crystal Journey

“Quite easily the most comprehensively written 
and beautifully photographed book on the sub-
ject that I’ve come across. If you own only one 

reference book on stones and crystals, make sure 
this gem is the one.”  ––Dr. Eric Pearle, author 
of the international bestseller The Reconnection

 The Book of Stones is the newest, most in-depth, 
definitive guide to the world of crystals, minerals, 
gemstones and their metaphysical properties. 
  Encompassing over 300 separate entries, each 
with vivid color photographs and essays by both 
authors, this book takes the reader deep into the 
world of stones and how we can use them for 
spiritual awakening and healing. The large 7” by 
10 7/8” format makes the book inviting and easy 
to read.
   The Book of Stones can teach you about each 
mineral’s scientific properties, history and lore, 
elemental energies, chakra correspondences, and 
which stones work best together.  

The Book of Stones by Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian
  Retail $29.95 ● Wholesale $18.00 ● 496 pgs ● 7” x 10 7/8” ● ISBN 978-1-55643-668-0  

Heaven & Earth Publishing
email:heavenandearth@earthlink.net ● Fax: 802-479-5923 ● Ph: 802-476-4775 ● www.thebookofstones.com

Special Offer: Buy ten copies ($180) of The Book of Stones directly from Heaven and Earth Publishing
and receive FREE shipping via US mail in the continental USA. - Autographed copies available!

Visit us in Tucson at The La Quinta Inn - Room 217
Meet Robert Simmons and have your books Autographed!
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Gemscents   ◆   Herbal Oils
Metaphysical Oils   ◆   Zodiac Oils

Diffusers   ◆   Perfume Bottles   ◆   Accessories

Order online at www.sunseye.com
or call 1-800-786-7393

 
Munich 2009 Highlights      
46th Munich Mineral Show: 
The gathering of the archaeopteryx
   A nationwide sensation at Europe’s largest min-
eral fair was created by six of the ten original ar-
chaeopteryx fossils – the special exhibition “Fos-
silPark” attracted many new visitors.
Munich, 1st November 2009 – Europe’s largest 
trade fair for precious stones, crystals and fossils 
showcased itself with 
numerous new and ex-
citing themes and of-
fers. The fossils have 
finally been given their 
own exhibition area 
with the extension of a 
fourth hall. The high-
light of the exhibition 
this year was the “Fos-
silPark” created by a 
landscape gardener: 
Surrounded by genu-
ine dinosaur skulls and 
life-sized dinosaur skeletons, visitors were able to 
view under one roof for the first time six of the ten 
known original fossils of the famous prehistoric 
bird, archaeopteryx. The visitors patiently waited 
in queues to catch a glimpse of the “Mona Lisa” 
of the fossil world, which was guarded by secu-
rity personnel and displayed in a bullet-proof glass 
cabinet. 

Enormous Crystals from Switzerland and 
India’s Hidden Natural Treasure
   Even though this year’s Mineral Show caused a 
considerable sensation with the spectacular archae-
opteryx special exhibition, the other attractions 
from the world of beautiful stones were equally 
of great interest to the visitors. The special exhi-
bition India’s 
hidden trea-
sures were 
presented in 
magnificent 
style as a ma-
haraja’s pal-
ace. As the 
visitors en-
tered the ex-
hibition area 
they were 
assailed with 
the exotic scent of Indian spices. Amongst the fas-
cinating exhibits were the “Emperor of India”, a 
beautiful, enormous, turquoise-blue aquamarine, 
weighing ten kilogram, a sculpture of the Hindu 
god Ganesha cut from massive quartz, together 
with splendid jewels of the Maharajas. Moreover, 
the GARGOTI, the only natural science museum 
in India, presented colourful crystalline minerals, 
the largest ever to have been discovered in India. 
The enormous, transparent mine crystals over a 
metre tall were met with enthusiasm by the visi-
tors. Several of these treasures saw the light of day 

after being discovered at a height of over 2,400 
metres by the Swiss professional hunter, Franz von 
Arx, and his partner, Elio Müller. The alpine area 
was dominated by these naturally-occurring works 
of art. Professional hunters and collectors from the 
alpine countries meet up here every year to present 
their finds to the public. Although the discovery is 
seen as the find of the century, Franz von Arx still 
hopes to find even more spectacular treasures. “It 
is almost like a Swiss cheese”, says the modern ad-
venturer, one never knows where there might still 
be a hollow hiding.

Tika Treasures      
     Some of us have come for the first time to the 
Tucson Gem Show fresh with enthusiasm and an-
ticipation. Others are Tucson veterans returning 
year after year to this oasis of gems and other fasci-
nating objects. There is excitement in the air gener-
ated by all the treasures and the diversity of people 
and the rich-
ness of cul-
tures that they 
bring here. It 
is an inspiring 
place to be.
   Julie Joynt of 
Tika has found 
that to be true 
over the years 
that Tika has 
exhibited in 
Tucson. The 
Gem show is 
where she first saw a framed Blue Morpho But-
terfly that inspired her line of Shimmerwing butter-

    Press Potpourri
               Show News and Product Reviews for 2010

Continued on page 94
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CRYSTAL WINGS
HEALING ART

More info at www.CrystalWingsHealingArt.com

IMAGE KEYS ENCOURAGE
A NEW EARTH

AND NEW DREAM FOR
ALL PEOPLE

Shift of the Ages, Image Key #14

NEW!

“Barbara Evans’ artwork 
is both aesthetically 
beautiful and spiritually 
powerful.”
Robert Simmons 
Author of The Book of Stones and 
Stones of the New Consciousness

Messages Of Universal Wisdom
A Journey of Connection Through the Heart 

by Barbara Evans
The integration of Visionary Art and Crystals provide a unique tool for 
transformation within this experiential BOOK!
Messages Of Universal Wisdom presents 13 Image Keys to guide you on 
a path of Spiritual Awakening to find your role in the creation of the New 
Earth.
As we approach 2012... it is time for us to choose... time for us to Awaken the 
Wisdom within our Hearts and create our highest DREAM!

ISBN: 978-0-9799412-0-7
320 full color pages.
Published by Spiritual Web Communications
Books & Prints of the Image Keys available
from Crystal Wings Healing Art.

Messages Of 
Universal Widom

at Tucson Gem Show with
Heaven and Earth
LaQuinta Inn, Rm 215

 

fly jewelry that uses sustainably farmed butterflies 
that are collected after dying naturally at the end 
of their life-cycle. The iridescent wings are set in 
simple sterling silver settings that show them to be 
the little gems that they are.
    It is here that she has the opportunity to find a 
vast array of natural stones and interesting mate-
rials ranging from amethyst flowers and opals to 
ancient Afghani coins and Russian ammonites, the 
components of the unique silver jewelry that she 
and her team design.
    Early one morning a few years ago, waking up 
where they slept on the floor of their booth at the 
Howard Johnson Inn, Julie thought “mood beads, 
how come nobody has made them yet!”. So began 
the process of developing their ever expanding line 
of Mirage Beads, the thermo-sensitive beads that 
change color with temperature and touch.
    There is something that happens with the com-
bination of this many people and the extraordinary 
quantities of beautiful gems, minerals, fossils and 
artifacts gathered from all over the world, all here 
at this time in Tucson ~ it tips the balance and there 
is no knowing the creative energy that unfolds!

Book Debut
Messages Of Universal Wisdom: 
A Journey of Connection Through the Heart 
by Barbara Evans
   At the heart of Messages Of Universal Wisdom 
are thirteen Image Keys created by Barbara and her 
team of Spirit Guides. The Image Keys are an in-
tuitive integration of Visionary Art and Crystal En-
ergy. The vibrations of many high energy crystals 
are interwoven within the Sacred Geometry foun-
dation of each painting. Photographs of signature 

crystals and crystal grids that form the sacred space 
for the creation of the artwork are shown in full 
color. There are fade geometries and explanations 
of the patterns which repeat in varying combina-
tions, like the notes within a symphony, to initi-
ate the balance of Divine Energies both within and 
around us.
   This unique, experiential book provides stepping 
stones to aid the raising of consciousness and the 
awakening of humanity at this most crucial time 
as we approach 2012. Its focus is Unconditional 
Love, Balance of Divine Feminine and Divine 
Masculine energies, Joy, Beauty and Abundance. 
Its intention is to assist with the creation of A New 
Earth and New Dream for all people by activat-
ing the wisdom that is already held deep within 
our hearts. It is a call to awaken and remember the 
magnificence and wonder of who we truly are and 
why we are here. 
   For all who choose to experience life through 
Love and Joy… this is a book to help you attain 
and maintain that place.
   Image Keys within the book include Healing 
the Waters of the Earth, Return of the Feminine, 
Wisdom of Solomon, Creating the New Dream and 
Cosmic Integration. 
   Image Key #13, Cosmic Integration, represents 
Christ/Crystal Consciousness inviting all in its 
presence to match those vibrations. 
    Messages Of Universal Wisdom is visually beauti-
ful and energetically powerful as it interweaves the 
stories of Barbara’s personal journey of awakening 
with the Image Keys themselves. There are Affirma-
tions, Poems and Decrees together with channelings 
from ArchAngel Metatron and Mary Magdalene 
who speak on behalf of each Image Key.

Continued on page 108

Continued from page 92

Aura Photo 1:
Barbara

Aura Photo 2:
Barbara two minutes 
later holding Messages 
of Universal Wisdom

The Secret World of Crystals 
- Visionary Crystal Art
   Photographic artist and creator of The Secret 
World of Crystals, Lee Simmons, explores the sub-
tle energies of nature through his lens.  He began 
by capturing the fleeting light and dancing move-
ment within clear mountain streams.  Enjoying the 
childlike thrill of exploring the shapes, faces and 
feelings appearing in the abstract water patterns.
   Encouraged with his initial abstract creations he 
pondered how to create images with greater clar-
ity and form.  Being vaguely aware of crystals and 

Published by Spiritual Web Communications.
ISBN:978-0-9799412-0-7
Available at La Quinta, Room 217
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How the World Is Made
        by John Michell with Alan Brown
        Review by Robert Simmons
    The subtitle of How the 

World Is Made is The 
Story of Creation Accord-
ing to Sacred Geometry, 
and in this case the sub-
title tells the tale. John  
Michell is one of the world’s 
foremost authorities on the 
fascinating realm known 
as sacred geometry. This 
book explains how ancient 

cultures that understood the timeless principles of this 
discipline were able to create flourishing societies. It 
illustrates the social and spiritual values inherent in the 
natural progression of number.
   But why does anyone think of geometry as  
sacred? The laws of what is referred to as sacred  
geometry are not constructed by human beings. They 
are found ready-made in nature, and are eternally true 
in all times and places. Thus, they are older than the 
Earth itself. The triangles, circles and other geomet-
ric figures that populate the world of sacred geometry 
are archetypal, and their relationships are  eternal,  
underlying the expression of virtually our entire world. 
Such is the vision presented by the authors of this 
book.
   John Michell’s over 300 full color illustrations  
reveal the secret code within these figures and their 
relationships, and how they express the spiritual 
meanings in the key numbers one through twelve. 
He shows us the various regular geometric shapes, 
their constructions and functions within the univer-
sal order of the world. He reveals their correspon-
dences to music, human life and the expressions of 
nature. In so doing, he engenders an appreciation 
and reverence for the divine intelligence pervad-
ing the universe. Those willing to follow along on 
this enchanted path will find themselves filled with  
wonder, and a new way of seeing the world.

Beyond 2012
        by Geoff Stray
        Review by Robert Simmons
    The plethora of books 

about 2012 is growing, 
and the quality of what is 
presented varies widely. 
Here in Geoff Stray’s book, 
one finds an unprejudiced 
voice, and an intelligent 
mind that has investigated 
and evaluated much of the 
2012 material, presenting 
the most intriguing discus-
sion I have yet seen. 

    Most of us are aware that the 
Mayan Calendar’s Great Cycle will come to an end in 
December of 2012. This has given rise to a great many 
speculations, ranging from end-of-the-world apocalyptic  
visions to predictions of universal enlightenment. One 
thing we do know is that a rare galactic alignment will  
occur at the end of the Mayan Calendar cycle, and that 
wisdom traditions around the world have recognized 
the special importance of this coming moment. Stray 

goes far beyond investigation of the Mayan material, 
delving into the prophetic traditions of the Chinese, 
Tibetan, Ethiopian and Jewish cultures. He exam-
ines the Timewave Zero theory of Terence McKenna, 
the sunspot studies of Maurice Cotterell, the enig-
matic Crop Circle symbols and the many prophetic  
visions received in dreams, meditations and near-death  
experiences. In all of these instances, 2012 looms as a 
moment of world destiny.
    I was particularly interested in the prophetic  
visions of the individuals whose stories are told in 
Stray’s book. Many of them had never heard of the 
Mayan Calendar or any of the other 2012 material, 
yet they were instructed inwardly to prepare for a huge 
and perspective-changing world shift in that year. As 
the time nears, it becomes more important to consider 
these visions.
    Beyond 2012 takes the reader deep into the 2012 
questions, though it does not pretend to know 
the ultimate answers. Instead, it has gleaned and  
condensed the best of a huge volume of material,  
allowing the reader to get a feeling for what may 
be in store, and expertly explaining the important  
theories currently held by those who have studied the 
lore of 2012 most deeply. 

Gemstone Reflexology
        by Nora Kircher
        Review by Robert Simmons

    Nora Kircher’s Gemstone 
Reflexology is a practical and 
specific guide to working 
with stones for healing. The 
author is a natural health 
practitioner, working from 
her own clinic, who treats 
adults and children using 
ear acupressure and biore-
sonance. Over her many 
years of practice, Kirchner 
has discovered that the 
subtle energies of certain 

stones  resonate with the meridian system of the body, 
producing relief from a wide variety of symptoms in a 
degree that surpasses traditional acupressure. This is in 
part because the form of the stones‚—polished “gem-
sticks” which are pointed at one end and blunt at the 
other—facilitates pinpoint or broad-band application 

of both pressure and subtle energies. In addition, the 
energy currents evoked by each different stone are ap-
plicable to specific healing and balancing modalities.
   For example, Amethyst is said to alleviate pain and 
tension when applied to the pressure points which cor-
respond to the back muscles; heliotrope (bloodstone) 
can strengthen the immune system; aventurine can aid 
in healing from skin disorders; rutile quartz helps alle-
viate stress and improves one’s mood; rose quartz helps 
to heal heartache, grief and sadness.
   Explanations for the application of each of the eight 
gem sticks are clear and concise, and color pictures 
throughout the book depict the exact locations on the 
ear, foot, hand or other locations where applying the 
stones will produce the desired results. The pictures 
and diagrams are so clear and specific that virtually 
anyone with an interest, this book and a set of gem 
sticks can immediately begin exploring the rich pos-
sibilities of healing with stones.
  The eight types of gem sticks are amethyst, aven-
turine, fluorite, heliotrope (bloodstone), rock crystal 
(clear quartz), rose quartz, rutile quartz and sodalite. 
Types of therapy dis cussed include ear acupressure, 
pain relief, body acupressure, foot reflexology, reflexol-
ogy massage, massage oil recipes, etc. 
   Gemstone Reflexology belongs on the bookshelves of 
all crystal lovers, acupressure practitioners and anyone 
who suffers from the wear and tear of physical life. That 
is—everybody! It shows us that the resonance between 
minerals and the “human crystal” is very real.

The Elixir of Immortality
        by Robert E. Cox
        Review by Robert Simmons

   Lovers of crystals and 
gems who prize them for 
their spiritual properties are 
already halfway to alchemy, 
since they, like the alche-
mists, are focused on physi-
cal substances which link 
the spiritual and material 
worlds. In Robert E. Cox’s 
newest book, the author 
takes us on a journey into 
the history of alchemy and 
the amazing new develop-

Book Reviews: How the World is Made, Beyond 2012,
    Gemstone Reflexology and The Elixir of Immortality

Continued on page 109
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(Author and crystal enthusiast Robert Simmons 
will host a four-day gathering of the Crystal Com-
munity in Vermont this coming May 20-23. [See 
announcement on page 99] This article explains 
in his own words what is motivating this first-ever 
event of its kind, and what he views as the poten-
tials it may open for those who seek to enter more 
deeply into working with the stones.)
     Have you ever 
wondered if there 
is more to your 
interest in stones 
than just collecting 
beautiful pieces 
and perhaps feel-
ing the pleasurable 
sensations of their 
energies? Have you 
ever felt that there 
is something about 
stones that calls 
to you on a deep 
level, but you have 
yet to cross the threshold into the other world that 
seems to beckon from them? I did, and that longing 
is what set me on the path to writing Stones of the 
New Consciousness. In the process of investigating 
the possibilities for relationship with the stones as 
Beings, I discovered that what I and most others 
had learned about the spiritual potentials for work-
ing with stones was only scratching the surface. 
We had merely opened the door to a vast mansion, 
or perhaps it’s better to say it’s as if we had just 
met Someone with whom we are destined to share 
a lifetime of love and creating activity. 
     Following this path made me revise my ideas, 
not only about who the stones are, but also who 
and what I am, and where we all may be going. Af-
ter twenty-three years of working with and writing 
about crystals and minerals, my interest was sud-
denly reinvigorated. It was as if I had been living, 
relatively happily, in a semi-darkened room, and 
when the lights came on, I suddenly realized that 
all the objects in the room were living treasures be-
yond price. So I wrote my new book with a passion 
that was stronger than any I had felt in all my years 
with crystals, and I felt compelled to share what I 
found with anyone who wanted to experience it for 
themselves. That’s why, in addition to writing the 
book, I am beginning to offer intensive experien-
tial workshops, beginning with a four-day event in 
Vermont, this coming May 20-23. 

Awakening to the Liquid Crystal Body 
Consciousness 
     

     Did you 
know that we 
ourselves are 
crystals? This 
is more than ro-
manticizing our 
love of stones. 
Biologists have 
recently dis-
covered that 
the bodies of 
living organ-
isms, including 

ourselves are liquid crystalline, in multiple ways. 
The cytoplasm within the interior of each cell is 
liquid crystal, as are the intramuscular fluids and 
connective tissues. Even DNA, the molecule of life 
that gives us our physical identity, is liquid crystal. 
Liquid crystallinity is a phase of matter that lies in 
the in-between stage––less rigid than a solid, but 
more highly organized than a normal liquid. It is 
liquid crystallinity that allows organisms to work 
as harmonious wholes. Without liquid crystallinity, 
organisms could not maintain themselves. If we 
were not crystalline, we could not be alive.
     Molecular biologist Mae Wan Ho, a pioneer 
researcher into the liquid crystal nature of living 
organisms, has written: 
     There is a dynamic, liquid crystalline continu-
um of connective tissues and extracellular matrix 
linking directly into the equally liquid crystalline 
interior of every single cell in the body. Liquid 
crystallinity gives organisms their characteristic 
flexibility, exquisite sensitivity and responsiveness, 
thus optimizing the rapid, noiseless intercommuni-
cation that enables the organism to function as a 
coherent, coordinated whole. In addition, the liq-
uid crystalline continuum provides subtle electri-
cal interconnections which are sensitive to changes 
in pressure and other physicochemical conditions; 
in other words, it is also able to register “tissue 
memory.” Thus, the liquid crystalline continuum 
possesses all the qualities of a highly sensitive 
“body consciousness” that can respond to all 
forms of subtle energy medicines. 
     With this insight and these words, Mae Wan 
Ho offers a vision of our own physical bodies that 
makes us akin to and potentially resonant with all 
the other types of crystals. If the “body conscious-
ness” is not dependent on neurons and electrical 
signals, then it is easier to imagine other conscious-
nesses that do not even require nervous systems. 
She also implies an answer to the questions posed 
by modalities such as acupuncture and other subtle 
energy medicines such as reiki and other types of 
hands-on healing, as well as homeopathy. All of 
these may be operating on the resonance of well-
being within the entire liquid crystalline organism. 
This sort of view opens up our self-perceptions 
greatly. We are not prisoners within a mechanism. 
It is more like being a center of harmonious activ-
ity within a greater harmony.
     Mae Wan Ho continues:
     The living body is a grand jazz concert in which 
every single cell, every single molecule is perform-
ing and improvising from moment to moment. And 
yet each molecule, each cell is so sensitive and 
responsive that it keeps fully in step and in tune 
with the whole system in evolution ... [and] works 
in tandem with, and independently of the nervous 
system. 
     All she has said so far concerns the physical 
body and its measurable activities within matter. 
Does she offer us a bridge between the body and 
the spirit? This question is important in under-
standing the stones as beings, and our potential 
for relationship with them. And Mae Wan Ho does 
present us with just such a bridge:
     With our new view of the coherent organism, 
think of each organism as an entity that is not re-
ally confined within the solid body we see. The 
visible body just happens to be where the wave 

function of the organism is most dense. Invisible 
quantum waves are spreading out from each one of 
us and permeating into all other organisms. At the 
same time, each of us has the waves of every other 
organism entangled within our own make-up. We 
are participants in the creation drama that is con-
stantly unfolding. We are constantly co-creating 
and re-creating ourselves and other organisms in 
the universe, shaping our common futures, making 
our dreams come true, and realizing our potentials 
and ideals. 
     If Mae Wan Ho’s view is correct, then a par-
ticular mental stumbling block begins to dissolve, 
allowing us to take seriously the idea that we can 
“relate” with stones. We are not confined to the en-
velope of our body, she says. In fact, we extend far 
beyond the perimeter of our skin, into a gracefully 
entangled web of being that involves all other or-
ganisms. And what, in this vision, constitutes an 
organism? A crystal. Liquid in our case, solid in 
the case of stones. But in both instances the so-
called physical body is merely the location where 
the activity of our being is most dense. Suddenly 
the difference between solid-state and liquid-state 
crystalline beings diminishes. We know we have 
consciousness, or we are consciousness. When we 
experience mysterious, wordless engagement with 
what appear to us as soul/spirit beings whose loca-
tion of greatest density happens to be within stones 
... well, that doesn’t seem like such a great leap.
    When we pick up a stone, many of us can feel 
the tingle f its currents in our hand, or sometimes 
in one or more of our chakras. Sometimes we feel 
heat, or a wave or rush of vibration through our 
bodies. When I worked with the sixty-two stones 
featured in my new book, I spent many hours in 
meditation, attempting to feel my way into deeper 
communion with the Stone Beings. 
     As I worked, I began to recognize that frequent-
ly, when I first began the meditation, I would feel 
the characteristic vibration of the stone somewhere 
in my body, usually at its place of specific reso-
nance. For instance, Phenacite “enters” through the 
forehead and Rosophia comes in through the heart. 
However, there was most often another phase, a 
wave of vibration that washed completely through 
me after the initial entry. That wave was, I believe, 
the resonance between the stone’s vibratory pattern 
and my own, experienced first by the “body con-
sciousness,” which I call the Liquid Crystal Body 
Matrix.
     As Mae Wan Ho has indicated, we have a cel-
lular consciousness of the whole body which arises 
through our liquid crystallinity. This is different 
from our network of nerves and the brain, and 
also from the center of intelligence in our heart. I 
have long been a believer that the heart has its own 
consciousness, which may be why the ancients 
claimed that our souls reside in our chests. Both 
the body consciousness and heart’s intelligence are 
mostly overlooked by our habitual mentality, but 
both are available to us if we turn our attention to 
them. Doing so is essential to becoming whole, and 
to realizing our potential as human beings.
     I discovered as I did my stone meditations that 
the first wave of “communication” from a stone en-
tered through the body consciousness of my liquid 
crystallinity. I think that is what is happening when 
we first feel the “vibes” of a stone. In my own case, 
I noticed that the next stage was an awareness of 
the stone as a conscious presence in my heart. It 
was always experienced as the presence of love, 
though the flavors and subtleties of the love I en-
countered varied widely among the stones. The 
heart’s resonance with a stone was often followed 
by a visual image rising from the heart “upwards” 

Stones of the New Consciousness
The Book, The Workshop, The Experience     
                                                                       by Robert Simmons

Stroboscopic micro-photo 
showing the liquid crystal 
structure of a fruit fly larva
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STONES 
OF THE NEW

CONSCIOUSNESS
Healing, Awakening & Co-creating  

with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS
Co-author of �e Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

Stones of the New Consciousness
Intensive Workshop with Robert Simmons
Healing, Awakening and Co-creating 

with Crystals Minerals and Gems
�ursday, May 20 (AM) - Sunday May 23 (PM), 2010 in Essex, Vermont

Join Robert Simmons, author of Stones of the New Consciousness, 
and co-author of �e Book of Stones and Moldavite: Starborn 

Stone of Transformation, for a four-day experiential 
weekend in beautiful Vermont!

“After several decades in its initial stages, I feel our work with stones is ready to be taken to a new level. Now we are prepared to meet the 
Stone Beings, and to work with them in co-creative partnership for the good of the world. In my own research, I have realized that there is 
more to the energies of crystals and minerals than helping us to ‘get’ what we want or need. We are called in this time to awaken to a higher 
vision, of the stones, of ourselves and of our potential. We are invited to enter, with the help of the stones, into a New Consciousness, a new 
way of being for which we have preparing for a very long time. Within this, we will �nd new modes of healing, new ways of sensing, new 
insights into our purpose and new ways to participate in bringing forth a better world.”       ––Robert Simmons

In the Stones of the New Consciousness Intensive participants will have the opportunity to learn from an accomplished crystal teacher, and 
to experience for themselves the amazing properties of many of the most powerful stones in the mineral realm. Here are some of the new 
information and experiences to be o�ered:

●  Meeting and Greeting the Stone Beings
●  Journeying to the Realm of the Stones
●  Discovering the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix
●  Experiencing the Light of the Great Central Sun
●  Light Body Awakening and Vibrational Ascension
●  Co-creative Breathing with the Soul of the World
●  Stone Meditations for Forgiving, Healing and Awakening

●  Gemstone Body Layouts and Vibrational Shift
●  Making Your own Gemstone Tools (materials provided FREE)
●  Energy Grids and Crystal Meditation Environments
●  Stones of the Divine Feminine and Masculine 
●  Stone Elixirs for Self-Transformation
●  Walking the Crystal Labyrinth
●  Spiritual Awakening and Trans�guration

Workshop Hours
a  �e workshop starts at 9:00 AM �ursday May 20 and ends Sunday May 23 at lunchtime. �ere will also be special events after dinner on �ursday,   
      Friday and Saturday evenings. 
a  Workshop check-in will be Wednesday May 19,  5:00 PM -  7:00 PM  and  �ursday May 20, 7:30 AM - 8:45 AM .

Location
�e Essex Resort and Spa near Burlington, Vermont. �e Essex o�ers luxurious country-inn accommodations with �ne gourmet meals by the award 

winning New England Culinary Institute. To learn more about �e Essex visit their website at www.vtculinaryresort.com

Workshop Tuition
Tuition is $295 per person for all four days (plus room and board). In the spirit of generosity, Heaven and Earth, the sponsoring organization, will 

give each participant gemstone gifts valued at over $500. Attendees can also earn tuition credits by bringing in other people to participate. 
For Workshop Registration, please call (802) 476-4775

Room & Meal Package
�e Essex is pleased to o�er a special all-inclusive Room and Meal Package. �e package includes four nights accommodations from Wednesday 

through Saturday nights with check-out on Sunday, plus breakfast, lunch and dinner �ursday through Saturday and  breakfast and lunch on Sunday. 
Also included is complimentary airport transportation (7:00 AM – 11:00 PM, based on availability and prior reservation), complimentary high speed 

internet, use of the �tness center and pool as well as free passes to use �e Racquet’s Edge Sports Center. 

●  Single Occupancy Rate: $714.48    ●  Double Occupancy Rate: $454.50 (per person)     Rates include all taxes and service charges

For Room and Meal Package reservations call �e Essex at 1-800-727-4295. You must mention that you are with the Stones of the New 
Consciousness Workshop to get this special rate. �ese rates are guaranteed until April 20, 2010. After April 20, reservations will be accepted 

on a space available basis. It is a busy time of year with weddings and graduations, so book early!

�roughout this Intensive, we will work with crystals and min-
erals selected from the sixty-two high-energy stones described 
in Robert Simmons’ new book, Stones of the New Conscious-

ness. We will learn how to attune to the Body Consciousness in ourselves which is able to relate directly with 
the Stone Beings. We will open ourselves to receive new insights and inner guidance from the angelic realm, 
and we will practice centering ourselves in Heart Awareness.

“�e New Consciousness is a heart-centered way of being. It involves the practice of constant self-giving into 
the coming moment, whatever it may be. In the New Consciousness, we learn to love and trust the unknown, 
the Soul of the World, who is never static, but is always coming into being. In this new co-creating conscious-
ness, we generate through generosity. By giving ourselves, we bring abundance into the world.”   ––RS

Sign up at La Quinta room 217,  call 802-476-4775 or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com 
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more fully to those beings to aid in this awakening 
and transformation. 
    “Disease on your planet is the result of certain 
frequencies of light. You block cellularly these 
light waves through thought-form shields and 
contracting emotional patterns. Your cellular 
consciousnesses are therefore unable to properly 
learn and expand, resulting in disease. Azeztulite 
carries energies and frequencies of Light that help 
release the shields and blocks, healing disease 
and aiding in cellular rejuvenation and expansion. 
Likewise, its activation at certain points on your 
planet will aid in healing the total organism of 
Gaia.”
     As I read these words now, fifteen years later, 

their context is clearer. The Azez say that the stone 
Azeztulite carries and is in its essence the material 
form of the pure Light of the Great Central Sun, 
the source of Spiritual Light in our universe. They 
say it is the embodiment of the Azez, so when we 
hold one of the stones, we are touching the angelic 
beings, the Azez themselves!
     I must break off here and bring in a quote 
from the gifted clairvoyant, scientist and teacher 
Rudolph Steiner, regarding stones and angels: 
“Our sense organs are therefore perceiving with, 
but do not perceive themselves.  The same applies 
to the angels and the mineral world.  Their sense 
organs are to be found in the mineral physical 
world.  Our precious stones are the angels’ sense 

organs!  Precious stones are the secret instrument 
with which angels perceive.” How resonant these 
words are with the words of the Azez! And, as 
Robert Sardello has pointed out, “This astounding 
passage tells us that when we hold a stone and feel 
some sort of a current, we are being perceived by 
the spiritual world! Such a notion, which is here 
not a theory but an observation by one of the 
world’s most respected spiritual masters, can serve 
as antidote to the ‘me, me’ orientation prevalent 
in working with stones. They are not perhaps all 
about us and what we want, but are ways into 
finding our spiritual destiny and how to enter it, 
deepen our sense of it, and follow it.”
    This sense of the discovery of one’s spiritual 
destiny and the desire to serve the world through 
realization of that destiny is the response most 
people who experience deep self-recognition 
with Azeztulite report. Serving the world through 
bringing in more of the Nameless Light is the 
purpose the Azez are here to serve, and that we 
have the opportunity to serve through aligning 
ourselves with them.
    But let us go on with considering Naisha’s 
quote, and the parallels of Azeztulite to the fabled 
Philosopher’s Stone. The Philosopher’s Stone 
was said to be the catalyst for the transmutation 
of lead to gold. In alchemical writings, this was 
often viewed as a metaphor for the transmutation 
of the self from the crude ego-bound person to 
the awakened spiritual human. This is precisely 
the transmutation Azeztulite is meant and said to 
facilitate. And where is the knowledge that allows 
us to “reclaim” our capacities of clairvoyance, 
healing and rejuvenation? In our cells, our 
“genetic memory banks.” This resonates with 
the old alchemical assertions that the “gold” 
was inherent within the “lead,” and that the 
processes of transmutation would “free” the gold 
within the lead. Also, note that the healing and 
“cellular rejuvenation” promised by the Azez is 
like the achievement of “immortality” which the 
Philosopher’s Stone was said to make possible. 
Finally the word “enlightenment” means “to be 
filled with Light,” and this is the primary purpose 
and function of Azeztulite––to bring the Nameless 
Light into full expression in the world through us. 
     Which brings us to the issue of the world. As 
Sardello points out, we tend to think of stones too 
often as the means for ourselves to “get something,” 
when their highest use is undoubtably to move 
into partnership with the spiritual realms for the 
sake of the world. There is no doubt the our planet 
needs healing, and I believe our participation in 
that is crucial. Here again Azeztulite enters the 
picture. The Azez tell us, “its activation at certain 
points on your planet will aid in healing the total 
organism of Gaia.”
     Even as I write all of this, I am rather awed 
by the implications. My past experiences with 
Azeztulite are numerous and convincing enough 
to prove to my skeptical side that something very 
real, and of a truly spiritual nature, is going on 
with Azeztulite. Its parallels with the Philosophers 
Stone, if one takes the bit of its story I have told 
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here relatively literally, are striking. And I love the 
fact that, like the Philosopher’s Stone, Azeztulite 
is common-looking, and unimpressive. It looks 
like any other chunk of Quartz, but the currents 
it emanates are extraordinary. And not everyone 
is yet capable of perceiving these currents, yet it’s 
not a matter of fooling oneself with a fantasy. If 
that were so, how to explain the incidents in which 
people who actively disbelieved in the possibility 
of the spiritual properties of stones were brought 
to tears at the touch of Azeztulite?
     How should we all work with Azeztulite? I 
think the answer is multifaceted. Simply bringing 
these stones into our vibrational fields is probably 
the most important. Then the transmutation of our 
personal “lead” into spiritual “gold” can begin. The 
process of cellular reattunement––the repatterning 
of the liquid crystal structure of our own organism–
–can proceed in part on a subconscious level, 
simply by our exposing ourselves to the Nameless 
Light and being open to its influence. 
     Meditation with Azeztulite can introduce a more 
active element of choice into the process. Giving 
our attentiveness to the currents of Azeztulite 
speeds and enhances its influence dramatically. 
Saying and inner “yes,” surrendering to the gift 
being offered, is a way to align our consciousness 
with the new pattern. As the Azez said, “Disease 
on your planet is the result of certain frequencies 
of light. You block cellularly these light waves 
through thought-form shields and contracting 
emotional patterns. Your cellular consciousnesses 
are therefore unable to properly learn and expand, 
resulting in disease. Azeztulite carries energies and 
frequencies of Light that help release the shields 
and blocks, healing disease and aiding in cellular 
rejuvenation and expansion.” We can participate 
in releasing the old patterns of dis-ease by 
witnessing and actively releasing our “contracting 
emotional patterns.” (i.e. fear and its analogues). 
We can learn to release fear and its ilk by going to 
our hearts, dwelling there, finding the truth there 
and living from that truth. The deepest truth of the 
heart that I know of is that our genuine identity is 
love. This is, from my perspective, essentially the 
same love that the Azez call the Nameless Light. 
Perhaps one might say that the Nameless Light 
is Divine Love, and human love is our particular 
resonance with that. Denial of love is the same 
“contracting” the Azez describe. 

The Future
     So what of the future? Most recently, Naisha 
has told me her communications with the Azez 
indicate that their agenda is to ultimately awaken 
all the Quartz on Earth to vibrate at the frequency 
of Azeztulite! Think for a moment what this could 
mean. Quartz is the most abundant mineral on our 
planet, with billions of tons of it spread through 
out the Earth’ crust. It is also a primary component 
of many other stones, such as granite, as well as 
being what makes up the sand on all the beaches 
of the world. If and when all that Quartz––in 
skyscrapers, backyards, pendants and potholes, 
ocean floors and deserts, the Sahara, Arkansas, 

Brazil, India, Africa, Venezuela, Vermont––is 
vibrating at the high frequency and intensity (or 
a magnified one) of the rare clear/white stones we 
now know as Azeztulite, we will be living in a 
transformed world! If the spiritual Love and Light 
now emanated by Azeztulite were to be emitted 
by the majority of stones in the world, it will be 
a whole new future, more wonderful than we can 
imagine. And, if we are to ask what we can do to 
facilitate this process, the Azez have said that our 
working with these stones, bringing through the 
Nameless Light, making our own hearts into its 
broadcast towers, is crucial. 
     The agenda of the Azez, as reported and 
experienced by those sensitive enough to feel 

their presence, is one of wholehearted spiritual 
love. Since love, by its nature, can never compel, 
the agenda of the Azez is an offer to us, not a done 
deal. We are being offered astonishing help, but we 
have to reach toward the hand outstretched to us. 
When we, of our own free will, take a step toward 
Spirit, we are met. In most cases, our first step is 
one of imagining. When we move past knowing 
what is “impossible” into the unknown realm of 
what may be, we have taken such a step. We are 
invited to imagine that a humble, common Quartz 
can contain the keys to the kingdom of Heaven on 
Earth. Even if this never comes to be, it’s worth 
our giving it a chance. f
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    The original find of Azeztulite in North Carolina 
some thirty five years ago was of irregular pieces of 
raw white and clear quartz material, with unusual 
contours and amazing energetic properties. To 
this day, the original North Carolina Azeztulite is 
prized for its intense currents and it capacity to fill 
the body with pure spiritual Light.
     In 2008, mineral sleuths found prismatic North 
Carolina Azeztulite crystals for the first time ever. 
Many of these new crystals were the color of golden 

Citrine. Because of their lovely color and their 
unmistakably powerful energies, they were given 
the name Golden Azeztulite Crystals.
     In 2009, near the site where the Golden 
Azeztulite Crystals were found, several more 
pockets of Azeztulite crystals were found. Many 
of these were colorless and transparent, or whitish 
with clear areas in the crystals. These new North 
Carolina Azeztulite crystals are like generators of 
laser-fine, pure White Light. They can awaken and 

attune any of the chakras, and they are particularly 
powerful for Light Body activation. 
     Some of the new Azeztulite Crystals were 
smoky––the first Smoky Azeztulites ever found, 
except for a few from the pocket of Golden 
Azeztulite Crystals. The Smoky Azeztulites carry 
the same frequencies of Light, but they are more 
grounded than other varieties. This makes them 
ideal tools for those who find white or clear 
Azeztulite too “out there” for them to work with 
comfortably. Smoky Azeztulites are also helpful for 
those whose intention includes activities of Earth-
healing. These crystals can aid us in acting as spiri-
tual conduits for high-frequency energies to pour 
into the Earth through us. This is essential work 
for the purpose of awakening the Light Body of the 
Earth. Without the Earth’s simultaneous awaken-
ing with us, our own Ascension cannot happen.
      All of the Azeztulite crystal points offer a great 
capacity to focus and direct the Nameless Light 
currents to various points in the body. While 
all Azeztulite activates the Body of Light, these 
crystals can aid us in stimulating “lazy” chakras, 
and in cleansing and healing areas of the etheric 
body where there are “smudges” of disharmonious 
energies. 
      Like all Azeztulites, these new Azeztulite crystals 
radiate the Nameless Light, and they encourage the 
awakening of the “body consciousness” in us. The 
mental processing which is centered in the brain is 
only one aspect of our trifold consciousness. Heart 
awareness has begun to awaken in humanity, and 
there are millions of people now who realize that 
they have a “second self” located in the heart. The 
heart self carries the consciousness of compassion 
and its impulse is for the well 
being of the All.
      Fewer people have recognized the body con-
sciousness arising through our Liquid Crystal Body 
Matrix. This Matrix is the “mind of the cells,” 
which allows our body to function as a coordinated 
whole. If we are ever to achieve spiritual ascension, 
we must do it without leaving the body behind, 
because we are not stable enough without the body 
to achieve and maintain full awakening. The body 
consciousness is tremendously stable, which is both 
its blessing and its limitation. Once it assimilates a 
habit, it repeats it forever, unless the habit is sup-
planted by a new one.
    Here is where Azeztulite, and especially these 
new Azeztulite Crystals from North Carolina, 
come in. They emanate pure and steady streams 
of Divine Light, which is what the cells must 
assimilate and begin to channel themselves, in 
order for us to achieve ascension, which is the state 
of being individual and universal, solid and Light-
filled, all at the same time. Working with the new 
Azeztulite crystals offers us the perfect opportunity 
to receive and achieve full resonance with the Light 
of Heaven. When we do this, we ourselves become 
Heavenly, as does the Earth. 
    The new Azeztulite crystals can purify and 
dispel unclear energies from any point in the body. 
Meditation with them can facilitate states of con-
scious immersion in the highest spiritual realms. If 
we hold our intention to ground that Light here, 
we are doing the work of helping to make the Earth 
a Planet of Light. 
     These new crystals work in harmony with all of 
the Synergy Twelve and Ascension stones, as well 
as all other types of Azeztulite. They have a special 
affinity with Rosophia. When these are brought 
together and welcomed into our bodies, they merge 
and marry the Light of Heaven with the Love of 
the Earth. f

Heaven & Earth LLC
Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry HE

La Quinta Show (1-10 & 22nd Street) Room 217
FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

PO Box 249 ● East Montpelier, VT 05651 ● (802) 479-4775

�ese are the �rst genuine Azeztulite clear crystals ever found in 
North Carolina, the original discovery site of Azeztulite. �ey carry 
the energies of the Nameless Light for awakening of the Light Body 
and facilitating the simultaneous Ascension of humanity and the 
Earth.  North Carolina Azeztulite is highly valued for its energetic 

intensity. Visit our Tucson showroom  and get �rst pick from our new 
batch, or call us and we’ll help you choose!

NEW Discovery of North 
  Carolina Azeztulite™ Crystals
                            by Robert Simmons
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    Himalaya Gold Azeztulite is the name given to 
some rich yellow Azeztulite stones discovered in the 
region of Northern India near the Himalaya moun-
tains. Like other Azeztulites, they are an energetically 
activated, high-vibration Quartz. 
     All Azeztulite is activated for the purpose of bring-
ing the Nameless Light of the Great Central Sun the 
spiritual core of the Universe––which is holographi-
cally present in the center of every galaxy, every star, 
every planet and moon, and the heart of every human 
being, as well as every atom of the physical world–
–into full, conscious expression. Within us, the pres-
ence of this Light brings awakening of consciousness 
on all levels––  spiritual, mental, emotional, physical 
and even cellular. In fact, Azeztulite’s currents are 
said to dissolve old patterns of degeneration, disease 
and contraction (fear) all the way into the cells. It is a 
stone of regeneration and the Light of Life. 
     Himalaya Gold Azeztulite emanates this whole 
pattern of energies, and one of its special qualities 
is its resonance with the solar plexus chakra. This is 
the seat of power and manifestation in the human 
being. Like many other patterns we carry from the 
past, within the solar plexus are patterns of limita-
tion which severely limit our capacity to create. We 
literally do not know our power, and in some ways 
this has not been bad for us. If we, in our habitual 
consciousness of ego and separation, had more power, 
we might have destroyed ourselves or ruined our 
world even more thoroughly than has happened.  Yet 
with evolution into expanded awareness comes the 
necessity of taking up our full range of capacities. The 
arrival of Himalaya Gold Azeztulite coincides with 
the beginning of our development of new capaci-
ties for creative manifestation through the will. The 
stimulation of the solar plexus, in alignment with the 
Seat of Vision in the third eye chakra, is an important 
aspect of this activation. 
     The power of creation that we truly have is one 
of co-creation. Because we are in the world, all of our 
creating must be done with the world. To do this, we 
must behave as partners do in a dance, sensitive to the 
gestures of one’s partner. In this case, our partner is 
the Soul of the World, and the gestures of her dancing 
appear as synchronicities. Himalaya Gold Azeztulite 
helps us in multiple ways––increasing the power of 
our intention, increasing our awareness to synchron-
icity and the intensifying our sensitivity to  the inner 
promptings of spiritual guidance, 
     Himalaya Gold Azeztulite is a stone of India, and 
it resonates with the ancient Hindu principle of Sat 
Chit Ananda. Sat means ‘truth; chit means conscious-
ness; ananda means ‘bliss or joy. It aids one in seeing, 
and committing to truth in every moment, which 
leads to the joy of the co-creative dance of the life to 
which we are invited. 
     In worldly terms, Himalaya  Gold Azeztulite can 
be a wonderful ally for all one’s creative endeavors. 
It infuses one with enthusiasm and will power. It 
stimulates mental clarity and enhances one’s powers 
of discernment. It helps one attune to the current of 
what is truly possible, so one uses one’s imagination 
and one’s energy for things which one can actually 
manifest, rather than wasting time on unattain-
able fantasies. Himalayan Gold Azeztulite stimulates 
awareness of synchronicities and the perfection of 
each moment. It removes the blinders of expectation 
and helps one release the desire to control the future. 
It encourages trust, through revealing the ongoing 
perfection of  All That Is. It helps one see that true 
victory––true fulfillment ––comes through release of 
the effort to control, coupled with commitment to 
the unknown coming moment. Its equation is: ‘Trust 
plus love equals liberation and joy.’
     Himalaya Gold Azeztulite used in meditative 
practices can engender the state of the ‘descent of the 
Golden Light.’ In this state, the crown chakra opens 
and one feels an infusion of pure Golden Light, filling 

the skull and then working downwards to the throat, 
heart and all the lower chakras as well. If one invites 
this Light to completely enter the body, it can bring 
one into a full Light Body Awakening. Rosophia can 
help to anchor this energy into the emotional body 
and the cellular consciousness. Shamanite can com-
plete the grounding of these currents, for the benefit 
of  the physical body and the Earth.
     Himalaya Gold Azeztulite works in attunement 
with all other Azeztulites, as well as the other Synergy 
Twelve stones: Moldavite, Phenacite, Tanzanite, 
Herderite, Natrolite, Danburite. Tibetan Tektite, 
Scolecite, Petalite, Brookite and Satyaloka Azeztulite. 

It has a special resonance with the new Sunset Gold 
Selenite and Agni Gold Danburite, and these two 
together are most powerful for developing the mani-
festing capacities of the third chakra. f

Himalaya Gold Azeztulite™

                                             by Robert Simmons
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You can �nd us at:
●  Holidome (Booth #P629)

●  Riverpark Inn (Tent #5)
●  Kino Sport Complex - 

TEP Show - Outside Tent

Rough ● Cabochons ● Spheres ● Carvings ● Vases ● Jewelry

 A Siberian Star 
                      of the Tucson Show 

    Since the beginning of the 1990s, Russian min-
erals and gemstones have gained an ever-growing 
importance in the world markets, from the most up-
scale jewelry stores to the humblest rock shops. New 
Age stores are also highly interested in many Russian 
stones. The Tucson show boasts dozens of mineral 
and gemstone dealers from Russia, and one of those 
best known for fine gem materials is Siberian Star.
   The company Siberian Star Inc.,  or Baikal  Trans 
Geologia Company  was founded in 1991 in Irkutsk, 

Siberia , Russia by Sergey and Natalia Semikhatova.
     Irkutsk is a more than 300-year-old city, and is lo-
cated 30 miles from the world-famous Lake Baikal. 
The huge Lake Baikal has one third of the world’s 
reserves of drinking water. The deepest point of the 
lake is seven miles. Some of the stones featured by 
Siberian Star are mined on the banks of this gor-
geous and mystical lake.
    Siberian Star is a family-operated business and the 
founding family are fourth-generation geologists. 

The grandfather, Lenin 
prize laureate Anatoliy 
Semikhatov, was discov-
ered several mines in the 
Soviet Union. Among 
them is the world’s big-
gest Charoite mine.
    Siberian Star specializes 
in unique Siberian Russian 
stones such as Charoite, 
Seraphinite, Jet, Jade (Nephrite), 
Eudiollyte and many others. The company  has a 
license to mine the stones in the five biggest mines in 
Siberia, Russia. Siberian Star is a vertically integrated 
company, with operations ranging from mining to 
cutting and making stones into finished products, 
such as cabochons, beads, spheres, vases, carvings 
and jewelry.
     Siberian Star has its own product line of polished 
items in these special Russian stones, as well as a lot 
of naturally beautiful stones, untouched by any pro-
cessing. These include natural river pebbles from the 
Siberian rivers  Angara, Onot, and Chara.
     Maria from Siberian Star writes: “Our company is 
famous for the very high quality hand-cut non-cal-
ibrated cabochons. We care calibrated cabochons as 
well, but free form stones are our niche. Our clients 
love to work with these cabochons. They  say ‘Hand 
cut free form stones have  special energy and fib that 
people feel and like the most’. Not to mention than 
we choose specific shape for every stone’s pattern. It 
brings the magic look to cabochons, especially made 
of charoite .
     “This year we are glad to introduce the new 
product —cabochons made of eudiallyte and astro-
phillyte.
     “These two stones are mined only in Russia, in 
a very limit amount. It’s very hard to work with 
eudiallyte and astrophyllite.  Both of them are very 
fragile and tricky. Also there is so much of matrix  
that makes the process even harder. To make unique 
shape cabochons we have to cut hundreds’ kilograms 
of rough. We invented a new technique for making 
cabochons so they will be light, very affordable and   
with absolutely incredible beauty.
     “We were very lucky this summer. It was unusu-
ally hot therefore we had a chance to stay longer on 
the mines and could mined more jade-nephrite. We 
prepare, especially for the show, implausible samples 
of jade-nephrite, hand cut cabochons and spheres 
and river pebbles. We have magnificent White  Sibe-
rian nephrite, the Emperor stone .
     “As you know jade cat’s eye is the rarest jade among 
nephrite group, this year we have more spheres and 
cabochons. Every piece has strong chatoyant and 
deep green color.
     “As always we have the best collection of charoite 
products, the real Siberian  beauty. Carvings, cabo-
chons, jewelry, spheres, tumbled stones, polished 
slabs, rough, the best quality and price. This year  
we have a new collection of charoite pendants set 
in leather.  
    “For the  first time in Tucson we are glad to pres-
ent a collection of  hand painting on mother of 
pearl. Every pendant and stunning jewelry box have 
a hand painted copy of two very well known artists 
from Europe, Alfred Muha and Klimt.
   “Please visit us at Pueblo Gem and Mineral Show 
(tent #5), Kino Sport Complex (outside tent) and 
Holidome (booth #P629) locations.”  f
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ish black. The name comes from the Greek word 
stauros, meaning ‘cross,’ and the twinned crystals 
have been given the nickname ‘fairy crosses.’ 
Localities for Staurolite crystals include Fannin 
County, Georgia, USA, Rubelita in Minas Gerais, 
Brazil, and Monte Campione, Switzerland. 
     Robert Simmons writes: “Staurolite vibrates to 
the frequencies of the other dimensions closest to 
our own. As such, it can act as a key to the astral 
plane, the devic realm, and the domain of the fair-
ies. It can be used to communicate with plant and 
animal spirits as well.
     “One reason humans do so much damage to the 
physical world is that they have lost the thread of 
connection in consciousness that links the Earth 
plane to the other domains mentioned above. 
These are sacred realms, and their sacredness res-
onates through the physical world when one can 
see them in aligned connection with one another. 
In such seeing, one realizes that destruction on this 
plane reverberates through the others, all the way 
from here to the Divine Source. Without the direct 
ability to know this, it is easy for one to view the 
physical world as ‘dead’ and meaningless. If this 
is all one sees, why not plunder and lay waste to 
the planet? Keeping the vibration of Staurolite in 
one’s energy field helps to open one’s eyes to the 
closely connected worlds that exist in symbiosis 
with the physical Earth. One is thereby inspired 
to treat the beings and environment of this plane 
with the same reverence one would have for the 
higher worlds. Also, the love and sweetness that 
permeate the fairy realm resonate deeply in the 
human, recalling the forgotten parts of the soul. 
For making this reconnection, Staurolite is a ben-
eficial ally.
     “Staurolite also teaches one to treat oneself 
and one’s body with similar appreciation and rev-
erence. It is a helpful aid for those seeking to give 
up self-destructive habits and can assist one to go 
through cleansing regimens. It can even instigate 
spontaneous natural purgings of negative energies 
and parasitic organisms. It can help one to stay 
centered and grounded while the inner battle be-
tween one’s immune system and the tiny invad-
ers is happening. Staurolite also helps one pick 
up healthy habits, reducing resistance to positive 
changes in diet and exercise and the establishment 
of meditation and stress-relief programs.
     “Those who wish to learn the practice of ‘ani-
mal communication,’ in which one can psychi-
cally converse with pets or other animals, will find 
in Staurolite a tool for achieving the inner attune-
ment that opens the door for such work.
     “As a crystal which often manifests as a symbol 
of the four directions, Staurolite also contains the 
invisible link to the ‘fifth direction,’ which is the 
vertical inner direction by which one experiences 
and navigates the other worlds. Staurolite’s energy 
increases one’s ability to tune one’s own vibra-
tional field to the frequencies of whatever domain 
one wishes to visit or explore. For instance, sleep-
ing with a Staurolite crystal in the pillowcase can 
initiate astral travel or lucid dreaming. Practiced 
meditators will be able to make fine vibrational 
discriminations which allow one to choose the in-
ner doorway one wishes to open.
     “Staurolite can be increased in power by pair-
ing it with Ruby. Blue Kyanite, a close cousin of 
Staurolite, can help with the enhancement of the 
psychic senses. Green Kyanite and Green Apo-

phyllite will assist in attuning to the planes of the 
fairies and devas. Red Garnet will help one to stay 
grounded and centered while linking one’s aware-
ness to multiple worlds.”

Angel Aura Quartz
  From the metaphysical perspective, there are 
only a few color-enhanced stones considered to be 
are energetically active, unique and useful. One of 
these is Angel Aura Quartz. (Another is its cousin, 
Aqua Aura Quartz.) This stone is produced when 
clear Quartz points or clusters go through a spe-
cial treatment process in which their surfaces 
are bonded with vaporized or finely powdered 
platinum, silver and other trace metals. The result-
ing crystals exhibit silvery surfaces with flashes 
of brilliant iridescent color. The name Angel 

Aura Quartz derives 
from this color’s like-
ness to images of 
the gossamer wings 
of angels, and from 
an energetic connec-
tion to the Angelic 
domain.
     The hardness of 
Angel Aura Quartz 
is 7, and its color 
layer is permanent. It 
will not wash or rub 
off, although saws 
and grinders can cut 
through it. The ener-
gies of the Quartz, 

Continued on page 112

Continued from page 74
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   The original channelings of Naisha, within which the 
first discovery of Azeztulite was predicted, suggested 
that, as time passed, more Azeztulite would be found.  
New Azeztulite discoveries have occurred twice be-
fore, when Azeztulite was found in Vermont about ten 
years ago, and when the new Sanda Rosa Azeztulite 
was uncovered last spring in North Carolina. Now we 
have Rhodazez from the Rocky Mountains, which re-
sembles Azeztulite energetically, and which contains 

Pink Dolomite as well as Quartz. Only a week after 
that amazing find, we came upon new Azeztulite from 
North Carolina, the original Azeztulite source. And, 
for the first time, the pieces are beautiful well-formed 
crystals! Many of them are the color of golden Citrine, 
though others are milky, and some are smoky brown. 
     I had to feel these stones before I would believe they 
were Azeztulite, but when I held the first golden crystal 
to my forehead, the fact was obvious. There was an in-

stant and very strong tingling current that moved from 
the tip of the crystal to the third eye, a strong pulse that 
resonated into the forehead, up through the crown and 
down into my heart. This stone was far more powerful 
than any other Quartz or Citrine in my past experience, 
and the signature of its energy was clearly  that of the 
finest Azeztulite pieces. I  was very excited to recog-
nize this, because it was the first time crystals of real 
Azeztulite have been found. Since these new crystals 
were mined in North Carolina, where Azeztulite was 
first discovered, I was doubly certain. 
     One of the special traits of the new Golden Azeztu-
lite crystals is the intensity of their energies. They are 
as powerful as any of the finest clear pieces of our origi-
nal North Carolina Azeztulite, which was until now the 
best we had ever found. Another significant quality is 
their ability to focus a very fine, intense stream of ener-
gy from the termination point. A third and most unusual 
property is the capacity of a single Golden Azeztulite 
crystal to stimulate the heart, the third eye and crown 
chakras all at once and very powerfully, even when it 
is placed only at the third eye. One of these stones can 
activate all three chakras as if they were one. I believe 
they will be of great help to those who wish to fully 
activate and integrate the Body of Light.
     Speaking of Light, the Golden Azeztulite crystals 
are, as one might imagine, among the most powerful 
stones of the Gold Ray. In alchemy, gold symbolizes 
the completion of the process of conscious self-evolu-
tion, in which the ‘lead’ of the imperfect, fragmented 
self is transformed into the perfected, radiant state of 
wholeness, in which one’s auric field emanates a subtle 
Golden Light. All Azeztulite is attuned to the Golden 
Light of the Great Central sun, and these new crystals 
are so radiant with the Gold ray that even their physical 
color displays it. Working with them meditatively can, 
I feel, lead one into states of awareness in which one’s 
inner world is flooded with this Golden Light. 
     In a manner much more powerful than that dis-
played by most other forms of Azeztulite, these Gold 
crystals can awaken and raise the vibration of any of 
the chakras. They are especially strong on the third 
chakra, and they are recommended to those seeking to 
enhance the Will forces, which are essential to all self-
evolutionary practice. With their fine, intense currents, 
they can be used to clear any of the lesser chakras or 
meridian points, and they may turn out to be strong al-
lies for all sorts of etheric healing, clearing of attach-
ments, negative energies and entities. The Light of 
these crystals is strong enough to dispel any shadow in 
one’s energy field. 
     Like all Azeztulites, these crystals can clear patterns 
of contraction, fear and deterioration within the etheric 
fields of the cells, allowing for cleansing, rejuvenation 
and/or regeneration. They facilitate the awakening of 
the Great Central sun within the heart, and they can 
engender mystical experience. Most importantly, they 
are attuned to the potential for each individual’s spiri-
tual growth.
     Golden Azeztulite crystals resonate harmoniously 
with all other forms of Azeztulite, as well as Molda-
vite, Rhodazez, Rosophia, Danburite, Petalite,  Herd-
erite, Strontianite, Cryolite and other high-vibration 
stones. They have a powerful affinity for all varieties 
of Phenacite, as well as Agni Gold Danburite. f
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      Satyaloka Azeztulite from South India has been 
one of the most sought-after metaphysical stones for 
many years. I was introduced to it at least seven years 
ago at the Tucson show, when someone came into 
my showroom, offering me stones she had brought 
back from her pilgrimage to India, where she had 
spent time in the revered Satya Loka monastery. She 
gave me some of the stones, asking that we bring 
them forward to the metaphysical community. 
  The stones the woman gave me, and other  
Satyaloka Azeztulite we acquired later, were gath-
ered by monks of the Satya Loka monastery, who 
sent it into the world as a means of spreading the 
energy of spiritual enlightenment. The woman ex-
plained that the monks believed that this energy was 
a quality of the mountains where they lived and that 
the stones were capable of carrying and dispersing 
this energy throughout the world. 
     We were surprised at both the power of these 
stones and the enthusiasm of the people who touched 
them. The Satyaloka stones were apparently living 
up to the expectations of those who wished them to 
be spread out in the world for the awakening of high-
er consciousness. My co-author Naisha Ahsian rec-
ognized that the stones from this area were one of the 
predicted finds of new strains of Azeztulite, which 
the angelic entities known as Azez had foretold.
    Within a few years our supplies of Satyaloka Azez-
tulite had run out. It took several more years for us 
to find friends in India willing and able to travel to 
the area where the original stones were found, and 
to acquire new pieces, in small crystal points as well 
as chunks.

Spiritual Properties    
   Satyaloka Azeztulite vibrates with the frequency of 
pure spiritual White Light. It carries one of the most 
rarefied energies of all the stones in the mineral king-
dom, and its purpose is to assist in the vibrational 
shift which has already begun, in which humanity 
and the Earth are to awaken to a new level of self-
realization. This is a very holy stone, imbued with 
the energies of one of the Earth’s relatively unknown 
sacred sites—the mountains around the Satya Loka 
monastery. It has been suggested that this location is 
the crown chakra of the Earth. Certainly these stones 
resonate powerfully with the human crown chakra, 
and they can be of great assistance in building the 
emerging planetary consciousness.
    Satyaloka Azeztulite was, in its original state, a 
very humble stone, not much different from the 
Quartz rocks commonly found all over the world 
or the crystals from Brazil and Arkansas. However 
these stones have been programmed and energized 
by spirit entities who are committed to assisting in 
the evolution of humanity and the Earth. These be-
ings found in Satyaloka Azeztulite the structure and 
vibrational pattern capable of receiving and carrying 
their programming. The monks from the Satya Loka 
monastery have understood what these beings are 
working toward and have given their cooperation. 
They treat the stones with great reverence and work 
diligently to find and distribute them. 

        Satyaloka Azeztulite can stimulate the third eye for 
the enhancement of spiritual vision. It can assist one 
in communicating with spirit guides and masters on 
the higher-vibrational planes. These stones also acti-
vate the crown chakra, allowing for spiritual awaken-
ing and rebirth, as well as the capacity to ‘download’ 
information from higher sources. Satyaloka Azeztu-
lite can raise the vibration of all levels of the self,  

including the physical, etheric, astral and causal  
bodies, potentially moving one into the level where 
pure consciousness and physical form are wedded.
     Like its sister stone, Azeztulite, Satyaloka Azez-
tulite is aligned with the Nameless Light of the Great  
Central Sun. It introduces one to elevated planes 
of reality and assists in integrating higher spiritual 
knowledge into one’s life on Earth. f
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their healing 
p r o p e r t i e s 
Lee began 
to research 
their possible 
use.  Read-
ing a number 
of crystal 
guidebooks 
and visiting 
retail shops 
i n c r e a s e d 
his appre-
ciation for the delicate and intricate patterns found 
within them. Each crystal had a story and he found 
himself lost for hours observing the play of light 
reflecting from within the different facets of each 
crystal.  Knowing that some of these crystals had 

been forming for millions of years was fascinat-
ing.  While pondering the exquisite beauty of these 
ancient gifts of the earth, Lee made the decision to 
explore the secret world of crystals. 
   He remembers focusing his lens on an unassum-
ing quartz crystal and froze when a simultaneous 
flood of questions and emotions ran through his 
mind. As Lee explains it, he was looking at the 
clear profile of a face. The image titled protection 
was the first strong manifestation of his intent to 
photograph the elemental energies of nature.  Over 
time as the number of these images grew—so did 
the questions. What kind of energy do these crystals 
contain and where does it come from? Do crystals 
have personality? Why do some crystals feel differ-
ent than others?  The willingness to explore these 
questions has led him on a journey of self-discov-
ery and transformed his life. For Lee, the crystals 

express en-
ergy that can 
assist us in 
reaching be-
yond our self-
imposed limi-
tations. They 
are one of the 
many ways 
to expand 
our universal 
awareness and 
deepen our 
connection to 
the source of 
all things.
   Lee welcomes you to experience “The Secret 
World of Crystals”, a groundbreaking new product 
line based on his multi-dimensional crystal images.  
The Oracle Deck, DVD, Art Prints and Gift Cards 
bring to life the spectacular beauty of the crystal-
line landscape. They push the boundaries of our 
imagination and challenge our conscious percep-
tion of reality.
   The Oracle Decks are available at Ceridwen’s 
Mineral Treasures - Room 154 at Quality Inn (1025 
East Benson Highway) or by visiting the website at  
www.thesecretworldofcrystals.com.

2012 Quartz Crystals™

    The vibrational rate of the 2012 Crystal is among 
the highest of any on the planet and energetically 
contains our completed future Self. Our completed 
future Selves have downloaded themselves and the 
2012 shift energetically into the 2012 Crystals. In 
this crystalline vehicle, they return to our present- 
which is their past- to rescue our present self. They 
gently assist us as this present era comes to com-
pletion. As the 2012 Crystal energy flows through 
us, we gracefully move through our challenges, 
and release attachment to former patterns that no 
longer serve us. Our future selves love us much 
and they have chosen to blend themselves into this 
lovely crystalline form to participate in our human 
experience. We are lovingly regarded us as their 
children and they are willing to help us fulfill the 
2012 Prophecies. Human consciousness is expand-
ing rapidly so that we may arrive at Zero Point and 
manifest the dawn of a New Age of peace and har-
mony in the year 2012. The 2012 Crystals are an 
exceptional tool in this process. 

    As unique healing tools, Twenty-Twelve Crys-
tals offer the combined properties of diagnosis and 
repair. Much like a diagnostic tool plugged linked 
to the computer inside your car, they both analyze 
the situation and often heal it simultaneously! The 
2012 Crystals adapt uniquely to the needs of each 
individual. They holistically reconnect us with our 
past, present, and future self.
    The 2012’s work directly with the healers who 

Continued from page 94
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use them, as well as with their clients. One mas-
sage therapist is reporting that her clients have 
had extraordinary releases while holding the 2012 
Crystals and that she often feels rejuvenated at the 
end of her day. The 2012 Crystals have also healed 
areas of illness that were previously unknown to 
the client or the therapist.
    The 2012 Crystals energetically connect or grid 
with all other 2012’s on planet.  The users and the 
planet herself benefit from the higher vibration cre-
ated.
    Imagine who you would be now or what it would 
have been like, if you could have been your own 
loving mother or father when you were child. 
Would you not have had a far greater understand-
ing, of how best to gently nurture yourself into 
adulthood? For the spirit world, you see, we are 
those children yearning to be nurtured. Our future 
Self yearns to be here now, to gently nurture us to 
completion. 
    Available in Tucson from David Geiger Miner-
als, Days Inn - Rooms 129 & 130; Trademark 2008  
All rights reserved.

Aurora West Expands
    Aurora West Inc. one of  North America’s premier 
importers and 
wholesalers 
of minerals 
and fossils, 
has expanded 
their op-
erations into 
Northern San 
Diego Coun-
ty, with the 
purchase of a  
commercia l 
property in 
Vista Cali-
fornia. The 
building will 
serve as an of-
fice, warehouse and showroom.
   We are very happy with this move to California. 
We have exhibited at a few local shows, and have 
been discovered by many mineral enthusiasts, who 
had never heard of Aurora West before. We are 
also  seeing  clients at the new showroom, who we 
previously only saw at the Tucson or Denver trade 
shows, said founder and owner Michael Siegel.   
We are keeping the Oregon warehouse open, and 
Dulci and I will continue to exhibit at the Oregon 
and Washington shows we traditionally attend.  
Robert Rubin and Seth Maranuk are maintaining  
the Oregon warehouse.  Dulci and I will  run the 
California operation.  New products will be avail-
able at both locations, and we will continue to offer 
the highest quality specimens and service at both 
locations.
   Aurora West is also updating their  website  and 
invites everyone to take a look. A discount coupon 
will be available on the site for those attending the 
Tucson 2010 show. Please visit www.aurorawest.
com.
   Visits to both showrooms are by appointment 
only.
California showroom phone: 760-598-7098
Oregon showroom: 541-563-3580
Cell:  541-270-3443 / 541-270-5933
Email aurorawrocks@peak.org.  f
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ments which center around the recent discovery of 
monoatomic gold, as well as his own research into 
modern methods of producing ancient alchemi-
cal elixirs.
   Cox is a very learned author in these areas. The 
book includes sections on the Art and Science of 
Alchemy, European Alchemy, Jewish Alchemy, 
Egyptian Alchemy, Eastern Alchemy, and a fi-
nal section on the Missing Ingredient. Along the 
way, readers will discover the origin of the word 
Alchemy, the meanings of arcane terms such as 
Philospohic Gold, Philosophic Mercury, Alchem-
ical Marriage, the Red and White Kingdoms and 
many others. We are guided into the history of 
the ancient alchemical quest for The Elixir of Im-
mortality, involving the Philosophic Gold and 
Mercury. 

   The author’s premise is that the means of the 
alchemical transformations leading to enlighten-
ment and immortality have been found and lost 
again and again over the centuries, with elite 
groups of practitioners guarding the secrets and 
writing of them only in obscure symbolism.
   The final section of Cox’s book reveals what 
he asserts is the final alchemical secret, which can 
lead us to a new era of enlightened immortality or 
a hellish self-created doom. His trust that now is 
the time and we are the people who are ready to 
actualize the higher of these two potential desti-
nies is his stated reason for abandoning past cau-
tions and bringing the unvarnished truth into the 
public arena. If he is right, his book opens doors 
of potential we have yet to even glimpse. f

Continued from page 96
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Platinum and Silver combine to emanate a unique 
spectrum of subtle energies.
    Robert Simmons writes: “The shimmering shades 
of iridescent colors that highlight Angel Aura 
Quartz immediately put one in mind of the angels. 
There is something delicately uplifting about Angel 
Aura Quartz, a quality of sweetness that stimulates 
the spirit and elevates one’s mood. Meditating with 
these stones, one can easily move beyond the body 
and go to one’s ‘inner temple.’ This is a place of 
purification and rest, in which one’s angelic guides 
are present, ready to help one release stress and 
move into deep peace.  
     “Remembrance of past incarnations, insights into 
one’s spiritual purpose, the ability to channel higher 
knowledge, and the opportunity to commune with 
loving spiritual entities are among the possibilities 
available through working with Angel Aura Quartz. 
And all of these things take place in a ‘bubble’ of 
peace, tranquillity and contentment. 
     “Angel Aura Quartz is a stone of attunement 
to beauty, and it can assist one in remembering 
to pay attention to the beauty surrounding one, in 
both Nature and Spirit. Wearing Angel Aura Quartz 
helps one to be a beacon of inner beauty, peace 
and spiritual awareness during one’s journey in 
this world.
     “Angel Aura Quartz harmonizes well with Aqua 
Aura Quartz, which activates the throat chakra and 
assists one in communicating the insights received 
while working with Angel Aura Quartz. It also 
works synergistically with Danburite, Petalite and 
Seraphinite, all of which support communication 
with the angelic domain. Combining Owyhee Blue 
Opal, Oregon Opal or Alexandrite with Angel Aura 
Quartz can help bring more vivid memories of past 
lives. To enhance Angel Aura Quartz’s energies of 
serenity and peace, Kunzite, Ambly-gonite, Pink 
Tourmaline and Lithium Quartz are recommended 
allies.

Aqua  Aura  Quar t z
    From the metaphysical perspective, there are only 
a few color-enhanced stones considered to be are 
energetically active, unique and useful. One of 
these is Aqua 
Aura Quartz. 
(Another is its 
cousin, Angel 
Aura Quartz.) 
This stone is 
produced when 
clear Quartz 
points or clus-
ters go through 
a special treat-
ment process 
in which their 
surfaces are bonded with vaporized or finely pow-
dered pure gold. The resulting crystals exhibit vivid 
blue surfaces with subtle flashes of iridescent rain-
bow colors. The name Aqua Aura Quartz is derived 
from the rich aquamarine color and the fact that the 
blue is an outer sheath, like an energetic aura. The 
hardness of Aqua Aura Quartz is 7 and its crystal 
system is hexagonal (trigonal), like all Quartz. Aqua 
Aura Quartz crystals have been very popular in the 
metaphysical marketplace since the late 1980s.
   Robert Simmons writes: “Aqua Aura Quartz shares 
many characteristics with fine Aquamarine—it is 
highly stimulating to the throat chakra, enhancing 

Continued from page 105
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one’s ability to communicate inner truth, and 
it also has a calming and relaxing effect on the 
emotional body. Aqua Aura Quartz can be used to 
sooth anger, cool feverishness, and release stress. 
It is strongly connected to the element of Water, 
and it is therefore a stone for enhancing one’s 
access to the truth of the emotions and the portals 
of Spirit which are accessed through the emotions. 
Aqua Aura Quartz can assist one in plumbing 
one’s emotional depths and heights while retaining 
inner peace. It can also be an aid to those who wish 
to become conscious channels for spiritual wis-
dom, clearing the pathways of interdimensional 
communication. 
     “Aqua Aura Quartz has a very high and intense 
vibration. It has been used to activate the energy 
of other minerals for healing work and can be a 
potent stone when used in body layouts for acti-
vation of all the chakras. It can be successfully 
applied to smooth and heal the auric field and to 
release negativity from one’s emotional, physical, 
etheric and astral bodies. Wearing Aqua Aura 
Quartz can help one to shine with one’s inner 
beauty, to attract wealth and success, to bring 
forth esoteric wisdom, to relieve depression and 
anxiety, and to assist in creating an aura of peace 
and well-being in oneself and one’s surroundings. 
It is a stone of spiritual elevation, which can help 
raise the vibration of humanity as we enter the next 
phase of  evolution.
     “Aqua Aura Quartz combines harmoniously 
with Amethyst, Moldavite, Oregon Opal, Golden 
Labradorite, Danburite, Larimar, Covellite, 
Charoite, Lapis, Seraphinite, Chrysoprase, 
Rhodocrosite, Iolite, Citrine, Green Amethyst 
(Prasiolite) and Tanzanite.

Tanzan Aura Quartz
  From the metaphysical perspective, there are 
only a few color-enhanced stones considered to 
be are energetically active, unique and useful. 
One of these is Tanzan Aura Quartz.  This stone 
is produced when clear Quartz points or clusters 
go through a special treatment process in which 
their surfaces are bonded with vaporized or finely 
powdered Indium, Niobium, Gold and other trace 
metals. The resulting crystals exhibit vivid blue-
violet surfaces with flashes of brilliant iridescent 
color. The name Tanzan Aura Quartz derives from 
this color and energetic likeness to Tanzanite. The 
hardness of Tanzan Aura Quartz is 7, and its color 
layer is permanent. It will not wash or rub off, 
although saws and grinders can cut through it. The 
energies of the Quartz, Indium, Niobium and Gold 
combine to emanate a unique spectrum of subtle 
energies.
     Robert Simmons writes: “Tanzan Aura Quartz 
is a beautiful gemstone of the Indigo/Violet Ray. 
It covers the same color spectrum as its namesake, 

Tanzanite, and indeed its radiance of colors is akin 
to that displayed by the finest Tanzanite gems. 
Like its cousins, Aqua Aura, Imperial Gold  and 
Angel Aura Quartz, Tanzan Aura Quartz is created 
by the pyroelectric bonding of natural clear Quartz 
with atomized metal compounds––in this case, 
Indium, Gold and Niobium, all three of which 
are powerful substances in their own right. When 
combined with pure Quartz, which amplifies their 
power, these elements make for an intense vibra-
tional pattern. 
 “Tanzan Aura Quartz is one of the most power-
ful materials for the development of one’s latent 
psychic abilities and the enhancement of one’s 
conscious connection to Spirit. It is an incredibly 
potent aid for intuitives of all sorts––mediums, 
shamans, readers, channelers, healers––as well as 
those who simply wish to become clearer in their 
subtle perceptions. It stimulates the third eye and 
crown chakras, blending and unifying their ener-
gies. It can, in effect, activate all the mind centers 
and link them so they work together as one. This 
is a precursor to whole-brain awakening and the 
attainment of one’s full human potential.
 “Tanzan Aura Quartz can open the inner eye 
to awareness of the ‘other worlds’ which co-exist 
with the Earth’s physical level of vibration. It 
allows one to communicate with spirit guides, 
angels, deceased humans, ETs and other entities 
of the normally invisible realms. It enhances one’s 
access to hidden knowledge and can aid inter-
dimensional travelers in accessing the Akashic 
records and other morphogenic fields of informa-
tion. It can aid one in unifying individual con-
sciousness with that of one’s Higher Self.

Continued on page 128
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     Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is a recently discovered 
variety of Azeztulite, composed from Quartz, Spes-
sartite Garnet and Biotite. It resonates most powerfully 
with the heart and third eye chakras, encouraging and 
enhancing the integration and unification of these ener-
gy centers. It also stimulates and harmonizes the etheric 
body, bringing it into alignment with the physical. It 
can aid in clearing and cleansing the cells and organs 
of etheric patterns of contraction, dysfunction and dete-
rioration. It is one of the most useful stones for spiritual 
healing, as it works on multiple levels to bring forward 
the pattern of wholeness that is latent within all of us, 
but which may have become fragmented due to fear, or 
wounded by the attacks of other organisms or entities. 
     Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is a true stone of the heart, and 
it offers the resonance of wholeness through strengthen-
ing the heart’s vibrations. Meditation with Sanda Rosa 
Azeztulite allows one to open to the spiritual healing 
and regeneration offered by the loving angelic beings 
who animate these stones with their currents of benefi-
cial radiance and benevolent intention. The ‘caressing 
by many invisible, subtle and gentle hands’ which one 
may feel while holding or wearing these stones can be 
understood as the interaction of angelic frequencies 
with ours. 
    Sleeping with Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can enhance 
one’s dream life, initiating highly spiritual dreams and 
offering inner teachings during sleep.  Sometimes, as 
one is falling asleep while holding a Sanda Rosa Azez-
tulite or  having placed one under one’s pillow, one may 
feel waves of comforting vibrations passing through 
one’s body. This is the harmonization of one’s astral, 
physical and etheric bodies with one’s core self––one 
of the gifts of the Nameless Light, to which the Azez 
are in service.
     Attunement to the Nameless Light of the Great Cen-
tral Sun is the primary gift coming through all Azeztu-
lite, and the Sanda Rosa variety is no exception. This 
frequency can sometimes actually be seen, and is most 
often experienced as gold-white light or pure white 
light. The term Nameless Light refers to the fact that 
this spiritual Light––which is the radiance at the center 
of our hearts, the center of every galaxy, every atom, 
the Light that exists even within darkness––is beyond 
all manifestation, prior to all names, and is one with the 
holy silence out of which the world arises. When this 
frequency permeates our being, we are at one with All 
That Is. 
   The visionary qualities of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite are 
highly significant. Rudolph Steiner, one of the most 
famous and acclaimed clairvoyants and inspired teach-
ers of his day, said that the purpose of adult life is the 
exploration of the spiritual worlds. Sanda Rosa Azeztu-
lite offers one aid in opening one’s inner, spiritual eyes. 
When this occurs, one can learn to see both the ‘normal’ 
world and the inner domains operating as expressions of 
spiritual realities. Such new perspectives can lead one 
to understandings encompassing the whole of life in a 
fabric of spiritual meaning and significance. In this, it 
is possible to glimpse the astonishing scope of our pur-
pose and destiny.
     The tone of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is decidedly femi-
nine, perhaps due to the other minerals mixed with the 
Quartz––or perhaps it is that there is something about 
this mixture that opens itself to expression of the Divine 
feminine. It feels resonant to me with the currents I as-
sociate with Mary, Kwan Yin, Mary Magdalene and So-
phia. It can aid in increasing one’s qualities of receptiv-
ity, gentleness, love and compassion. It is a good stone 
to work with when one is making an inner turning, in 
prayer, meditation or daily life, to the Divine feminine. 
To me, it is fitting that the word Rosa is associated with 

this stone, which like the rose flower, is deeply associ-
ated with the feminine and with the heart.
     In healing, Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can work on mul-
tiple levels. It is recommended for those wishing to 
bring its spiritual currents to bear in overcoming cancer, 
heart disease, anemia, depression, anxiety, and mental 
imbalances such as mania, schizophrenia, insomnia and 
phobias. It can be an aid to those with eating disorders 
which involve low self-esteem. It can be a useful tal-
isman in moving through grief, in part because of its 
capacity of increasing one’s awareness of the spiritual 
realms. 
    

Sanda Rosa Azeztulite works in synergy with all other 
types of Azeztulite, as well as Agni Gold Danburite, 
White Danburite, Herderite, Phenacite, Natrolite, Mol-
davite, Tanzanite, Tibetan Tektite, Petalite, Satya Mani 
Quartz, Cryolite, Circle Stones, Moldau Quartz and 
many other high-vibration stones. f

Sanda Rosa Azeztulite™

                                             by Robert Simmons
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into my head, where I immediately began to inwardly “hear” words and con-
cepts that I experienced as the stone revealing its nature to my mental aware-
ness. To sum up, the encounters with stones seemed to present themselves in 
the stages of (1) body consciousness, (2) heart/love awareness and (3) men-
tal insight or understanding. It made sense to me that the stones would most 
naturally resonate first with the crystalline body consciousness, then with heart 
and brain. I also began to realize that the integration of these three levels of 
consciousness in my own body was being “taught” to me by the stones. Their 
way of coming into my awareness sensitized me to the heart and body levels, 
of which I had been only partially cognizant.
     In the intensive workshops I am planning, one of the first practices we will 
engage in is this learning to be aware of ourselves in order to meet and greet 
the Stone Beings.

Entering the World of the Stones
    
   As we move deeper into encountering 
the stones as beings with their own spiri-
tual qualities,  there is the possibility of 
entering into awareness of their interior 
world. In Stones of the New Conscious-
ness, I discuss the insights of clairvoyants 
and spiritual teachers such as Rudolph 
Steiner, who asserted that crystals and 
gems are the physical expressions and 
embodiments of angelic entities, and that 
they are, as the ancient Greeks, main-
tained, “frozen” within their forms. This 
means that as we engage with them, we 
have the opportunity to “free” them, in a 
certain way, helping their potentials to be 
expressed in the world. Unlike the angels, we humans have free will.
    To some people, it is easy to imagine the vibrant, beautiful members of 
the crystalline kingdom as angels. To others, this seems like a big leap. As 
I investigated the myths and legends of the stones and of angels, I began to 
grasp this idea.
     Angels in the Bible and other sacred texts were always known as the messen-
gers of the Divine. It as their job to deliver the Divine Word, or the speech pat-
terns and ideas that the Divine Source wanted expressed to humanity. Angels 
were willing and obedient servants. They did not editorialize or improvise the 
patterns of the Divine messages; they delivered them accurately. This is very 
like what stones and crystals do. Although we may not know how to conceptu-
alize the messages that come into us through their vibratory qualities,  it seems 
clear that they offer their patterns as true and willing conduits, as obedient as 
the angels were said to be. 
     This may be why all individual pieces of a stone––for example, Rose 
Quartz––seem to emanate the same energetic frequencies. We would not mis-
take the currents of a Rose Quartz for those of a Hematite. What we know sci-
entifically about crystals corroborates this idea, since crystals are used to “re-
member” information in computers, to keep time very accurately in watches, 
and to send and receive electronic frequencies in radio and sound equipment. 
The “faithfulness” of crystals to the tasks we set for them reminds us of the 
nature of angels. Thus, when we consider the array of stones displayed in The 
Book of Stones or other metaphysical mineral encyclopedias, it may be better 
for us to see the stones as a cast of spiritual characters than an array of useful 
objects. 
     So how do we get to know these beings, if that is what they are? The 
meditative path is essential for this, as it is for most sorts of spiritual work. I’ll 
offer here a meditation for entering the world of a stone which was suggested 
to me by my friend Robert Sardello. I have found that it can work very well, 
sometimes bringing one into surprising places––the inner realms of the Stone 
Beings.
     I begin this meditation with a centering practice, followed by these steps:
1. Spend some time, perhaps four or five minutes, taking in every possible sen-
sory impression of the stone you have chosen to work with. Gaze at it in detail, 
on all of its sides. Smell it. Touch it with your tongue (if it isn’t toxic), bring it 
to your ear and listen to its silent voice. 
2. Gaze at it again for about a minute with your eyes simultaneously focused 
and diffused. I find that it can be helpful to partially close my eyes so that the 
focus shifts in that way. Hold the stone completely still as you look.
3. Close your eyes and watch your awareness for any sign of an after-image of 
the stone, or an after-effect of any type-emotional, auditory, anything. Often an 
after-image will look nothing like the stone. It could be a blur of light, or even 
a dreamlike image that is totally vivid. In feeling, it could be a longing or an 
exuberant rush, an inner laugh or weeping...anything. 
4. As soon as you notice an after-effect, pour all of your attention into it. Keep 

Continued on page 118
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    One  of the most amazing surprises of my most  recent 
trip to the West was the discovery of the Azeztulite en-
ergies in a new stone material, the lovely and powerful 
blend of Azeztulite Quartz and Dolomite that we have 
dubbed Rhodazez.
     I recall vividly my first good look at this new gemstone, 
sparkling in the brilliant Colorado sunshine. My impres-
sion was, ‘This feels like Azeztulite, but it is gentler and 
softer than the Azeztulite I know.” It carried resonances of 
Azeztulite’s high-frequency energies, and it linked itself 
to the third eye and crown chakras, and to the heart. It felt 
like a very healing stone for the emotional body, yet it 
also carried the impulse of consciousness expansion and 
seemed to offer the potential of tapping into higher di-
mensions. It felt nurturing to the inner child, and inspiring 
to one’s desire to explore the higher worlds––something 
like a cross between Rhodocrosite and Azeztulite.
     Interestingly to me, a shamanic reading I had received 
a few weeks earlier predicted I would be working a great 
deal with a stone called something like ‘Rhodazez.’ When 
this stone appeared, I got an immediate sense of confirma-
tion. This was the predicted stone! When I meditated with 
it to get an intuitive sense of its qualities, I understood the 
name even better:

     Rhodazez, as its name suggests, emanates currents that 
reverberate in the heart, third eye and crown chakras. It is 
a powerful stone of the Pink/Gold Ray which is associ-
ated with the enlightened heart. Its vibrations stimulate 
and open the crown chakra, flowing downward toward the 
heart in a spiral wave. It is a stone of inner vision, and 
can aid in opening the third eye for conscious visual ex-
periences of the inner spiritual realms. It brings spiritual 
Light into the body and allows one to ‘see’ the condition 
of ones various spiritual layers. When used by healers, I 
feel it can aid in clarifying their intuitions of their client’s 
patterns of illness or wellness. When used in meditation, 
Rhodazez can aid one in quieting the mind and attuning 
to the spiritual realms.
     The sensations of the currents of Rhodazez are very 
pleasant. I felt them first at the crown, then at the third 
eye, moving downward in a spiral into the heart. Plac-
ing a piece at the root chakra helped draw the currents all 
the way through the body. When I held the Rhodazez, I  
noticed an immediate quieting of mind chatter and within 
a couple of minutes I was palpably aware of the currents 
of a deep spiritual Silence around and within me. After a 
few more minutes, these currents formed a sort of vortex 
that swirled around my torso, and the feeling was of being 
cleansed and strengthened energetically. The opening at 
my crown chakra allowed these currents to pour in with 
increasing intensity.
     I tried adding a Rosophia stone at my heart chakra, 
and immediately the swirling currents, which had become 
slightly dizzying, stabilized into a clear ‘circuit’ of flow 
between my crown and my heart. My felt sense was that 
the strong currents of the Rhodazez at the crown were 
balanced by the equally powerful heart currents of the 
Rosophia. I highly recommend working with these two 
stones together!
    My intuitions about Rhodazez suggest its use for spiri-
tual healing in regard to conditions of the blood and cir-
culatory system, and the stimulation of the brain to bring 
forward its potential for higher functioning. Rather than 
working directly on the nerves or their etheric referents, 

I feel Rhodazez facilitates the whole-body communica-
tion that occurs through the liquid crystal matrices within 
and between the cells. It feels like a wonderful stone for 
awakening the whole-body consciousness which is the 
potential of our liquid crystal nature. 
    The vibrational signature of Rhodazez makes it most 
closely akin to Azeztulite. Its other most appropriate 
name, in regard to its spiritual properties, would probably 
be ‘Pink Azeztulite’ because it grounds a great deal of 
spiritual Light in the body, and because it links conscious-
ness to higher spiritual realms. Its distinction from white 
or clear Azeztulite is that Rhodazez carries the Pink/Gold 
Ray, while Azeztulite vibrates to the White, Gold/White 

and Transparent Rays. The Pink/Gold Ray signifies to me 
the ascension of the Heart into its seat of sovereignty. One 
can visualize this as the thought of the heart becoming 
conscious and articulate, allowing it to move upward into 
a state of integration with the mind/brain, within which 
the Heart as recognized as speaking with the voice of 
true Wisdom. Thus the Heart’s consciousness seems to 
move upward into the head, bringing an illumination of 
Pink/Gold light into the interior of the skull. The Heart 
becomes the King or Queen of one’s being, and the mind/
brain gladly serves the Heart. In its highest potential 
Rhodazez facilitates this process. Using Azeztulite and 
Rosophia in combination with Rhodazez is highly recom-
mended for this process.
     The mysterious and surprising discovery of Rhod-
azez, at almost the same time as Rosophia, tells me that 
there is a significant thread of destiny which has drawn 
this stone into our awareness at this time. I look forward 
to the unfolding of all that may come to be through its 
emergence. f
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doing this with as much intensity as you can muster.
5. Often, if you are patient, observant and fortunate, another image or inner 
experience will appear. This is the entry into the world of the stone being. It 
can unfold as an interior movie or in any other way. Often one will meet or see 
the stone being as it is in its own world. 
6. Explore the stone’s unknown world. Robert Sardello reports that it is pos-
sible, within the world of the crystal being, to engage in all sorts of interactions 
and explorations. One may communicate directly if one is able to maintain 
focus and a relaxed openness to whatever is present.
    I once did this meditation with a Celestite crystal, and the after-image I saw 
was of a piece of Celestite lying in the sand at the water’s edge on a beach be-
side a pond, as little waves washed over it. In the next phase, I met the Celestite 
as a female being with a little silver crown and a body of long, narrow Celestite 
crystal. She “lived” in a cave with walls made of thousands of other Celestites. 
I was frankly astonished to see these visions and to get a feel for the personality 
of this Celestite, which was sweet, light-hearted and very merry.
     Other instances of this meditation have taken me into realms of light where 
the beings were much more geometric and less human-looking. The after-
images tend to appear for me as undulating light patterns, and the entry into 
the world of the stone being can span a range between the vividly visual to 
completely auditory, from emotional to intensely vibrational. Much of what is 
sensed is hard to describe because it falls within the realm of newly develop-
ing capacities, and it is perplexing to even grasp what goes on, let alone put 
it into words. Yet this is one of the intriguing avenues along which the New 
Consciousness is beginning to develop. 
     In the Intensive I will be offering, we will do a good deal of work in this 
area of finding our way into the worlds of the stones. These realms are almost 
completely unknown to us, yet they are accessible to anyone willing to take the 
inner steps needed to enter them.

Meeting the Soul of the World

   If the stones are angelic beings, whose 
messages are they communicating to 
us? Because of their loving qualities 
and healing benefits, I have no doubt 
that they are of Divine origin, but is 
there more to say about this? I believe 
that there is. In Stones of the New Con-
sciousness, and in the talks I give at my 
workshops, I always speak about the 
Soul of the World, the Divine Feminine 
consciousness the ancient Greeks called 
Sophia. The name Sophia was syn-
onymous with Wisdom, and the Divine 
Sophia was said to be the invisible lov-
ing intelligence and spiritual presence 
giving rise to the beauty, harmony and 
wisdom via which our world operates. Despite the human chaos of wars and 
environmental destruction, the intricate symphonies of our bodies and the body 
of the Earth go on, or there would be no living world. Sophia is the vast intel-
ligence of love operating just under the visible surface of our world. She is the 
author of synchronicities and the one who leads us to our spiritual destiny. She 
is not in some remote heaven, but is present, in an astonishing intimacy,  in 
every location and activity of our existence. 
     If this is so, then we can assume that the stones and crystals, with their 
beautiful forms and harmonious, healing vibrations, are Her expressions. In 
fact, the stone currents have been described by Robert Sardello as “the words 
of a Sophianic language.”  It was through an interest in Sophia that I began to 
find a new vision of the stones as beings, and to realize that there was much 
more to this work than I had previously understood.  All of this came to life in 
a dream I had in the summer of 2008.
     For several weeks, I had been preparing a talk on stones which I was to give 
at an event called The Sophia Conference. I am sure this focus on Sophia and 
the stones set the stage for what was to be a remarkable dream. As it began, 
my wife and I were sitting together in a room within a big farmhouse. I knew 
somehow that this farm was new, that a lot of people were working coopera-
tively there, and that “new crops,” which had never been grown before, were 
being planted. There was an air of quiet excitement, and a lot of hustle and 
bustle as new arrivals came in and found their places. Kathy and I were in our 
room. She was sitting in her bathrobe, writing checks to “pay off our debts.”
     I was worried that someone would come in and see us before we were fully 
dressed. I said to Kathy, “Hurry up. Someone could walk in here at any mo-
ment.” The next thing I knew, someone did enter. He was a man, almost seven 
feet tall, thin and lanky like Abraham Lincoln. He looked like a normal person, 
except for his head, which was made entirely out of amethyst! His features 
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Satya Mani Quartz™

                             by Robert Simmons

    During the years I was searching for new supplies 
of Satyaloka Quartz (see article in this issue) my 
friends in India came upon another powerful, high fre-
quency Quartz variety, which seemed to be a member 
of the family including azeztulite, Satyaloka Quartz, 
and several other stones which carry rarified energy 
currents. Because this material was from the region 
of South India, though not the vicinity of the Satya 
loka monastery, we dubbed it Satya Mani (the Gem 
of Truth). Most of this material is semi-transparent or 
milky white, and the rarest grade contains some com-
pletely clear areas. 

Spiritual Properties
     Satya Mani Quartz is, as its name implies, a stone 
of spiritual truth and initiation. It attunes one to hear 
the inner call of one’s path of destiny, and one will af-
terwards be content only in the following of that call. 
It brings the joy that comes from recognizing that the 
appearances of the solid-seeming material world are 
simply the manifestations of deeper, living currents 
from the spiritual realms. This is a joy because of the 
discovery of the meaning and significance of one’s 
life, and the understanding that all of one’s choices 
matter, and have an influence of the conditions of 
all beings. Satya Mani Quartz can help one awaken 
to the truth of one’s existence as soul and spirit, and 
the deeper truth of the inter-relatedness of all beings. 
Such an awakening can often inspire one to make 
one’s outer life an expression of one’s reverence for 
the spiritual domains, to work toward bringing devo-
tion, kindness and love into all of one’s relationships 
and activities. 
     It is fitting to view Satya Mani Quartz as a stone 
of enlightenment, as it brings the light of Truth into 
one’s mind, by virtue of its connection to the heart.  
The heart is the seat of truth in one’s being, and Satya 
Mani Quartz can strengthen one’s awareness of the in-
ner radiance of the heart, which expresses only truth, 
through the commitment to kindness, clear awareness, 
non-judgement and compassion. The currents of Sa-
tya Mani Quartz intensify the circuit of consciousness 
between the heart and the high brain, or the third eye 
and crown chakras.  
    The land of South India, from which Satya Mani 
Quartz originates, has for thousands of years been a 
place of high spiritual awareness, devotion and the 
commitment to seeking true understanding. Satya 
Mani Quartz carries the qualities of that land, imbued, 
as it has always been, with the vibration of enlighten-
ment. 
    Satya Mani Quartz is a stone of creative mani-
festation. Its resonance with the spiritual realms can 
deepen one’s own links with the sources of the mani-
fest world. Thus, one’s intentions can come to fruition 
more readily than is normally the case. This sounds 
like a dream come true, and speaking literally, it is. 
However, there is a slight caution. If one works with 
Satya Mani Quartz, holding the intention of bringing 
one’s thoughts and wishes into form in the material 
world, one has the opportunity to bypass some of the 
limitations that normally safeguard us from having 
every stray thought come true. That means one must 
keep one’s intentions clear, so as not to bring chaos 
or confusion into one’s life. Developing the inner 
observer is key in holding this important quality of 
discrimination. If this is done, one’s enhanced  pow-
ers of creation can bring great joy and pleasure into 
the world. 

     The resonance of Satya Mani Quartz with Azez-
tulite indicates that this stone may be considered a 
new form of Azeztulite. It has been predicted that 
Azeztulite would be discovered in new areas of the 
world––India in particular. Satya Mani Quartz’ cousin 
Satyaloka Quartz was and is also closely akin to Azez-
tulite. All of these stones work to bring the life-giving 
currents of the Nameless light into cells of the body, 
and into the body of the world. 
     Satya Mani Quartz also works harmoniously with 
Phenacite, Natrolite, Danburite, Brookite, Herderite, 

Tibetan Tektite, Azeztulite, Petalite, Scolecite and 
other high-vibration stones. It has a special affinity for 
Moldavite, and enhances that stones powers of spiri-
tual transformation. It intensifies the potential benefits 
of all other silica-based minerals, especially those in 
the Quartz family. f
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were anything but smooth--he had hundreds of pointed crystals sticking out all 
over his head. His huge jaw was a hinged thing like a steam shovel, made from 
more deep-purple amethyst crystals. He was wearing sunglasses, also made of 
amethyst, and the sides of them were shaped like fish. He said something to me 
but I couldn’t understand him. I answered with a sort of sideways comment on 
his sunglasses: “Wow! Are those fish?” (Why I didn’t say “Wow, your head is 
made of amethyst,” I will never know!)
     The Amethyst man muttered something else and stepped aside. Then I no-
ticed that standing behind him were three more beings, so strange-looking they 
made the Amethyst man look normal. This trio was completely non-human, 
with straight, rigid white bodies, short, stumpy arms and legs, and faces em-
bedded in their trunks. They wore no clothes, had no necks, and the tops of 
their “heads” came to a point. (Obviously, they were crystals–– Azeztulites, I 
now believe––but this never occurred to my dreaming self.) As I gazed upon 
the three odd fellows, they began to chant, and they repeated jovially, “Dance 
or die, dance or die!” Then they began to dance around, in a comical stump-
legged way, in complete unison with one another. (The chanted imperative 
of these beings did not frighten me. I actually now think it is good advice for 
how one can stay lively and engaged with the world. If, we aren’t dancing, in 
a certain sense, we’re dying.)
     Before my astonishment had time to subside, another character appeared. 
This one was a human, a young woman or girl, looking about sixteen or sev-
enteen years old. She wore a simple white tunic, like something from ancient 
Greece. She was lovely and radiant, and she smiled playfully, though her eyes 
were serious and intent. She walked toward me where I sat and bent forward, 
bringing her face ten or twelve inches from mine. I felt that some important 
moment had come, that I was supposed to understand something, but that nei-
ther she nor I was allowed to speak.
     She looked into my eyes with great seriousness, and then she blew her 
breath, gently but purposefully, onto my face. She continued looking, as if to 
assess whether I understood. When I didn’t respond, she blew her breath on me 
again, and again she waited. I worried. I didn’t know what to think or do, but I 
didn’t want to fail in whatever was hoped for or expected from me. Again, she 
blew her breath. This time, not knowing what else to do, I blew mine back.
     As I exhaled, she inhaled, taking my breath into her body. Then, when she 
exhaled, I inhaled. Feeling her breath move into me was like inhaling ambro-
sia, the nectar of the Divine. We exchanged our breaths, back and forth like 
that, perhaps ten or twelve times. I was filled with delicious life each time I in-
haled, and my exhalations were full of appreciation and loving intent. She, too, 
seemed to be nourished by the exchange. When we had completed our silent 
ritual, the corners of her mouth twitched upward in a mischievous smile, and 
she broke the “rules,” saying two words to me. Though I can share this story, I 
am not supposed to repeat those words.
     Then I woke up.
   I awoke in a state of wonder, and a good measure of joy. Though I had 
worked with stones for more than twenty years, this was the first time any of 
the mineral-realm beings had appeared in my dreams. It was clear to me that 
not only Amethyst man but also the pointy-headed white fellows were crystals, 
or the soul beings of crystals. (I later suspected that the chanting dancers were 
the Azez, the guardians of Azeztulite.) The young girl, however, was someone 
else, someone I was sure I recognized. She was a manifestation of Sophia, 
the Intimate One, the living emblem of world Wisdom. She had offered me a 
teaching, and a blessing, and she had shown me in a gesture the nature of our 
human relationship with her. 
     This activity of blessing--the essence of the New Consciousness, as I imag-
ine it now--is not confined to our bodies, or our separate selves. It is not even a 
gift we give to the world. It is a living relationship, a mutual blessing between 
ourselves and the Soul of the World. It is the gesture from the dream--she 
breathes life into us, and we breathe life into her! Because she is so essentially 
love, the Sophia figure in my dream (How marvelous that this vast, ancient 
Divine Feminine being would appear in my dream as a fresh, radiant young 
girl!) could not tell me to breathe back to her. She could only hint very gently, 
offering her breath, waiting to see if I would understand, and if I would choose 
to return her gesture. Love can only offer--it never compels. Her breath felt 
like pure life as it entered me, and it seemed that my breath, my blessing, was 
(amazingly!) nourishing to her. 
     Yet she is not usually as easy to see as she was in my dream, and our re-
lationship with her is more subtle, at least in the beginning, as we start trying 
to notice her. If the dream was a true teaching, how are we to “breathe out” to 
Sophia? I believe that our outbreath is the gesture of appreciation, of loving, of 
blessing the world by reaching out to greet and praise each moment of percep-
tion. The nourishing inbreath in which we receive her life force can be felt as 
the experience of beauty, of gratitude, of recognition of the ongoing miracle of 
the world and our life. If we passively experience the world only as whatever 
makes it through the screen of our habitual sensing, we miss all of that magic, 
and we do not exhale to her. We give her nothing to breathe. It is in the activity 
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    The stone called Lemurian Aquatine Calcite is a 
recent arrival from a remote region of Argentina. It 
reminds one of the color of tropical seas, and the ener-
gies of the stones are indeed very watery. They bring 
visions of the ancient oceanic civilization of Lemuria, 
and their energies are deeply attuned to that realm.
    Lemuria shines in archetypal memory as a society 
of harmony, inner peace and spiritual attunement. It 
is most frequently pictured as a now-sunken continent 
that once linked Australia and India. Many of the 
Pacific islands, including Indonesia are considered 
to be the remnants of the lost Lemurian continent. 
Easter Island, with its mysterious huge stone monu-
ments, is also thought to be a remnant of Lemuria. 
Other interpretations of Lemuria view it as an inter 
dimensional ‘place’ which can be reached by expand-
ing one’s consciousness. In a sense, both may be true.
     The inhabitants of Lemuria are believed to have 
been much more deeply and consciously entwined in 
the ‘higher worlds’ than humans are in modern times. 
They were a people of the Water element, with all its 
connections to emotion and spirituality. In fact, many 
accounts, including those of Polynesian folklore, say 
that the inhabitants of Mu, or Lemuria, were adept 
at telepathy, teleportation, psychokinesis, and other 
paranormal abilities such as raising the vibration of 
the body to move through trees, walls or other ‘solid’ 
objects.
     The Lemurian civilization is viewed by most chron-
iclers as having existed between 80,000 and 25,000 
B.C. It is said to have been one of exceptional harmo-
ny, prosperity and spirituality. Lemurians are depicted 
as highly evolved beings capable of astonishing acts 
of manifestation and other reality-creating activities. 
The concept of manna (divine food manifested from 
the invisible realms) and the practice of fire walking 
are said to have been passed down through Polynesian 
stories from the Lemurian world. Rosicrucian lore 
tells us that at the time of its destruction, some of 
Lemuria’s vast knowledge was ‘stored in crystal.’
    Up to now, the stone which resonated most acutely 
to the Lemurian frequency was Aqua Lemuria, fol-
lowed by Lemurian Seed Crystal. Now enters a new 
stone, “Lemurian Aquatine Calcite, which emanates 
the qualities of feeling and intuitional awareness 
which were emblematic of the Lemurians. While Aqua 
Lemuria and Lemurian Seeds seem to recall Lemuria’s 
past knowledge, Lemuria Aquatine Calcite recalls the 
lost spiritual capacities and abilities of the Lemurians 
themselves. 
     Lemurian Aquatine Calcite is named because of 
its affinity to the element of water, and to the water-
oriented civilization of Lemuria. Lemuria, whether 
a physical or etheric realm, is a realm of the watery 
qualities––intuition, dreaming, feeling and vision-
ary consciousness. The Lemurian way of being was 
empathic, and consciousness was very much overlap-
ping with the spiritual realms.
     Lemurian Aquatine Calcite is a stone which deeply 
nourishes the emotional body. It is a strong antidote 
to stress, fear, worry and anxiety about the future. It 
soothes and replenishes the etheric body. It enhances 
dream life and facilitates lucid reaming. It is ideal for 
opening up one’s capacities for recalling past lives, 
ancient knowledge and tuning into to the morphic 
fields of the Earth’s past. 
     Dolphins and whales are sometimes said to be 
Lemurians who evolved into oceanic creatures. I 
might prefer to say that the souls of Lemurians have 
perhaps reincarnated into these highly intelligent 
‘people of the sea.’ I do sense that those who wish to 
attune to communication frequencies of whales and 
dolphins can be aided by working with Lemurian 
Aquatine Calcite. Many people who spend time with 

dolphins say that these beings use telepathy as one 
mode of communication. Those who work medita-
tively with Lemurian Aquatine Calcite may find that 
their own capabilities in these areas are strengthened, 
and that encounters with dolphins, whales, and even 
people, will be characterized be an instant empathic–
–and even telepathic––rapport. 
     Lemurian Aquatine Calcite resonates with the 
heart, throat, third eye and crown chakras, as well as 
the etheric chakras above the head. It increases con-
scious sensitivity through one’s energy field, enabling 
one to ‘feel’ stimuli beyond the confines of the physi-
cal body. It helps increase awareness of one’s spirit 

guides and angelic guardians, and allows for easier 
communication. 
     Lemurian Aquatine Calcite resonates well with 
Aqua Lemuria, Lemurian Seed Crystals, Lemurian 
Jade, Merkabah Calcite, Azeztulite, Rosophia and 
Pink Azeztulite. Its visionary traits are enhanced by 
Phenacite, and Herderite can amplify the increased 
sensitivity of consciousness beyond the body. f

Lemurian Aquatine Calcite™

                                             by Robert Simmons
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of creative sensing and blessing, which is a conscious, willed activity, that we 
uphold our end of the astonishing partnership between ourselves as soul beings 
and the Soul of the World.
     It was not lost on me that Sophia appeared with an escort of Stone Beings. 
I believe now that to meet the stones in a soulful, open way is to encounter and 
bless Sophia. When we invite them, the qualities of the stones (Sophia’s quali-
ties, as poured through her many “angels”) enter us and bless us in return, and 
our reciprocal nourishment and nurturing can go on endlessly. This meeting 
and engagement with the World Soul is certainly the most important potential 
of working with crystals and gems, and in the Intensive I am offering, we will 
go deeply into this work in a variety of practices. All of these practices, how-
ever, aim us at integrating our awareness of Sophia into an ongoing way of 
life that pervades far more than can be held in a meditation, or even a four-day 
Intensive. 
    
Healing

     For many people 
working with crystals 
and minerals, a primary 
focus has been healing. 
This makes sense, be-
cause we all must cope 
with the imbalances in 
our bodies, our emo-
tions and our souls. 
Those of us with some 
sensitivity to stone ener-
gies have intuitively sensed that the resonance with certain stones can influence 
us toward embodying greater wholeness, since the stones vibrate the many 
aspects of the wholeness of the World Soul.  In the vision of stone work that 
I present in Stones of the New Consciousness,  I compare crystal healing with 
other modalities, suggesting that the stones can offer us the perfect pattern of 
our Divine blueprint. Whereas doctors treat only our bodies, and shamans treat 
our souls, stones work on the level of Spirit. Here is a section from the book 
on that topic: 
     Deeper even than soul are spiritual patterns-so say practitioners of crystal 
healing and other modalities that work to invoke the potential of our whole-
ness. Distinct from looking into various levels of the person for where “prob-
lem areas” may be, a spiritual healing tends to focus on striking the chord 
of one’s essential pattern of well-being, the so-called Divine blueprint. This 
pattern then reverberates through all levels of one’s being, bringing them into 
resonant alignment with the essential perfected pattern of oneself.  Imagine 
that one’s wholeness is a musical note or chord, and that the vibrations from 
some source of “energy,” like a crystal, can move within one’s being similar 
to the way sound enters a room, striking the instrument of oneself where the 
originating spiritual pattern lies.  Through sympathetic resonance, the chord 
or note then resounds through one’s being, “tuning” all the levels-spirit, soul, 
emotional, mental and physical. The dissolution of the dis-ease or destructive 
pattern comes about because it has been “overwritten” by the resonant pattern 
of one’s wholeness.
     In the Stones of the New Consciousness Intensive, we will learn to work 
with stone layouts and grids which can aid in creating the resonance with our 
Divine blueprint. We will also touch on how to overcome the repetition of 
habitual patterns of dis-ease, so that our bodies, our souls and our cells “accept 
the suggestion” of wholeness offered through the stones.

Light Body Activation

 One of the classic reports of people who 
have  strong inner experiences with stones is 
the experience of interior light. Such phenom-
ena often appear to me when I am meditating 
with high-vibration stones such as Herderite, 
Phenacite and Azeztulite. When we stop to 
think of it, however, this is quite remarkable. 
Where is the light coming from, and why does 
it occur? I don’t have definite answers to these 
questions, but thinking about them has led me 
to some interesting discoveries.
     As I did my research for Stones of the New 
Consciousness, I found that I was led to inves-
tigate  the Light Body. This term is well known 
in metaphysical circles, and the usual idea one 
hears about is that it is a semi-transparent im-
age of one’s physical body that is spiritually 
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alive and is not limited by the constraints of the 
physical world. 
   The Light Body is, in the simplest sense, a refined 
living mirror-image of the human body, composed 
of spiritual Light and radiant from within. Those 
who have seen a Light Body almost universally 
describe it as being of unearthly beauty, emanat-
ing qualities of bliss, peace, love and divinity. 
Most spiritual traditions that address the Light 
Body maintain that all human beings have a Body 
of Light, at least potentially. The majority of these 
suggest that attaining the Light Body during one’s 
lifetime involves mastering certain inner practic-
es. 
     One of the most important questions about the 
Light Body is its degree of materiality. Can it si-
multaneously be both Light and matter, or is it an 
immaterial projection of a spiritual image? Herein 
lies the mystery of our destiny. Can we become 
beings of Light while remaining in the physical 
world? And if we can, what will the Earth do? Will 
it also transfigure into its Body of Light?
     The Light Body has a long multicultural his-
tory. It is known as “the resurrection body” and 
“the glorified body” in Christianity. In Sufism it is 
called “the most sacred body” (wujud al-aqdas) and 
“supracelestial body” (jism asli haqiqi). In Taoism 
it is named “the diamond body.” In Kriya Yoga it 
is “the body of bliss.” In Hermeticism it is known 
as “the immortal body” (soma athanaton). Tibetan 
Buddhism has several names for it: Vajrayana, “the 
light body” or “rainbow body.” In the alchemical 
tradition, the Emerald Tablet calls it “the Glory of 
the Whole Universe” and “the golden body.” All of 
these spiritual streams hold that the achievement of 
union with this luminous form of the self is among 
the highest potentials of the spiritual aspirant. 
     Traditions appear to differ in regard to what at-

tainment of the Light Body entails, and whether the 
Light Body is meant to be experienced in an out-
of-body or in-body state (in regard to our physical 
form). Gnostic groups have been portrayed as be-
lieving that our descent to Earth from the spiritual 
realms entailed a fall from grace that included loss 
of the Light Body, or the “robe of glory.” Much of 
the attention in these groups was on recovery of the 
Light Body, either through gnosis in this life or af-
ter death. The idea that we assume a Body of Light 
after death is implicit in much Christian mythol-
ogy, and it has been corroborated by the reports of 
numerous people who have undergone near-death 
experiences. Dream experiences or visitations 
featuring appearances of those who have died fre-
quently reveal them in radiant bodies. 
     In writing Stones of the New Consciousness, I 
began to put together the stone-induced inner expe-
riences of spiritual Light with the “body conscious-
ness” of the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix. In what 
we call normal life, the Light Body is dormant, 
but a significant heightening of our internal body 
currents and spiritual awareness can occur through 
working with the angelic Stone Beings (and with 
Sophia). To awaken the Light Body is to move into 
another mode of being, one in which we experi-
ence the integrated consciousness of the body, the 
heart and the brain, in union with the non-local, 
all pervasive consciousness of Sophia. In this state 
we are filled with blissful awareness and spiritual 
Light, and we literally “shine.” 
     One rather amazing fact I came upon is that 
the DNA in every cell of our bodies periodically 
emits light. In other words, even in our everyday 
state, our physical body echoes the Light Body. I 
believe that when we pull together our fragment-
ed selves and become whole, the light  flowing 
through the liquid crystal DNA in every cell will 
increase vastly. There is even scientific evidence 
to confirm this.  
     Practitioners of the Chinese discipline called 
Chi Gung (or Qi Gong) are known to have refined 
their capacity to enter into a resonate state of inner 
coherence which corresponds to an increased in-
ner coherence of their bodies’ liquid crystallinity. 
Those same people, when directing “healing” cur-
rents through their hands, emit up to one hundred 
times the amount of biophotons (units of light) as 
do “normal” people. In other words, increased in-
ner crystallinity equates with increased light. Thus 
we can see a path toward awakening the Light 
Body while still remaining physical. 
     I became most excited about the work with 
stones when I realized that meditation with solid 
crystals (the stones and minerals discussed in 
my books and others) was likely to bring about, 

Continued on page 126
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through the resonance of our energies with the 
stone currents, an increased coherence of our own 
bodily liquid crystallinity,  in conjunction with in-
creased capacities of mind and heart. All of these 
are aided, in my view, by the living intent of the an-
gelic Stone Beings, and Sophia, the Divine Mother 
whom they serve. 
     The fact that our DNA is itself a crystalline mol-
ecule that emanates visible-spectrum light, just as a 
quartz crystal emits light through the piezoelectric 
effect, seemed to indicate that our Light Body is 
already here, ready to awaken when we inwardly 
crystallize and open ourselves to Spirit. (DNA is, in 
this vision, more than a molecule. It is a living ac-
tivity through which spiritual Light, not just physi-
cal light, finds its way into the world.)
     Much of the exploration we will do in the Stones 
of the New Consciousness Intensive will focus on 
learning how to enter deeper levels of inner coher-
ence though feeling the highly coherent vibrations 
of the stones and inviting those patterns to estab-
lish themselves in our bodies. In many cases we 
are likely to have experiences of inner Light, and 
we will work towards increasing the frequency and 
duration of these experiences, with the aim of mov-
ing into a new way of being in which we are living 
conduits for Light to enter the world. 
     It is important to remember that the world, the 
Earth, must also become Light-filled, in unison with 
our own awakening. We are not separate from the 
Earth. This is something we immediately realize in 
heightened states of awareness, and it is essential to 
hold the intent for this co-evolution with the World 
Soul in order for the real potential of ourselves and 
the world to unfold together.

Co-Creating

     One of the big differences between my earlier 
work in The Book of Stones and what I have of-
fered in Stones of the New Consciousness has to do  
with the 
idea that 
the emer-
gence of a 
new  sense 
of self 
and a new 
world real-
ity is a pro-
cess of co-
c r e a t i o n . 
I do not 
agree with 
books that 
say we can “create our own reality” through visu-
alization or affirmation alone. These books carry 
the underlying presumption that the world exists 
separate from us and is there to satisfy our needs 
and desires. The vision I attempt to present is that 
we, the stones and the Earth are all spiritually alive 
and that the call to our destiny is a call to co-cre-
ation through love. We make the new world, not by 
acquiring what we want, but by offering what we 
hope to create. As Gandhi said, we work to “Be the 
change we wish to see.”
     Let’s try an example of what this co-creating 
might be like. In the old consciousness, if one de-
cides to work with a stone that carries the quali-
ties of physical healing, one might wear the stone 
and wait for it to heal one’s illness. In the New 
Consciousness, one would wear or carry the stone 
while continually holding the intention of healing, 
bringing the intention of healing into every en-
counter and every perception. Instead of focusing 
only on oneself, one takes the healing intention into 

the world, with the help of the stone. One becomes 
a sort of walking intention for the presence of heal-
ing. When we align with this inner gesture, we 
harmonize with the qualities of the stone, and our 
world becomes an environment of healing. 
     As another example, if we work with a stone 
that vibrates with frequencies of expanded con-
sciousness, we can bring the intention for greater 
awareness into all our encounters-offering it, look-
ing for signs of it, encouraging it everywhere. In 
all such cases, we do not receive the benefit from 
the stone; we allow the stone’s patterns to align 
with us in creating the benefit. And, of course, we 
experience what we create, so the benefit is ours, 
though it comes to us through our offering it into 
the world. When we do this, we are truly aligning 
ourselves with the stones and with Sophia, because 
their way of being is one of continually offering 
themselves and their qualities into the world. This 
sort of activity is the very essence of generosity, 
and we may recall that to generate anything we 
must be generous. 
     If they are, as I believe, the embodiments of 
angelic beings who wish us well, and who love the 
Soul of the World, we can understand why we of-
ten experience a feeling of being blessed when we 
feel the currents of a stone come  into us. As in the 
dream where I learned to “breathe with Sophia,” 
the choice to bless the stones and the world in re-
turn, to freely offer our love in each moment, is the 
choice of co-creation. Through our commitment to 
follow the compass of the heart wherever it tells us 
to go, we free ourselves from the destructive pat-
terns of fear and greed that have fragmented our 
lives, and we enter a new world of freedom.
     These are high ideals, and we could never ex-
pect to dissolve our old habits and live up to them, 
except for one thing–every moment spent in the 
New Consciousness of co-creation is filled with 
joy. Joy cannot be bought or acquired, but it can be 
discovered through the self-giving process of co-
creation. In the workshops I will be offering and 
the practices I encourage (in others and in myself), 
this activity of co-creation through love is central. 
The stones can help us, because the generosity 
with which they pour their currents into the world 
and into us (when they are invited) is unceasing. It 
may seem almost too simple, but when we try it, 
it works. The self-reinforcing reciprocal exchange 
of love and blessing between ourselves and the 
world––including all its stones, people, plants, ani-
mals and objects––makes miracles, just as we ex-
perience when we exchange unguarded love with 
another person.
     The poet Novalis once wrote: “Every beloved 
object is the center of a Paradise.” When we think 
of our love exchange with another person, we can 
feel this is so. It is also true with the world and 
all its objects. It is easy to do this with the stones, 
because many of them are beautiful and all of them 
offer themselves to us. The world is the same way, 
and so are we, when we choose. When every ob-
ject is beloved, all the world is Paradise. The frui-
tion of the New Consciousness which we can enter 
through our work with the stones is nothing less 
than that. I hope that all those who want to experi-
ence this joy for themselves, and for the world, will 
come and join the fun.
NOTE: The Stones of the New Consciousness 
Intensive will take place in Burlington, Vermont, 
May 20-23, 2010. For an information packet, 
call 1-802-476-4775, or email heavenandearth@
earthlink.net. Or visit the website: www.stone-
softhenewconsciousness.com. To register, go to  
www.heavenandearthjewelry.com. f

Continued from page 124
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 “Wearing or meditating with Tanzan Aura 
Quartz can activate one’s perception of the ‘Blue 
Pearl,’ described by mystics as a tiny circle of 
electric-blue light which sometimes appears for 
an instant in one’s visual field, usually as a sign 
of spiritual progress or a correct decision regard-
ing one’s dharmic path. Meditating upon the Blue 
Pearl while holding or wearing Tanzan Aura 
Quartz can facilitate one’s perception of this para-
normal phenomenon, which can provide signifi-
cant spiritual guidance. Sustaining the vision of the 

Blue Pearl for longer and longer periods of time is 
a means of strengthening one’s higher senses, and 
can lead to samadhi. Tanzan Aura Quartz can be a 
useful tool in such an endeavor.
 “Tanzan Aura Quartz can enhance mental abil-
ity on mundane levels as well. It supports clear 
thinking and aids memory. It helps one find inspi-
ration and can evoke experiences of the ‘Aha!’ 
moment. It aids one in discovering novel solutions 
to long-standing problems by thinking ‘outside the 
box.’ 

 “Emotionally, Tanzan Aura Quartz allows one 
to kindle spiritual passion and to transcend states 
of indifference and boredom. It renews one’s zest 
for the path of mysticism and self-actualization.
 “Tanzan Aura Quartz energetically supports 
brain function and can help unite the activities 
of the brain hemispheres. It allows one to work 
consciously to undo and ‘rewire’ dysfunctional 
neuronal patterns. Because of its beneficial spiri-
tual energies, it is recommended for those suffer 
from brain-related impairments. 
 “Tanzan Aura Quartz harmonizes with Aqua 
Aura, Angel Aura and Imperial Gold Quartz, as 
well as Moldavite, Azeztulite, Phenacite, Natrolite, 
Lapis and Amethyst.”

Imperial Gold Quartz
     From the metaphysical perspective, there are 
only a few color-enhanced stones considered to be 
are energetically active, unique and useful. One 
of these is Imperial Gold Quartz. This stone is 
produced when clear Quartz points or clusters go 
through a special treatment process in which their 
surfaces are bonded with vaporized or finely pow-
dered Iron, Titanium and other trace metals. The 
resulting crystals exhibit golden orange surfaces 
with flashes of brilliant iridescent color. The name 
Imperial Gold Quartz derives from this color and 
energetic likeness to Imperial Topaz. The hardness 
of Imperial Gold Quartz is 7, and its color layer is 
permanent. It will not wash or rub off, although 
saws and grinders can cut through it. The energies 
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of the Quartz, Iron and Titanium combine to emanate a 
unique spectrum of subtle energies.
     Robert Simmons writes: “Imperial Gold Quartz pro-
vides the perfect link between the solar plexus and heart 
chakras, making for a blend of their highest traits. The 
solar plexus is the seat of the will and one’s power of 
manifestation. It is the power center through which one 
can bring one’s dreams into reality. The heart chakra is, 
of course, the energy portal through which one expresses 
love and by means of which one feels one’s connec-
tion with the Divine. Imperial Gold Quartz emanates an 
energy which unifies and blends the vibrations of the 
heart and solar plexus chakras. Thus it supports the unity 
of love and will, helping one to devote one’s power of 
manifestation to the guidance of the heart’s wisdom.
 “Imperial Gold Quartz imparts an energy of sover-
eignty, granting one ‘dominion’ over the realm of one’s 
life and enhancing one’s powers of conscious co-creation 
with the Divine. It helps eliminate self-sabotage by bring-
ing one’s actions into alignment with one’s highest good. 
It supports all benevolent wishes and helps them to mani-
fest. It assists in developing generosity, which increases 
the flow of abundance into one’s life. It is a stone of deep 
compassion and evokes success in altruistic pursuits.
 “Imperial Gold Quartz benefits the core of the body, 
lending energy to the heart and lungs, the circulatory sys-
tem, as well as the stomach and digestive systems. It also 
vibrationally supports the liver, gall bladder and spleen. 
It assists those who have weak vital energies in attaining 
more vibrant health and well-being. 
 “Imperial Gold Quartz is highly programmable, so it 
can amplify one’s intention in any area, especially those 
inspired by love and compassion.
 “Imperial Gold Quartz works synergistically with 
Aqua Aura, Angel Aura and Tanzan Aura Quartz, as well 
as Vivianite, Ocean Jasper, Citrine, Golden Labradorite, 
Danburite, Amethyst and Moldavite.”

Strontianite
 Strontianite is a strontium carbonate mineral with a 
hardness of 3.5. Its crystal system is orthorhombic. It 
forms in prismatic, frequently needle-shaped crystals. It 
occurs in low-temperature hydrothermal veins in marbles 
and limestones, often is association with Celestite, Barite 
and/or Calcite. Occasionally it forms as concretions in 
clay or limestone. Strontianite’s colors include white, yel-
lowish, greenish, gray, brownish, reddish and colorless. 
The finest specimens are from Strontian, Scotland, and 
Munster, Germany. 
    Robert Simmons writes: “Strontianite emanates power-
ful currents which bring strong pulsations into the third 
eye chakra. In meditation, it can open one’s inner sight to 
see the subtle currents which are constantly creating our 
experience of the world in each moment, and it encour-
ages one to take a conscious role in co-creating oneself 
and one’s world. It is one of the premier stones of mysti-
cal experience, and belongs in the collections of all who 
wish to attain the help of stones for spiritual growth. 
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    “Strontianite is a stone of strength and confi-
dence. It clears and opens the third chakra, allow-
ing for the full expression of one’s personal power. 
It channels spiritual energy into the physical body, 
giving one increased vitality and endurance. It 
recharges the auric field, and assists one in know-
ing oneself deeply, thus allowing for certainty in 
one’s choices and commitment in one’s activities. 
 “Strontianite is a stone of practicality. It encour-
ages thrift and assists one in looking ahead to see 
what obligations and choices one is most likely to 
confront. It helps one organize and budget one’s 
time, money and energy. It allows those who over-
commit themselves to pull back and prioritize. 
    “Strontianite initiates a positive attitude toward 
life. It eliminates doubt and hesitation, encourag-
ing one to leap into an experience and enjoy it. It 
helps one overcome fears by facing and accepting 
the facts. It enhances the senses, making it possi-
ble for one to discharge feelings of numbness and 
isolation. It increases one’s receptivity to pleasure, 
stimulating the pleasure centers of the brain and 
attenuating the connections to stored memories 
of guilt and shame. Strontianite quiets one’s inner 
judge and increases self-esteem. It also enhances 
one’s receptivity to, and enjoyment of, others. 
 “Strontianite promotes healthy sexuality. It sup-
ports the optimal functioning of the sexual organs 
while stimulating the psychological programming 
which brings lovers together. It helps one appre-
ciate one’s partner, opening one’s eyes to what 
attracted one to him or her in the first place. It 
encourages the enjoyment of romance and reminds 
one that love has no need to hurry. 
 Naisha Ahsian wrote:“Strontianite is a Storm 
element ally that radically opens and energizes 
the double-helix-like flow of energy up the core 
of the chakra column. It activates all chakras from 
the Earthstar to the Soul Star, creating a powerful 
flow up from the Earth and down from the cosmos, 
centering this energy within the heart. 
 “Strontianite crystals can be used in healing to 
radically shift blocked energies and to stimulate 
the nervous system and electromagnetic field. In 
meditation, they can often produce wild visions, 
‘light shows’ and kaleidoscopic pulses of color 
through the inner eye, as well as a pulsing, expan-
sive energy in the crown area.
 “Strontianite can stimulate the kundalini ener-
gy, producing powerful waves of energy moving 
upward from the base of the spine and out the top 

of the head. This rising of energy sequentially 
activates and illuminates the chakras. 
 “Strontianite is best used when paired with a 
strong grounding stone such as Hematite or Black 
Tourmaline, which will assist the physical body in 
processing and integrating its powerful energies.”

Libyan Gold Tektite
    Libyan Gold Tektite is a glassy yellow material 
with a hardness of 5 to 6. Its crystal system is amor-
phous. It is found in the Sahara desert in Libya and 
Egypt. It is also known by the name Libyan Desert 
Glass. It is 
similar in 
composition 
to Moldavite 
and other 
T e k t i t e s , 
a l t h o u g h 
the color is 
d i f f e r e n t . 
S c i e n t i s t s 
are unsure of 
the origins of 
this material, 
and some 
doubt that it 
can be clas-
sified as a Tektite, although it is found in the same 
areas in which meteorites have been discovered. 
These stones have been prized for making carvings 
and jewelry for many centuries. In ancient Egypt, 
the funerary necklace of King Tutankhamen had 
as its centerpiece a large carved scarab made from 
a piece of Libyan Gold Tektite. As with all such 
ceremonial pieces, this necklace was believed to 
be imbued with supernatural powers, which it 
conveyed to the wearer, even after death.
   Robert Simmons writes: “Libyan Gold Tektites 
carry remarkable energies for enhancing the 
strength of one’s will, one’s ability to create, and 
one’s power of manifestation. Like other stones 
such as Moldavite and Tibetan Tektite, they carry 
extraordinary energies, perhaps due to the tremen-
dous forces involved in their formation in meteor 
crash explosions. Whatever the reason for their 
intensity, it is not surprising that a Libyan Gold 
Tektite was used as the centerpiece in the neck-
lace of an ancient Egyptian king—these stones 
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emanate the kind of mystic power associated with the 
god-kings of old, and they can facilitate the awakening 
of the inner King or Queen in oneself as well.
     “Those who work with the retrieval of ancient 
knowledge may find Libyan Gold Tektites to be pow-
erful access keys to the Akashic records. These stones 
can aid those wishing to recover the ties of the early 
Egyptian civilizations to the influence of extraterrestrial 
entities. They can link one with the energies of Isis and 
Osiris, the mythic figures said to have given humankind 
the remarkable evolutionary boost which gave rise to 
civilization. The energies of the Sirius star system also 
seem to be connected with these stones. Those wishing 
to make interdimensional journeys there, and to other 
high vibrational realms, can use these stones to get on 
the proper ‘beam.’
     “Meditation and personal ritual performed with the 
Libyan Gold Tektite will be strongly enhanced, particu-
larly if one’s goal is to actualize some outcome in the 
material world. If one feels within the self the call to be 
more than one has been up to now, the feeling that one 
has yet to realize one’s full potential, working with these 
stones is highly recommended. Combining them with 
Moldavite is ideal for the achievement of self-transfor-
mation to one’s highest calling. Adding Tibetan Tektite 
to the Libyan Gold Tektite will greatly speed the process 
of manifestation of one’s goals. Using all three together 
can facilitate the most rapid transformation possible, 
under the guidance of one’s higher Will.
     “Another specialized application of Libyan Gold 
Tektite is to combine it with Yellow Sapphire, for the 
manifestation of prosperity. Both stones combine the 
pure Gold Ray of manifestation, and Yellow Sapphire 
has long been regarded in the Hindu tradition as a stone 
of financial abundance. If one is working toward such 
outcomes, adding a Phenacite to the mix is another way 
of strengthening the bringing-into-form of the visualized 
goal.”

Moldavite
  Moldavite is a 
member of the 
Tektite group, a 
glassy mixture of 
silicon dioxide, alu-
minum oxide and 
other metal oxides, 
with a hardness of 
5.5 to 6. Its crys-
tal system is amor-
phous. The color of 
most specimens is 
a deep forest green, 
though some pieces are pale green and others, especially 
those from Moravia, are greenish brown. A few rare 
gem-grade stones are only a little darker than emerald 
green. Moldavite’s formation coincides with the crash 
of a large meteorite in what is now the Bohemian pla-
teau of the Czech Republic, approximately 14.8 million 
years ago. Most specimens are found strewn throughout 
that area. Farmers often turned up pieces of Moldavite 
when plowing fields, and Moldavite ‘miners’ sift and 
dig through loose sands and gravels. Some of the richest 
finds have occurred at the towns of Chlum and Slavce. 
A very delicate, lacy form of Moldavite has been found 
near the village of Besednice.
     Robert Simmons writes: “Scientific theorists dif-
fer on hypotheses regarding Moldavite’s origin. Some 
contend that Moldavite is earthly rock melted by the 
heat of the meteorite crash, while others suggest that the 
material is of extraterrestrial origin, possibly a type of 
obsidian ejected by a lunar volcano. A third theory holds 
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that Moldavite is a fusion product of meteoric material 
and earthly rock that were vaporized in the tremendous 
heat of the impact explosion, the resultant gas being 
propelled high into the atmosphere. This gaseous mate-
rial would have then cooled and condensed into a liquid 
glass which ‘rained’ down on the crater and surrounding 
areas. Regardless of which, if any, of these ideas is cor-
rect, it is known that Moldavite indeed fell from the sky 
because of the aerodynamic shapes of certain pieces, and 
virtually all scientists associate it with the meteoric col-
lision that formed the Bohemian plateau and surrounding 
mountains. 
     “The event which gave birth to Moldavite was one of 
tremendous power. The force of the impact explosion has 
been estimated at six trillion megatons, far more than all 
the atom bombs on Earth. The heat, as mentioned above, 
was high enough to vaporize rock, and the main body 
of the meteorite is believed to have passed completely 
through the Earth’s crust, penetrating into the liquid iron 
at the planet’s core. This deep impact is said to have 
disturbed the currents of rotating liquid iron enough to 
cause the reversal of Earth’s magnetic poles. 
     “Throughout history, and even into pre-history, 
Moldavite has been regarded as a spiritual talisman. The 
Neolithic peoples of Eastern Europe wore Moldavite 
at least 25,000 years ago, and the famed Venus of 
Willendorf—the earliest known goddess statue—was 
discovered in a digging site which contained a number 
of Moldavite amulets. People of that period also used 
Moldavite for arrowheads and cutting tools.
     “More recently, Moldavite has been viewed as a 
relic of the legend of the Holy Grail. In some recount-
ings, the Grail was said to be not a cup, but a stone, 
an Emerald that fell from the sky. In other stories, 
the Grail cup was carved from the Emerald. The cor-
respondences of the Stone of the Grail with Moldavite 
are clear. The ancients called all clear green gemstones 
‘Emeralds,’ and Moldavite is the only such stone ever 
to have fallen from the sky. In history, there was even 
a physical ‘Grail’ discovered and brought to Napoleon, 
who was disappointed to find it was green glass. But, 
of course, Moldavite is green glass. Another chalice, 
this one made of gold and adorned with Moldavites, 
was passed down through the centuries and disappeared 
during the second World War. In the 1930s, the famed 
artist, mystic Nicholas Roerich, compared a Moldavite 
(which he called agni mani, meaning ‘fire pearl’) to the 
fabled Stone of Shambhala, further asserting it was the 
same stone contained in the Holy Grail. Interestingly, the 
energetic effects of Moldavite parallel those attributed 
to the fabled Grail stone. In Czech folklore, Moldavite 
was believed to bring harmony to marital relationships, 
and was used as a traditional betrothal gift for centuries. 
Once again, the Stone of the Grail was believed to have 
similar properties.
     “In modern times, Moldavite has emerged as one of 
the stones most prized for metaphysical purposes. Its 
effects vary widely, from mild to almost overwhelming, 
from physical cleansings to spiritual breakthroughs—yet 
the common denominator seems to be the revitalization 
and acceleration of one’s path of personal evolution. 
    “People who hold Moldavite for the first time most 
often experience its energy as warmth or heat, usually 
felt first in one’s hand and then progressively throughout 
the body. In some cases, there is an opening of the heart 
chakra which is characterized by strange (though not 
painful) sensations in the chest, an upwelling of emo-
tion and a flushing of the face. This has happened often 
enough to have been given a name—the ‘Moldavite 
flush.’ Other ways of feeling Moldavite’s energies 
include pulsations in the hand while holding the stone, 
tingling in the third-eye and heart chakras, a feeling of 
light-headedness or dizziness, and occasionally the sense 
of being lifted out of one’s body. Most people feel that 
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Moldavite excites their energies and speeds their vibra-
tions, especially for the first days or weeks, until one 
becomes acclimated to it. However, some individuals, 
especially Starborns, find that Moldavite relaxes them, 
as if it were a little piece of ‘home.’
Moldavite’s energies can activate any and all of the 
chakras. Its vibrations tend to focus in areas where 
one has blockages or ‘wounds,’ first clearing these 
areas and then moving into resonance with one’s entire 
energetic system. Resonance with Moldavite can take 
many forms—chakras can open; synchronicities can 
increase in frequency and significance; one’s dream life 
can become dramatically more vivid and meaningful; 
one can connect with spirit guides; physical, emotional 
or spiritual healings can happen; jobs and relationships 
can change; meditations can become deeper and more 
powerful—yet all these can be viewed as symptoms of a 
shift in one’s own energies. This shift is what Moldavite 
can catalyze. With its high and intense vibrations, it can 
resonate with one’s energy pattern in a way that creates 
an intensification of one’s spiritual vitality and an accel-
eration of one’s progress on the path of one’s highest 
destiny. This is much the same effect that legend says 
one might have received through exposure to the fabled 
Stone of the Grail. 
     “The spiritual Grail may be thought of as the awak-
ened and fully realized intelligence of the human heart. 
Moldavite once again parallels the Stone of the Grail in 
its affinity to the heart and the heart chakra. Through the 
heart’s electromagnetic field and its accompanying field 
of unmeasurable subtle energies, we can directly per-
ceive the conditions of other people and the world. The 
heart’s field resonates to All-That-Is, from atoms to gal-
axies, from individual soul to cosmic consciousness. And 
the heart not only perceives—it also changes conditions. 
Through the heart’s will, it is possible to alter reality, 
and, knowing this, one has the responsibility of willing 
the highest good in each moment without knowing what 
form it will take. Moldavite offers the promise and car-
ries the potential for assisting one in fully awakening the 
intelligence of the heart. 
     “Moldavite is a powerful aid for meditation and 
dream-work. In both cases, taping a piece of Moldavite 
to the forehead can have the effect of creating a much 
more vivid and visionary inner experience. Moldavite 
increases one’s sensitivity to guidance and one’s abil-
ity to discern the messages sent from the higher realms. 
Moldavite can be a powerful catalyst for self-healing, 
clearing blockages and opening the meridians, as well 
as energizing the interconnections between all aspects 
of one’s etheric, astral, causal and physical bodies. Like 
the ancient, fabled agni mani, revered in ancient lore, 
Moldavite is a talisman of spiritual awakening, transfor-
mation and evolutionary growth. 
     “In addition to use in meditation and dream work, 
Moldavite can be worn as jewelry. This conveys the 
advantage of being able to keep its energies in one’s 
vibrational field throughout the day, for further strength-
ening of its effects. Doing this also draws an increased 
incidence of beneficial sychronicities into one’s daily 
life. Some people will have to accustom themselves 
gradually to wearing Moldavite, because of its energetic 
intensity, but most will make the adjustment in a few 
days.
Moldavite also offers an energy of spiritual protection. 
When one is in resonance with its high-frequency vibra-
tions, negative energies and entities cannot connect 
with or hang onto one’s field. In alignment with its 
transformational properties, Moldavite tends to discon-
nect one from unhealthy attachments and magnetize the 
persons and situations one most needs for evolutionary 
progress. 
     “Moldavite can be cut and facetted into gems and 
other forms, some of which can enhance its energies. 

Continued on page 138
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The forms which magnify and focus Moldavite’s vibra-
tions include pyramids, Platonic solids, spheres and star 
tetrahedrons. The most powerful gem cuts are round bril-
liant, radiant octagon, trilliant and oval. Round Moldavite 
beads are both gentle and powerful. Like spheres, they 
allow an even omnidirectional flow of Moldavite’s vibra-
tions, accompanied by a kind of softness, which may 
come from the stone’s rounded shape
     “Moldavite is an ideal stone for use in making 
energy tools. It can be glued or otherwise attached to 
other stones to magnify both energies. It can be added 
to wands, headbands, templates, grids and all sorts of 
devices to intensify their effects.
     “Moldavite has the ability to enhance and accelerate 
the beneficial effects on many other stones. It works 
well with all types of Quartz, as well as Amethyst, 
Citrine, Rose Quartz, Sugilite, Charoite, Lapis, Larimar, 
Rhodochrosite, Aquamarine, Heliodor, Pietersite, 
Smokey Quartz, Selenite and most other gemstones. For 
healing purposes, it works very well with Seraphinite. For 
enhanced visionary experience, Herkimer ‘Diamonds’ 
are an excellent ally. Genuine Diamond, in crystal or gem 
form, further intensifies Moldavite’s transformational 
energies. Libyan Gold Tektite increases Moldavite’s 
empowerment of the third chakra, focus of personal 
power and will.
Moldavite is one of the Synergy Twelve stones, along 
with Danburite, Tanzanite, Azeztulite, Phenacite, 
Herderite, Tibetan Tektite, Satyaloka Quartz, Petalite, 
Brookite, Natrolite and Scolecite. This combination is 
the most powerful yet discovered for enhancement of the 
etheric pattern of the perfected self. Moldavite also works 
harmoniously with each of these stones on its own. 
     “If one were forced to be marooned on a desert island 
with only one stone as an ally, Moldavite would be an 
excellent choice.”

Morganite 
    Morganite is a pink, 
peach or purple/pink 
variety of Beryl, a beryl-
lium aluminum silicate 
mineral with a hardness 
of 7.5 to 8. Its crystal 
system is hexagonal 
(trigonal). Its color is 
caused by manganese. 
Morganite was mined 
first in Madagascar in 
1902. It was named after the financier and mineral collec-
tor J.P. Morgan. Important deposits of Morganite come 
from Brazil, Madagascar, Africa and the United States. 
  Robert Simmons writes: “As Rose Quartz is the great 
energizer of personal love and self love, Morganite is 
attuned most clearly to the frequency of Divine love. 
Morganite opens the heart on another level, making us 
aware of the huge ocean of cosmic love within which we 
all exist. Morganite gives us the opportunity to surrender 
to the immense power of Divine love and to let it show us 
our life path more clearly. 
     “Morganite can bring an immediate release of old pains 
and sorrow and a sense of lightness, as though a burden 
has been lifted. It can make the healing of old wounds 
easier, bringing long-forgotten traumas into consciousness 
where one can relive them one last time as they are being 
released. Morganite brings in the frequency of Divine 
compassion, which gives us what we most need for our 
growth, if not always what we think we want. Morganite 
is recommended to all those who wish to do serious inner 
work and emotional self-healing. Not only can it cleanse 
and activate the heart, bringing it into harmony with the 
Divine plan, it can also awaken us to the awareness that 
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all of our life’s suffering and pain served the higher pur-
pose of our spiritual growth. With this awareness comes 
the inner surrender which releases us from the pain to 
which we had been unconsciously clinging. 
   “Morganite harmonizes with all the well-known heart-
chakra stones, as well as Rosophia, Rhodazez, Gold 
Azeztulite, Strawberry Quartz, Phenacite, Danburite, 
Petalite and Azeztulite.

Terraluminite™ 
    Terraluminite is the name given to a granitic mixture 
of pink feldspar, white quartz and black biotite, recently 

discovered in 
Vermont. This 
name refers 
to the stone’s  
embodiment of 
the love ener-
gies emanating 
up from the 
Earth, as well 
as the Divine 
Light descend-
ing from the  

heavenly realms. It means literally “the Light of the 
Earth.”  
   Robert Simons writes: “When I held a piece of the 
Terraluminite at my third eye chakra and another at 
the heart, I felt an immediate and pleasant sensation of 
energy currents filling and linking those two chakras. 
As I continued, I sensed the nurturing flow moving out 
from my core, through my torso, and then filling the 
arms and legs and continuing into the hands and feet. I 
had the clear feeling that the channels along which the 
currents flowed were the meridians as known in qi gong 
and acupuncture. The experience felt as though the entire 
system was being cleansed, charged and integrated, with 
a deeply healing and loving vibration.
 “Terraluminite fills the third eye and crown chakras 
with deep pulsations that are pleasurable as well as 
opening. In me, they brought about surges of Light and 
vibration, entering the third eye and moving up through 
the crown in a rhythm that reminded me of pistons fir-
ing––ba-boom. These stones can bring strong beneficial 
energies to any chakra where they are placed. They speak 
of themselves in my meditations with them as stones of 
Light Body Awakening.
 “I am struck by their apparent synthesis of the vibra-
tory qualities of Azeztulite and Rosophia that appear in 
Teraluminite. When I work with Azeztulite and Rosophia 
together, I experience the archetypally ‘masculine’ cur-
rents of Divine Light moving in from above, while the 
‘feminine’ currents of the Earth’s love well up from 
below. These two streams meet and join in the heart, 
bringing about a subtle but ecstatic love-union of the 
Heavenly Light and Earthly Love.   The experience of 
attuning to Terraluminite is much like that which I feel 
from Azeztulite and Rosophia stones combined. 
 “In inner alchemy, one of the important stages is that 
of conjunction. In old texts, it is often depicted as love-
making between the Sun and Moon. Once again, this can 
be compared to the meeting of masculine and feminine 
spiritual energies when we work with Azeztulite and 
Rosophia. The fruit of the conjunction was believed to 
be the birth of the Divine Child, which was actually the 
birth of a new consciousness––a new self––within the 
alchemical practitioner. This feeling of the birth of a 
new self––a self of deeper spiritual awareness and much 
greater wholeness––is engendered by the currents of 
Terraluminite. This experience of the Light of the Earth 
can easily be related to the feeling of rebirth which is 

Continued on page 140
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Aqua Lemuria
 

New Indonesian Gem Material, said to aid in accessing ancient 
knowledge from the legendary realm of Lemuria

Gaia Stone
Gemstone from the ashes of the Mt. St Helens eruption
Said to aid in connecting with the Heart of the World

Pink Lazurine
Rare lab-created Gem Material formed in crucibles of pure  

Platinum Said to awaken the awareness of the Higher Heart
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associated with the alchemical Divine Child. 
 “As I continued working with Terraluminite, I placed 
two stones on my forehead, one at each temple. The cur-
rents from the stones moved into the head and met one 
another deep in the center of the brain. I experienced 
a feeling of spaciousness and Light within the brain. 
I heard inwardly, ‘The interior of the skull becomes a 
Holy Temple when the Light of the Earth enters.’ The 
feeling that one’s own brain/mind is suddenly filled with 
a Divine atmosphere is one of the characteristic effects 
of Terraluminite.
 “On other levels, Terraluminite offers itself as a 
healing balm for balancing and integrating all the organs, 
the circulatory system, the nervous system, the chakras 
and the meridian system. It stimulates the coherence of 
the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix, enhancing the inter-
communication of all layers of the self, from the most 
subtle dimensions of the Light Body to the densest bone 
tissues.
 “Terraluminite’s currents can facilitate deep  healing 
of the emotional body. It soothes the ‘pain body,’ which 
carries memories of past wounds and fears. It encourages 
letting go of inner tension and it reminds us that we are 
all swimming in an ocean of Divine love. 
 “Terraluminite is a wonderful stone for the heart and 
the heart chakra. It strengthens Heart Awareness, and 
it charges the connection via which the mind becomes 
aware of the ‘thought of the heart.’ It vivifies the ‘image 
language’ by which the heart communicates, and it opens 
the gates of pleasure which we feel when the heart and 
brain operate as one.
 “Terraluminite harmonizes first and foremost with 
Rosophia, and with all varieties of Azeztulite. It can be 
augmented in its awakening of the brain/mind centers 
by combining it with Phenacite, Herderite and Natrolite. 
It resonates powerfully with Morganite and most other 
heart stones. Master Shamanite can add important 
grounding and protective energies to the blissful awak-
ened state brought about through inner work with 
Terraluminite.”

Rosophia™ Sleep Stones
 When the new gemstone Rosophia was introduced a 
year ago, there were many who felt immediately attracted 
to these stones and their lovely, nurturing heart currents. 
Since then, pieces of Rosophia have spread throughout 
the world, and we have heard a number of moving 
stories. We have watched as people felt tears flow into 
their eyes upon encountering the currents of Rosophia. 
We have heard stories of emotional healing, and we 
have repeatedly seen the power and healing influence 
of the combination of Rosophia and Azeztulite. We feel 
strongly that Rosophia’s qualities are deeply needed in 
the world now, and are most enthusiastic about helping 
to bring these stones to those who wish to work with 
them.
 One of the phenomena we have noticed around 
Rosophia is an enhancement of sleep, if someone takes 
one of these stones into bed, or even keeps it on the 
bedside table. Recently we received this  in an email 
from a friend and customer in California: “The Rosophia 

Continued from page 139
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                            keeps you attuned to harmony!
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stone is by my bedside. I have kept it there and I hold it 
to my heart when I watch television. I can definitely say 
that my sleep has changed. I go to sleep much sooner 
than before when I would be awake for hours, and I sleep 
more deeply. Thank you for your wonderful Gift. I am 
very pleased with the results.” 
 Another friend reported that her nightmares and feel-
ings of depression disappeared when she began sleeping 
with Rosophia.
 Robert Simmons writes: “I have been sleeping with 
the first Rosophia stone we discovered last year, and 
it has provided me with the best enhance of sleep and 
dream life of any stone I have ever worked with in this 
way. When I hold the Rosophia near my heart in the 
bed, lying on my side, I feel immediately soothed and 
comforted. It is very easy to get to sleep, and my asleep 
is very deep. My dreams tend to be more vivid and more 
pleasant, and I do not have ‘bad dreams’ when I use the 
Rosophia. My ‘sleeping stone’ is also a helpful aid if 
entering into meditation.
 “Perhaps the most amazing phenomenon of sleeping 
with Rosophia is that I sometimes wake up during the 
night, and I notice that something is going on between 
the stone and my heart. I can feel a pleasant, loving 
exchange of currents between the stone and my heart. It 
feels as if this goes on all night, though my brain knows 
nothing about it unless I wake up and feel it.”
 Because of these surprising and intriguing reports, 
we have chosen some naturally rounded larger pieces of 
Rosophia and designated them as Rosophia Sleep Stones. 
Some of them we have partially tumbled more to give 
them a softer feel and a bit of luster. We are offering these 
stones for the first time in our catalog, and we encourage 
our readers to try them. In order to facilitate this, we will 
offer a special sixty-day return policy on the Rosophia 
Sleep Stones. If you try one for up to that length of time 
and are not feeling a benefit to your relaxation, comfort 
and/or sleep, you can return your Sleep Stone for a 
refund or merchandise credit. 
 We also hope you will report your experiences to us. 
Send us a note at heavenandearth@earthlink.net

Lemurian Light™ Crystals
 When these crystals first entered the marketplsce last 
fall, they were called “Colombian Lemurians,” a name 
taken from the ladder-like lines on their sides and their 
origin in the mountains of Colombia. Eventually, they 
were given the name Lemurian Light Crystals, because 
of their obvious similarities (both outer and inner) to 
Lemurian Seed Crystals, and because of their powerful 
capacity to infuse one’s consciousness with spiritual 
Light. All of the specimens we tested, from tiny one.
 Robert Simmons writes: “When I held these crystals, 
I experienced a definite flow of pleasurable currents, 
primarily in the head. They were not confined to the third 
eye and/or the crown chakra. Instead, they emitted cool, 
clear energies that flowed wherever in the skull that the 
crystals were pointed. The pleasurable sensations were 
strong, yet subtle, in the sense that I felt them everywhere 
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   When I meditated with Danburite placed at 
the heart chakra, my heart responded, and the 
response of my heart was a feeling I would describe 
as reverence. It was as though the Danburite 
revealed something holy to my heart, which my 
heart deeply revered. There was, in placing the 
Danburite near my heart, a resonance within my 
heart. In the space between the stone and my heart, 
there was a meeting in which my heart could feel 
the beautiful holy beings that stand behind and 
express through Danburite crystals. I have always 
believed that Danburite is a high crystal of the 
angelic realm, and this response of the heart, in 
reverence to what it feels when the stone is near, 
confirmed this for me. 
    I found that the currents coming through 
Danburite are felt readily in the third eye and 
crown chakras as well as the heart. In fact, I could 
sometimes feel all three chakras as if they were 
one, all in a state of very calm, soft reverence. The 
feeling of a gentle awareness of awe--again for 
something I cannot see with my outer or inner 
eyes, but I can feel through holding Danburite--is 
the most salient quality I associate with this stone. 
Even as I spoke these words into my tape recorder, 
I had to overcome an impulse to fall into silence. 
The Danburite inspires such reverence--such a 
feeling of inwardly bowing to a great presence, or 
many great presences--that expressing anything 
requires overcoming the urge to be quietly and 

reverentially present with what is.  
     Every time I hold Danburite and close my eyes, 
I feel as though I am within White Light. This 
is something different from the gold-white Light 
that I associate with Azeztulite, or any number of 
other Light qualities that I feel through sensing 
the stones. This Light is the pure White Light 
of the Divine, and my inner image is of the radi-
ance of the Throne of the Divine. It is as though 
the angelic ones who express through Danburite 
are among those nearest the Source. Therefore, 
their purity is beyond that of many other spiritual 
beings, and it is because of their purity that they are 
able to be near to the Light of the Source.
     When we meditate with Danburite, we have the 
opportunity to share in the consciousness of these 
angelic ones. We have the invitation to feel what 
it’s like to make a close approach to the ultimate, 
infinite Light. I feel that the reverence I experienced 
in my heart upon attuning to Danburite is akin to 
the reverence of the angelic ones themselves. 
     This impulse toward immersion in awed and 
reverential silence is one of Danburite’s most 
potent qualities. In meditation with Danburite, as 
in most meditations, one wishes to reach a state of 
inner stillness. Many of the other states that can 
occur in meditative experience require first the 
stillness. Many people feel that stillness is difficult 
to achieve because the mind continues its inner 
monologue constantly. However with Danburite, 

especially when it is placed at or near the heart, 
there is a natural quieting of thought as one’s atten-
tion is fully captured by the feeling of the presence 
of the holy.  
     It may be that the beings to which we attune 
through Danburite are so far beyond normal 
human experience that they can only offer us a 
glimpse of their reality. Our own evolutionary 
path includes activation and awakening of the 
Light Body, and ultimately Ascension in the Body 
of Light into the highest realms. There are many 
steps between our present state and the state of holy 
silence that Danburite embodies. Nonetheless, 
being within the presence of these high spiritual 
beings nourishes one’s soul and spirit. It inspires us 
to see the horizons of our destiny, and it provides a 
taste of the ambrosia of that domain. Danburite, in 
a more everyday capacity--as it constantly emanates 
the White Light of the holy beings behind it-can 
help us soothe and heal the emotional body of old 
wounds or destructive habits. 
     Danburite is excellent as a helper for relieving 
stress and calming frayed nerves. It can aid people 
who are in depression or grief-not so much to rise 
above these feelings as to be at peace with them. 
Danburite can be a loving companion in the neces-
sary times of grief, and it can help us remember the 
Light that invisibly pervades all being.
     Danburite is not only a stone of the White 
Light-it is a stone of the Transparent Ray. This is 
the light-in-darkness; it is the invisible Light that is 
present everywhere, underlying all appearances. It 
is as though the Light that Danburite embodies in 
crystallized form is the substrate of all being, and 
the radiant Face behind all masks. There is great 
and powerful unconditional love expressed through 
Danburite. It is so clear and so without stain that 
apprehending the presence of this love can feel 
overwhelming to one’s everyday self. Nonetheless, 
to hold oneself quietly within the loving arms of 
the Danburite, one might say, is to experience 
complete spiritual love and protection. 
     The spirit of each person descends into matter 
with a mission to bring Light into the world and to 
manifest it here. Danburite is a crystallized embodi-
ment of the purest Light of the highest realms. Its 
high-frequency currents barely touch the Earth 
plane. Danburite resonates not only with the third 
eye and crown, but very readily with the etheric 
chakras all the way up to the fourteenth chakra. As 
I meditate with Danburite, I easily feel the exten-
sion of its vibrations through the crown chakra 
together with the opening of a funnel of Light from 
the crown-widening as it extends upward into the 
spiritual realms. There is a kind of dimensional 
membrane between the material and spiritual 
realms. Danburite makes us capable of crossing 
that threshold. When we work with this stone, 
we can experience ourselves as present in both the 
earthly and spiritual realms simultaneously. This is 
Danburite’s great gift and our opportunity.  
   Danburite works synergistically with many 
stones-“With all,” it says. As mentioned, it is one 
of the Ascension Stones and one of the Synergy 
Twelve. It works hand in hand with all variet-
ies of Azeztulite. It combines with Herderite for 
an even greater expansion of consciousness, and 
with Phenacite for a deepening of one’s visionary 
capacities.      
      Again and again, as I hold Danburite, I see a 
vision of white wings. I can only imagine that these 
represent the presence of the Danburite angels. At 
each glimpse of those wings I find myself again in 
reverent silence. f
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Danburite 
Stone of the Angels™

We o�er �ne Danburite crystals, Aqua Aura and Angel Aura Danburite, 
plus Danburite jewelry, beads, polished shapes, faceted gems and more!

Danburite Excerpts from 
        Stones of the New Consciousness, 
                                                               by Robert Simmons
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Publication Date: Spring 2009

Beyond the Light Barrier is the autobiographical story of Elizabeth Klarer, 
a South African woman, and Akon, an astrophysicist from Meton, a planet 
of Proxima Centauri, which at a distance of about 4.3 light years, is our 
nearest stellar neighbor.

Elizabeth was taken in his spaceship to Meton where she lived with his 
family for four months, and where their son was born. Her life on Meton is 
fascinatingly described. He brought Elizabeth back to Earth and continued 
to visit her.

Akon explained how the light-propulsion system used in the spaceship 
operated, which is explained in detail in the book.

Elizabeth was given a standing ovation at the 11th International Congress 
of UFO Research Groups at Wiesbaden in 1975 and her speech as guest of 
honor was applauded by scientists of 22 nations.

This is the long-awaited reprint of the original 1980 edition in English.

“A profound, provocative book for the 21st century,” 
JJ Hurtak, PhD, 

Investigative researcher and founder of The Academy for Future Science, 
a United Nations NGO.$15.95, Softcover, 244p

ISBN: 978-1-891824-77-7

“The wealth of a planet is solely dependent upon the health of its population.”

This Handbook For Healers package is the foundation for a series of handbooks 
to support and enhance the work of all healers.  It is a channeled guide from 
OMA intended for healers of all skill levels, offering nutritional advice, exercises 
and meditations.  OMA comments that, “The human body was designed to be 
a thoroughly wonderful vehicle for at least two centuries” and that “healing is 
restoring perfection.”

Chapters include:
Who Is a Healer?   How Healing Works
Three Acts of a Healer  Healing Changes Consciousness
Moving Beyond Survival Fears Restore Perfection at Subatomic Levels

The entire package includes the Healing Handbook 1 plus a healing tones CD and an instructional DVD.
$17.95

6x9, 209 p, Softcover
ISBN 1-891824-72-4

Publication Date: Spring 2009

Publication Date: Spring 2009

Continuity Of Life Series 
Angela deAngelis, PhD

Take a new look at healing, health, life and even 
death. Gain a new perspective on troubles such as 
diseases, addictions, daily challenges and transitions. 
Take a journey of the heart, mind and soul into the 
infinite realm of unbounded hope and possibility, of 
transformational healing and transcendence.
Begin seeing life and life’s adventures as cyclic rather 
than linear. Discover what must shift for our minds to 
open to heightened awareness and power.  

Find out what it is that keeps us from knowing all we 
can about who we are and what we are capable of within and beyond our physical existence. This four volume series 
is written for every lay and professional reader who has ever encountered an ending or a beginning, a trauma, or a 
transition of any sort and has a desire to learn what is possible in the evolution of the human consciousness. As you 
become more aware of this continuity of life, you will begin to initiate yourself into an entirely new energy matrix, 
always expanding your being.
So, step into the Continuity of Life and walk on . . .

Vol.1 Endings Are Beginnings 
$16.95 ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-62-3

Vol.2 Embracing Eternity 
$16.95 ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-67-8

Vol.3 Transition and
Survival Technologies 

$16.95 ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-68-5
Vol.4 Healing Earth in 

All Her Dimensions 
$16.95 ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-69-2

GIZA LEGACY 
by Rico Paganini

Modern technology, combined with spiritual sensing abilities, 
enabled Rico Paganini to grasp the real secret of the pyramids, 
their metaphysical significance and their function as a guidepost 
to the subterranean world beneath them.

Giza Legacy paints a picture of a fascinating world in which a 
new or rediscovered human history is traced far back to lost 
continents of Atlantis and Lemuria. The clues are there for all to 
see wherever the ancient megalithic structures remain. And the 
clues extend far beyond the distant past into the cosmos.

50 Graphics in 3D, 60 Maps & 250 + color photos

$25.00 8.5 x 10 Softcover, 200p 
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-71-5  

Expeditions into and under the mysterious realms of the Pyramids 
and the Sphinx offer a key to both our origins and our future.

Special Series Price $55.00

Dr. Angela deAngelis, Director of the Metaxis Institute in Northern California, is a psychotherapist, lecturer, spiritual 
guide, and conducts seminars throughout the country. She has appeared on Oprah and Talk of the Nation, and been 
featured in U.S. News & World Report and Family Circle magazine.
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  Retreat Center For Sale
$950,000

Location:
30 miles southeast of Raleigh, North Carolina. 40 miles to RDU 
international airport; 10 miles to rail station, at convergence 
of  N-S I-95 and E-W I-40.  Raleigh is one of the most rapid 
growing areas in the country, and less affected than most areas 
by the economic turndown.

House: 
h   9000 square feet 
         (includes 1100 square foot apartment)
h   19 rooms
h   8 bathrooms

Outside:
h   13 acres
h   pool
h   barn
h   two labyrinths
h   walking path

http://spiritualschool.org/retreat/bensonretreat.asp

I touched them to my head, but the feeling was not 
intense, as it can be with Phenacite or Herderite. 
Rather, I felt comforted and soothed, yet filled with 
soft white Light. I did not want to take the stones 
away from my head. My intuition was to allow 
myself to touch the skull everywhere, especially on 
the forehead and the temples, moving the crystals 
around with the tips lightly touching the skin. This 
created a deep, contemplative mood, in which I 
began to feel the qualities of the stones ‘pulling me 
forward,’ drawing what I sensed as dormant capaci-
ties of the brain into conscious awareness. It was 
not that the capacities revealed themselves, but that 
I intuitively sensed this to be happening. (Perhaps 
such intuitive knowing is one of the capacities!) The 
felt sense of my experience was one of profound 
peace, and pleasure in the brain. I inwardly heard the 
word ‘beatitude’ when I wondered what this feeling 
ought to be called. I sensed the inner message 
from the stones that their purpose with us involves 
expanding our brain function and consciousness, 
and showing us that increased consciousness equals 
increased pleasure––i.e., the brain and the self feel 
good when more of the cells are illuminated, or 
‘turned on.’
 “Being ‘turned on’ can mean being filled with 
Light, and these crystals do precipitate the experi-
ence of pleasurable inner Light. The Light I could 
see was totally woven into the waves of peace and 
inner silence engendered by the stones. 
 “At one point, as I noticed more and more of my 
skull slowly filling with the silence/light/peace of 
these crystals, I felt drawn to place one of them at 
the ‘Mouth of God’ point in the back of the skull, 
at the top of the spine. This was where I felt the 
currents most powerfully, and they seem to radiate 
in a kind of Light-web, like circuits or subtle wires 
connecting all the parts of the brain. There was 
a wave of pleasure as this occurred. I then added 
another crystal at the third eye, and a clear circuit 

between the two stones was formed. Feeling the 
flow of energies between the two stones, I sensed, 
‘Consciousness is being woven into me. I am being 
healed and gently awakened, yet the peace pouring 
through me keeps me silent.’
 “As I worked with the Lemurian Light Crystals, 
I experienced some visions. Among them were 
impressions of scenes from a past civilization that 
I presumed was Lemurian. However the people in 
the scenes I saw were very powerful and dynamic, 
different from the soft, dreamy Lemurians I had 
envisioned before. I seemed to be shown that the 
beings revealed through these crystals were from 
the ‘Capital Island’ of ancient Lemuria, and they 
were the elite of their kind. They seemed to be uti-
lizing crystals like the ones I was holding, as aids to 
focusing consciousness for practices such as healing 
and clairvoyance, and in other activities I could not 
understand. I believe these stones may carry memo-
ries  of some of these lost capacities, and they can 
teach those who are willing to work with them to 
recall and embody them.
 “Here and now, I can say that Lemurian Light 
Crystals are deeply soothing and quieting to one’s 
consciousness, even as they awaken the inner Light. 
They can help one enter quickly and deeply into 
meditative states, releasing stress and opening the 
mind to receive inner guidance and inspiration. 
Further, they can help one to become more coherent, 
in the sensed of enhancing the organization of one’s 
Liquid Crystal Body Matrix. As I have written in 
Stones of the New Consciousness, increased crystal-
line coherence in the body seems to enhance one’s 
capacities for all sorts of expanded awareness. Once 
again, I want to point out that the crystals bring plea-
sure into the brain/mind. We are not used to thinking 
of pleasure as a sign of enhanced consciousness, 
but this is probably due to our Puritan cultural past. 
When we are functioning at our highest levels of 
awareness, pleasure is always present.

 “In certain important ways, Lemurian Light 
crystals embody the same qualities as the traditional 
Lemurians. As I wrote about them in The Book of 
Stones: ‘With these stones, there can be wonderful 
experiences of heart opening and the healing of the 
emotional body. One may feel the elation of the 
‘return to paradise,’ the reconnection with soul, the 
sense of becoming more whole. There may be a 
feeling of increased sensuality, a delicious appre-
ciation of physical and emotional life. One may 
discover that one’s ‘true self’ has emerged at last, 
and that the Divine Presence is an almost tangible 
substance, especially when one is out in the world of 
Nature. This is the gift of the Lemurian Seeds—the 
“return to the Garden.” The Lemurian Seeds can 
help one attain once again that balancing, nurtur-
ing, loving, spiritual and sensuous consciousness 
that has been long lost by much of humanity.’ The 
new Lemurian Light Crystals can also open us to 
enhanced and rewarding sensing capacities. Their 
focus is more on the illumination of the mind and 
the integration of the brain hemispheres than is the 
case with Lemurian Seeds, but with both crystals 
one experiences that wonderful feeling of the return 
of lost or dormant capacities, and the pleasure of 
feeling more whole.
 “Lemurian Light Crystals work well with 
Moldavite, Azeztulite of all varieties, Rosophia, 
Natrolite, Danburite and Agni Gold Danburite. 
With Mystic Merlinite, one can experience deeper 
integration of the consciousness, joining one’s Light 
and Shadow sides. With Phenacite, one’s capacity 
for visionary experiences is also much enhanced. 
With Lemurian Seed crystals, one can experience 
the fullest possible resonance of one’s true whole 
self on all levels. When these are combined, I rec-
ommend using a Lemurian Light Crystal at the third 
eye or at the ‘Mouth of God’ energy point, and a 
Lemurian Seed Crystal at the heart.” f

Continued from page 141
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2010 Show Locations & Dates
1 - A.B.C. Direct West
355 E. Ft. Lowell Rd.
January  27 - February 13

37 - A.B.C. Direct East
3301 E. Pennsylvania St.
January  27 - February 13

2 - La Quinta Gem & 
Mineral Show
La Quinta Inn
750 W. Starr Pass Blvd.
January  29 - February 13

3 - Howard Johnson’s 
Gem & Mineral Show
Howard Johnson 
1010 S. Freeway
January  29 - February 13

4 - American Gem Trade 
Association (AGTA)
Tucson Convention Center
260 S. Church St.
February 2 - 7

5 - American Indian 
Exposition
Flamingo Hotel, 
1300 N. Stone Ave.
January  31 - February 14

7 - Arizona Mineral & 
Fossil Show
Hotel Tucson City Center
475 N. Granada Ave.
January  30 - February 13

8 - Arizona Mineral & 
Fossil Show
Mineral & Fossil 
Marketplace
1333 N. Oracle Rd.
January  30 - February 13

9 - Arizona Mineral & 
Fossil Show
Ramada Limited
665 N. Freeway Ave.
January  30 - February 13

10 - Arizona Mineral & 
Fossil Show
Quality Inn-Benson Hwy.
1025 E. Benson Hwy.
January  30 - February 13

11 - The Best Bead Show 
Kino Veteran’s Memorial 
Community Center
2805 E. Ajo Way
February  3 - 7

14 - Executive Inn Mineral 
& Fossil Show
Best Western Executive Inn
333 W. Drachman
January  30 - February 14

15 - Fine Minerals 
International
450 N. Granada Ave.
January  31 - February 13

16 - Gem & Lapidary 
Dealers Association
Starr Pass Marriott Resort 
3800 W. Starr Pass Blvd.
February  1 - 7

17 - Gem & Lapidary 
Wholesalers
Gem Mall
4475 S. Country Club Rd.
January  30 - February 12

18 - Gem & Lapidary 
Wholesalers
Grant Inn 
1365 W. Grant Rd.
January  30 - February 12

19 - Gem & Lapidary 
Wholesalers
Holidome, Holiday Inn
4550 S. Palo Verde Rd.
February  4 - 12

20 - GJX Gem & Jewelry 
Exchange
198 S. Granada Ave.
February  2 - 7
 
21 - Globe-X/Days Inn
Days Inn - Convention 
Center
222 S. Freeway Ave.
January  29 - February 13 

22 - Granada Avenue 
Mineral Show
Next to InnSuites Hotel
350 N. Granada Ave.
January  29 - February 13

23 - Jewelry, Gem & 
Mineral Expo 
JG&M Expo 
601 W. Simpson St (2 
blocks SW of Convention 
Center)
January  30 - February 14

24 - Jewelry, Gem & 
Mineral  Expo 
JG&M Expo
3300 E. Michigan St.
January  30 - February 14

25 - J.O.G.S.
Tucson Exposition Center
3750 E. Irvington Rd.
January  29 - February 9

26 - Madagascar Minerals 
Gemshow
Norcross-Madagascar 
Gallery 
201 W. Lester St.
January  22 - February 15
(Jump Jan 20-21)

28 - Mineral & Fossil Co-op
1635 N. Oracle Rd.
January  30 - February 13

29 - Pueblo Gem & Mineral 
Show at Riverpark Inn
350 S. Freeway Ave.
January  30 - February 11

30 - Rapa River Gem & 
Mineral Show
292 S. Freeway Ave.
January  29 - February 14

31 - Rio Grande Catalog In 
Motion
Hilton Tucson East
7600 E. Broadway Blvd.
February  5 - 8
 
33 - To Bead True Blue
Doubletree at Reid Park
445 S. Alvernon Way
January  31 - February 5 

34 - 1820 Oracle 
Wholesale Show (Formerly 
TopGem Minerals)
1835-1893 N. 11th Ave.
January  29- February 14

35 - TWO Shows!
Tucson Electric Park 
Gem & Mineral Show  and 
Tucson Electric Park RV 
Gem Show
Kino Sports Complex 
2500 E. Ajo Way
January  30 - February 14

36 - Tucson Gem & 
Mineral Show™

Tucson Convention Center
260 S. Church St,
February 11 - 14

39 - Tucson Showplace
1530 S. Freeway Ave.
January  29 - February 14

40 - Tucson Westward 
Look  Mineral Show
Westward Look Resort
245 E. Ina Rd.
February  5 - 8

42 - The Whole Bead Show
Windmill Inn
4250 N. Campbell Ave.
February  3 - 8 

45 - African Art Village 
1134 S. Farmington Rd
January  29 - February 14

46 - Main Ave Gem Show
1202 North Main Avenue.
January  30 - February 14

47 - Rock, Gem & Lapidary 
Show
1201 North Main Avenue.
January  27 - February 14

48 - Main Avenue Mineral 
Faire
1027 North Main Avenue.
January  28 - February 13
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Meet the Author!
Robert Simmons, author of the newly released Stones of the New Consciousness, and 

       co-author of  The Book of Stones and Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation. 

Meet him at the Heaven and Earth show, at the La Quinta Inn, Room 217. This year’s Tucson show marks the launch 
of Robert’s new book, and he will be available to autograph copies of all his books Jan. 28 - Feb. 13. 

Visit our booth and discover the many exclusive stones introduced in Stones of the New Consciousness, 
including Himalaya Gold Azeztulite, Satyaloka Azeztulite and Rosophia. 

                                                          Ask us about the Stonework Intensive with Robert Simmons 
                                                                          to be o�ered in Vermont, May 20-23, 2010. STONES 

OF THE NEW
CONSCIOUSNESS

Healing, Awakening & Co-creating  
with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS
Co-author of �e Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

La Quinta Inn

Room 217

Heaven & Earth LLC
Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry HE

La Quinta Show (1-10 & 22nd Street) Room 217
FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

PO Box 249 ● East Montpelier, VT 05651 ● (802) 479-4775

   “Meditation with these stones is �rst an immersion in deep peace and interior silence. �e in-
ner dialog of thoughts is stilled with much greater ease than is usual. �e gentleness of Nirvana 
Quartz is paired with a current of strength that even those who are normally not crystal-sensitive 
can feel. If one allows the unfolding to continue, visions often come—waking dreams that picture 
what one most needs to see in order to consciously choose the path of one’s highest destiny. 
   “�e clear/white Nirvana Quartz crystals tend to stimulate and awaken the third eye and 
crown chakras, while the pink crystals are felt deeply in the heart. When used together, the cur-
rents of both types of Nirvana Quartz can �ow through the entire passage between the head and 
heart. �e pink crystals are associated primarily with the feminine stream, and the white with 
the masculine, though these distinctions are not rigid. Similarly, though the white crystals reso-
nate easily with the sixth and seventh chakras, while the pink ones �ow with the heart, one can 
encourage and allow these to �ow through all levels of oneself.”

  ––Robert Simmons, in Stones of the New Consciousness
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2010 Vendor Directory
Advertisers in The Metaphysical Guide to Tucson

  

Vendor Name             Ad Page Vendor Name            Ad Page
A World of Good    124
Adris Corp     130
Ahana Enterprises    95
AhhhMuse     62
Alipse     63
Amber No1    12
Aragon Enterprises    69
Arizona Case    109
Art’s King      26-27
Aura Magazine    151
Aurora Mineral Corp    19
Aurora West    18
Ausrox & Crystal Universe   16
Barlow’s Gems    84
Bodhisatva    3
Carlos Oddi    64
Carnival USA    40
Casa Crystals    53
Ceridwen’s    42-43
CGM Findings    7
Coning Works    128
Craftstones    37
Crystal Springs    65, 113
Crystal Tones    6
Crystal Wings Healing Art   94
Crystal World    85
Crystals From Heaven   118
David Geiger Minerals   41
Earthly Elements    112
El Paso Rock Shop    38
Enter The Earth    IFC, 1
Eric Haiderer    13, 15
Executive Inn Mineral & Fossil Show  76
Fantasy Gifts    128
Fenn’s Gems & Minerals   35
Gem & Lapidary Wholesalers   68, 74, 77
Gem Guide Book Co.    90
Gene Skublov    128
Globe-X / Days Inn Gem & Mineral Show  70-71
Go Jolly Jewelry    120
Healing Stones Encyclopedia   61
Heaven & Earth    10-11, 83, 87, 99, 102-103, 
     106-107, 110-111, 115, 117,  
     119, 121, 123, 125, 127, 129,  
     131-142, 158, OBC
Heaven & Earth Publishing   88-89, 91, 158
Houston Fine Mineral Show   100
Howard Johnson / La Quinta Shows  75
Inats West     160
Inner Traditions & Bear Company  97
International Crystal    20
International Gems & Minerals   143-150
Jewelry Institute of America   22-23
Jim Coleman Crystal Mines   114
Kristall Galerie    108
Larimar Conlight    17
Leandro Designs    8
Light Technology Publishing   152-153

Matrix India    29
Mercurious    65
Minec Expresso Mineral   80
Mineralientage Munchen   4
Mira Rey Activations    124
Mineral India    59
MK Gems & Minerals    118
Moldavite/TW Designs   105
Mountain Mark Trading   46-47
National Minerals    120
New Era Gems    39
New Leaf Distributing   155   
Norcross-Madagascar   21
Pelham Grayson    33
Pema Arts     44
Rachid & Aziz Adnane   81
Raiders of the Lost Art   25
Red Metal Minerals    65
Rock Our World    IBC
Ron Coleman Mining    78-79
Rosley’s Rocks & Gems   85
Sajen     30-31
San Francisco Fine Mineral Show  101
Seeds of Light    34
Siberian Star    104
Spirit Dancer Sage    128
Starborn Creations    14
Stephen Mauldin Stone Co.   54-55
StoneAge Minerals    116 
Sovereign Light    122
Starlinks     126
Suki Silver    130
Sun’s Eye     92
Sweetwater    45
TEP Gem & Mineral Show   66
The BioMat Co.    76
The Gem Connection    112
The Gem Shop    32
The Gemstone Factory   114
The Moldavite Man    130
The New Age Products Corridor   77
The Secret World of Crystals   93
The Silver Dragon    116
The Sugilite Co.    9
The UnCarved Block    5
Thomas M. Schneider   24
Tika     60
Top Gem / 1820 Oracle Wholesale Show  67
Trigonetics Instruments   126
Tripp’s     124
Tucson Showplace    72-73
Vasconcelos    36
Vicjon Enterprises    122
Vista Gems    130
Washington Gem & Mineral Co.   63
West Coast Mining    56-58
Zee’s     48-51
Zeppo Merchandisers   28

..
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The Only Show in the Country for New Age/Metaphysical Stores!
www.inats.com |  800.710.8859 |  303.368.0060

Celebrating 15 Years of Business and 
Community in the Mile High City!

Celebrating 15 Years of Business and 
Community in the Mile High City!

Saturday, June 26, 2010 through Monday, June 28, 2010
Pre-Show Seminars: June 25, 2010

Denver Merchandise Mart, Denver, Colorado

Produced by:
Western Exhibitors, Inc.
2181 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA  94123

Endorsed by:
New Age Retailer
COVR (Coalition of 
Visionary Resources)

Managed by:
KJ Expositions

8751 E. Hampden Avenue
Suite C1

Denver, CO  80231

Wholesale Only – 
Not Open to the Public

 



Experience The Quality Of

Rock Our World

866 231 ROCK

rockourworld.com

Vi s i t  u s  a t  Tu c s o n  E l e c t r i c  Pa r k ,  Te n t  9  ( b y  t h e  b a c k  o f  t h e  p a r k i n g  l o t )
a nd  a t  t h e  R ap a  R i v e r  Gem  S how ( n e x t  t o  t h e  D a y s  I n n )

Wholesale Crystals, Minerals, Fossils, Interior Décor, and Landscaping

Copy r i g h t  ©  20 10  Ro c k  Ou r  Wo r l d ,  I n c .  No r t h  Ho l l ywood ,  CA .

7 6 2 5



Our Proven Best-Sellers!

La Quinta Show Rooms 215, 217 & 219

Moldavite Cinnabar Quartz

Crimson Cuprite™

Agni Gold Danburite™

Danburite

Golden Azeztulite™

STONES 
OF THE NEW

CONSCIOUSNESS
Healing, Awakening & Co-creating  

with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS
Co-author of �e Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

The New Stone Book Sensation!

Lemurian Light™ Crystals

Azeztulite™  Merkabah Stars

Satyaloka Azeztulite™ Lemurian Aquatine Calcite™

Original White 
Azeztulite™Circle Stones™  (Crop Circle Flint™)

Ajoite

Wire Wrap Pendants Healer’s Gold™

Himalaya Gold Azeztulite™

Pink Azeztulite™

Rosophia™

Phenacite

Mystic Merlinite™Nuummite

Ascension Jewelry

Master Shamanite™ Goddess Jewelry

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com    
For a Free 208 Page Color Catalog, 

call 802-476-4775 or 
email heavenandearth@earthlink.net 
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